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We are looking for akJmnj In aU career fields Business,
Education, Healthcare, Human service, Non-Profit,
Government and self-Employment. Join the program
and share your experience from how you got started in
your field, what you have learned on the job and job
search advice. It doesn't matter whether you are a
recent alumni from the 90's or a more experienced alum
from the earlier years; we hope that you will consider
joining. Your insights, expertise and experiences are
valuable to making this program successful!
Alumni can provide advice by phone, e-mail or in
person. You can participate through:
• On-campus networking events
• Informational Interviews
• Career panel guest speaking
• Serving as a mentor to students of color or
GLBT students
We have partnered With MonsterTrak.com, which offers thIS pr0-
gram to us free of charge. The career servIces Office has worked
with MonsterTrak for several years for other career-related services.
The program can be accessed through htt:p-Jlwww.monstertrak.com.
You will need to select career Contact and Alumni Network on
the menu. Once in the system you will select REGISTER and
follow the step-by-step instructions. It's that easy. The program
allows you to update your record so that if you move or change
jobs students will be able to contact you. Please make sure to
include your e-mail when you register! You may want to save
these instructions for future use.
Contact Career Services at (508) 531-1328 or
careersrv@bridgew.edu
Caraur planning powarad by axparianca.
Bridgewater aims to keep alumni, faculty, students and their families, staff and friends of Bridgewater State College informed about
the college community and its impact on the region. The tri-annual college magazine is written, designed and edited with the needs
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Bridgewater State College students
take a break to pose for a group photo.
The students helped to build a house
in Florida with Habitat for Humanity.
See story pages 3-9.





• In spring 2002, work will begin on a new operations
center to house our facilities, central receiving and
campus police departments, with completion
expected late fall 2002.
o Turning to technology, for the second year
in a row Bridgewater has been included in Yahoo's
Internet Life Magazine among the"Top 100 Wired
Colleges in America." The September 2001 edition
ranked Bridgewater 50th in the nation - a major
advance over last year when the college was ranked
98th• In Massachusetts, Bridgewater was the only
public college or university chosen for the list. Two
private institutions from the state were also selected -
M.l.T. (5) and Harvard University (56).
This summer, the college received two grants totaling
nearly a million dollars to fund technology for teach~
ing and learning. With this funding, we have installed
a wireless network across 100% of the campus, to
every building, office, classroom and residence hall
and outdoors as well. Bridgewater is today one of the
first and largest campuses in New England to offer
wireless networking everywhere.
o Finally, as 1 prepare to leave the presidency of Bridge-
water next June after 13 years in office, 1want to
ensure that the all-important Campaign for Bridge-
water reaches its $10 million goal by June 2002.
As we enter the final phase of the campaign, 1urge
all you to help us reach this goal by making your
donation now to the Campaign for Bridgewater.
ln these difficult and challenging times for America,
1am impressed every day as 1enter Boyden Hall and
see the plaques on the building's walls which celebrate
the bravery, and in many cases, the ultimate sacrifices, of
our students, faculty and alumni who served in uniform
during times of conflict. One dates back more than 140
years, to the start of the Civil War.
Now it is the turn of our generation to be resolute and
determined in the face ofthreat and danger from democ-
racy's most determined opponents. Like you, 1have every
confidence in the ability of our people, our country and
our friends around the world to safeguard humanity.
This issue of Bridgewater Magazine goes to press only
days after the horrific terrorist attack on our nation. Our
thoughts and prayers at this time are with all those who
suffered as a result of these terrible events and with their
relatives, friends and neighbors. As many already know,
that includes William Hunt, a BSC graduate of the class of
1992, who was reported missing in the World Trade
Center explosion.
On campus, as everywhere else in America, people
struggle to cope with this situation. But each of us feels
strongly the obligation and the desire to keep moving
forward. ln keeping with that spirit, 1will share briefly
with you pertinent information about the college as the
fall 2001 semester opened:
As a result of Bridgewater's rising reputation for
academic excellence, and a new requirement establish-
ing a minimum 3.0 high school grade point average
for regular admission candidates, the number of
applicants denied admission to Bridgewater this year
increased by 21 0/0. There is an even more dramatic
statistic: fully 430/0 of the students admitted to
Bridgewater in September 1999 no longer meet
the college's regular admissions standards.
Meanwhile, the number of transfer students from
other colleges and universities applying to Bridgewater
continues to grow. The college enrolled 11 % more
transfer students this year than last year.
o Bridgewater opened the fall semester with two new
academic programs-a bachelor of science and a mas-
ter of science in criminal justice. We expect both of
these programs to address a long-standing need in this
region of the state to prepare students for careers in
this field. A new interdisciplinary lrish-American
Studies minor, a joint initiative with Massasoit
Community College, is also being offered for the first
time this fall.
The single largest capital construction program in
Bridgewater's history continues this fall. In total, the
state has appropriated more than $71 million to this
effort. These projects include:
• A new 300-bed residence hall is on schedule to
open next September;
• Adjacent to the new residence hall, a new 700-seat
dining facility is on schedule to be completed next
summer with occupancy in the fall;
• A new $16 million field house is schedule to open
next fall. The 85,000 square foot facility will house
both academic and athletic programs and provide a
fully equipped state-of-the-art fitness center for
our students, faculty and staff.
• The renovation of Harrington Hall has begun.
Completion is expected in mid-fall 2002, with
opening scheduled for spring semester 2003.
Harrington Hall will become the home for the
School of Management and Aviation Science;
*****
Bse students work on an Habitat for Humanity house
in Florida.
BSC students, faculty and staff dedicate hours to
these programs, receiving neither class credit nor
paycheck in return. Their reward is the satisfaction
of helping others, of giving back, of reaching out,
of making a difference.
Mr. Lang and his fellow house builders had plenty
of fun on their Florida trip, going out to eat, chatting
with the international travelers who stayed in their
hostel, pounding nails and putting up walls. Yet, the
one thing they all wanted most was to meet someone
who would be living in one of the 13 Habitat houses
they were helping to build and they did. "She was very
grateful," he said. "It made the whole project so much
more worthwhile."
Each spring break, two BSC groups head out to do
good deeds. Michael McKenna, who had served as acting
program coordinator for the Students Activities Office
said about 30 students generally apply for the Habita;
program. A core group of 10 is selected based on their
ability to work together. To pay for their trip - lodging,
airfare, food, and such - as well as assist with building
materials, the group must raise about $7,000. This year's
troupe outdid themselves, he said, raising $13,000 from
businesses and friends within Bridgewater and their
home communities.
Once on site, the BSC students joined college stu-
dents and other volunteers from all over the country in
building houses for low-income families. A house super-
visor with construction experience showed the students
what to do, and everyone pitched in. Some people might
discount the construction efforts of a bunch of students
but Mr. McKenna said after a hurricane, many of the '
houses left standing are Habitat houses..
ACampus Without
Boundaries
SSC Reaches Into the Greater
Community to Teach, Assist and
Su pport Others
Habitat for Humanity, Florida.
~ Tim Lang, '02, learned one of his most important
~ lessons outside the classroom. It was the kind
~ of lesson that sticks with students long after
,~ they have stashed away their diploma. It was a lesson
..... about life.
&;' "This program helped solidify my faith that things
are being done for others, and that any little contribu-
tion 1can make will make a difference," he said. "I had
such a good time that I'm looking into the Americorp
program, doing disaster relief, working with the poor."
Mr. Lang was one of 10 students who spent spring
break building a house for a low-income family in the
Miami-area community of Florida City. The Office of
Student Activities has been sending students around the
country to help with the Habitat for Humanity project
for six years, as one of the many outreach programs at
Bridgewater State College.
Through these community- and service-based pro-
grams, students help children with disabilities strengthen
uncooperative muscles. Others participate in clean-up
days at a local pond or tutor elementary school students
struggling to read. Some students dispense a sense of
confidence and self-worth as they encourage youngsters
to pursue a college education, or open up children's eyes
to the wonderful world of science.
BSC students work on roof of Habitat for Humanity house
in Florida.
Mr. McKenna has seen the positive impact the pro-
gram has on the students. "By doing it this way, by mak-
ing it a big adventure, it sparks a fire in them that they
can carry with them to their communities," he said. "It
instills a real sense of responsibility to your community."
The students who spend spring break with Sister Mary
Ellen Dow and Father Lawrence Jerge, campus ministers
at the Catholic Center would agree. Each year, Sister
Mary Ellen and Father Larry lead a group of between
eight and 10 students into a community of poverty to
help others. One year, the students ran an after-school
program for little ones in Mexico. Another time, students
helped to build and refurbish homes for poor women
and tutor inner city children in Cincinnati.
This spring the group found itself in Phoenix at the
Andre House of Hospitality, serving more than 500 meals
a night to the homeless. The students lived and worked
with the regular volunteers, hearing both their stories
and the stories of the poor in dire straits.
"The students go in with the stereotype of the poor
as lazy and shiftless," Sister Mary Ellen said. "Then they
look into their eyes, realize the unforeseen circumstances
that causes this to happen, learn about addiction. The
students knew they had something to offer, but they
didn't know how much they would learn from the poor."
The Catholic Center program also functions on
another level, by encouraging the students to build a
Christian community amongst themselves. Service and
community building help the students become better,
more caring individuals with a good sense of their own
giftedness, she said.
"Our perspective is that because of faith and spiritual-
ity we are called to be of service," Sister Mary Ellen said.
"Life takes on new meaning when we brush up against
those less fortunate than ourselves."
Melissa Morad, '96, who participated in the alterna-
tive spring break program her senior year under the
direction ofFather John Denning, echoes Sister Mary
Ellen's words when recalling her own experience helping
to build a house in Georgetown, S.c. Ms. Morad now
works as a pre-law adviser at Boston University and has
completed the Ed.M. program there as well. She said her
experience in South Carolina was a factor in her decision
to enroll in the program.
"It definitely made me more socially aware," Ms.
Morad said. "I came from a very middle-class family,
and sometimes you forget how much you have. It helped
me have a better outlook on life."
Students don't have to travel miles from campus to
help others. BSC's nine Greek organizations keep busy
year round raising money or donating their time to
worthy causes. During the past academic year, fraternity
and sorority members recorded 5,333 hours of volunteer
effort and raised $10,298.
"I'm excited. This is the highest amount raised in the
past five years," said Dan Darcy, former assistant director
of orientation and Greek life. "Each year they set them-
selves a higher and higher goaL"
There is no end to the variety of volunteer activities
undertaken by the Greek members. They make "get well"
cards for sick children, run voter registration drives,
deliver Easter baskets to hospital patients. They partici-
pate in any number ofwalk-a-thons, ride-a-thons,jump
rope-a-thons and rocking chair-a-thons. They deliver
sandwiches to the homeless in Boston, volunteer at the
Pine Street lnn, help out the Handi-kids, run food drives
and book drives and toy drives. One group even cut their
hair and donated their discarded locks to be made into
wigs for cancer patients.
Money they raise goes to the Multiple Sclerosis
Foundation, the National Kidney Foundation, the Ameri-
can Cancer Society and the Make-a-Wish Foundation,
and also helps support the homeless and area veterans.
Fraternities and sororities have not forgotten to lend a
hand on campus, as well. They volunteer to help fresh-
men carry their belongings to their dorm rooms, take
part in campus clean-ups, and run educational tables
about alcohol awareness at campus events.
Much of this good work is done without adequate
fanfare, Mr. Darcy said. "1 am so proud of the chapters
and the hard work they do. Yet so much of it goes
unnoticed and they just don't get enough credit."
On many Saturday mornings, members of Sigma Chi
and Phi Sigma Sigma rise at 7 AM to volunteer with other
BSC students in the Children's Physical Developmental
Clinic. Established by Dr. Joseph Huber in 1974, CPDC
brings together students and children with disabilities
from the community in a setting that benefits both.
Dr. Huber remembers the early 70s, when the popular
process of institutionalization was falling out of favor.
School systems were scrambling to find professionals
who could care for these special children suddenly
appearing in the mainstream. The Bridgewater program
started small, with 25 BSC physical and special education
students assisting 20 area children, but has grown
tremendously, he said.
Today, more than 100 students from various majors
volunteer eight Saturdays a semester to enhance motor,
aquatic, sport and social capabilities and interact with
65 children ages 18 months to 18 years. Although other
similar clinics exist elsewhere, Bridgewater's CPDC is
unique in New England.
"In the classroom, the student doesn't get hands-on
experience," Dr. Huber said. "Here, knowledge and infor-
mation is in practice. The student who stays with us
semester after semester becomes better and better able
to anticipate what the child with disabilities needs."
Dr. Kevin Curry works with area middle school students at
CityLab in the Moakley Center.
ln the medical world, the program is well-known.
Most of the participating children have been referred to
CPDC by a pediatrician or rehabilitation specialist, and
travel from as far away as Lexington and Concord,
Providence and the Cape.
Warm water and manual support provided by Jen Smith
are a perfect combination to assure a child's initial success
with water orientation skills at the Children's Physical
Developmental Clinic.
Along with the practical and hands-on career knowl-
edge students glean from the program, Dr. Huber feels
they also benefit through its community service aspect.
"They can be students who sit at a desk for eight semes-
ters and be passive recipients," he said. "Or, 1see students
entering the clinic stepping away from being passive
recipients into active providers."
BSC students aren't the only ones reaching out to
the community. Through the college's CityLab program,
a number of biology and chemistry professors share their
expertise with middle and high school teachers and
students. The program, run in conjunction with the
Boston University School of Medicine, allows elementary
students to undertake experiments and explore the world
of science in a way not always possible in the budget-
tight K-12 school system.
"The idea behind it is that biotech and cellular molec-
ular biology are growth areas. There are many job oppor-
tunities," Dr. John Jahoda, project director, said. "But it's
also an area most high schools and middle schools don't
teach. They just don't have the facilities."
lnstead, area students are welcomed to BSC's CityLab,
located in the Moakley Center. Here, in an authentic
molecular biology lab, the students can learn about such
cutting-edge topics as protein analysis, electrophoresis
and DNA fingerprinting through experiment and investi-
gations geared to capture their imaginations.
Through the project "The Mystery of the Crooked
Cell," students learned about normal and abnormal
hemoglobin through studying sickle cell anemia. More
than just studying science, they also delved into history,
math, language arts and social science as they learned
about sickle cell anemia's connection with the rum and
slavery trade in early America.
Fortunately. the program has received a huge financial
shot in the arm this year from the National Institutes of
Health and will be able to expand to include teacher
enhancement workshops, an after-school scholars pro-
gram and a summer camp for students entering the sixth
through ninth grades.
Turning Point students display their achievement certificates.
"Two things NIH wants to do with these programs:
get the message out to students that biotech is an inter-
esting area you might consider in your career goals, and
develop effective partnerships between colleges and
schools." Dr. Jahoda said.
CityLab also serves another purpose - by partnering
with the local school systems. the college continues to
fulfl1l its commitment to improving education by
improving teachers. "We at Bridgewater are committed
to the professional development of all teachers. That's
been a part of our mission here for a long time," he said.
The idea behind BSC's Turning Point program is to
focus students' dreams on a college education. Karen
Johnson Slaton, former director of multicultural affairs
at BSC, founded the program three years ago. She real-
ized that if students don't begin thinking about college
at an early age. valuable years of preparation, planning
and opportunity can be lost.
Through Turning Point, fifth graders from the
Brockton school system are brought to the BSC campus.
BSC students and faculty talk about their personal col-
lege experiences in the hope of generating a real enthu-
siasm for higher education in the fifth graders. The day
includes a fun educational lecture, as well as a tour of
the campus.
Fifth graders may be years away from college. but it's
never too early to start thinking about the future, Mrs.
Slaton said. "They are becoming pre-teens, and the
tendency is to begin the process of dropping out. They
begin to develop negative attitudes and behaviors. By
high school, they have created a pattern for themselves
that is hard to break."
One of the most important aspects of the program is
the family dinner. when parents are treated to a meal and
told the hard truth by BSC staff - most children will not
succeed without their parents' help. Parents need to
make sure that homework gets done, that arrangements
are made for extra help, that extracurricular activities
build leadership skills.
The program targets between 350 and 400 students
each year. While it's still too early to tell how many
Turning Point participants will find their way to college.
parents have told Mrs. Slaton their children came home
from BSC excited about college and excited about their
futures.
"Once on a tour we went by an empty classroom.
The students went in and sat at the college desks, then
bragged about it later to friends," Mrs. Slaton said.
"For one little moment in time we have them. Because of
their experience here with college students, faculty and
staff. it might be the moment they say, 'Yes, I can·...
Another program run through the Offlce of Multi-
cultural Affairs, Leadership, Education and Academic
Development (LEAD), helps about 20 Brockton High
School sophomores and juniors attain their college
dreams. The students attend leadership seminars and
workshops on topics such as life skills and time manage-
ment. BSC students tutor the high schoolers in math and
writing, and also dispense practical advice about prepar-
ing for college by serving as mentors.
Both programs are intended to assist students along
the path to higher education - no matter which institu-
tion they plan to attend. "We are not preparing students
specifically for BSC but for higher education," she said.
"All of us in higher education have to do a better job to
reach back to the K- 12 system to say we support you."
G£ '~TER ST..HE COLLEG E
{ice of ~\\\\\t\l\tura\ Affair
Nigel Smith, '01, Turning Point mentor, discusses the day's
activities with the students.
BSC students provide literature on health benefits of
quitting smoking during the Great American Smokeout event
in November.
Students, faculty and staff volunteer endless hours to
community service. STARS (Students Teaching Awesome
Readers) has been operating out of the Office of Student
Activities for the past four years. About 20 BSC students
travel to the Kennedy Elementary School in Brockton
twice a week to work with third and fourth graders on
their reading skills.
The Circle K Club, sponsored by the East Bridgewater
Kiwanis Club, puts in 1,200 hours of community service
both on campus and off during this school year working
with the AIDS Task Force, taking inner city children on
a zoo trip, and giving seatbelt safety presentation to
second graders. The group also raises donations for the
Kiwanis Pediatric Trauma Institute at the New England
Medical Center and to organizations that combat Iodine
Deficiency Disorder.
Ann Doyle, outreach education coordinator for the
alcohol and drug program, organizes lectures and
workshops on pertinent topics such as binge drinking,
recognizing ecstasy and other club drugs, and underage
drinking. Invitations are sent out to parents, police,
liquor store owners - anyone she feels would be inter-
ested in learning more about these topics.
*****
With so many BSC students and staffers lending their
expertise and giving hours to help others, the benefit to
the community is clear. But what is the advantage to the
college itself? The answer can be found inscribed on a
bronze plaque at Boyden Hall: "Not to be ministered
unto, but to minister." Since 1888, this motto has guided
BSC's efforts in community service and instilled a spirit
of duty and service deep into the college's collective soul.
Dr. Huber calls the motto "the underlying basis of the
college education here at Bridgewater. I see our gradu-
ates leaving Bridgewater. 1see them as people who are
going to be leaders in their communities in the years to
come."
The prime time to foster that spirit of community
service is when a person is between 17 and 22 years
old. Afirst-person experience in helping others can
be intoxicating. •
Karen White is ajreelancer who writes feature and
investigative articles for Cape Cod Magazine, Dance
Spirit, AAA Horizons and Plymouth County Business
Review.
A Sailor's life For Me
Captain Foley, '70, Finds
Satisfaction Sailing Schooners
and Tall Ships
Like all the best sea captains, Cap~. Kevin Foley ca~spin a good yarn. Asked about hIs adventures, he 11unleash a cascade of stories - stories about Keys:
~ West and Jolly Old England, of Anthony Perkins and
~ Russian commodores and carousing politicians who must
~ go unnamed; of tall but true tales of Stradivariuses and
square riggers and history he has touched.
He'll tell you how preciolis the
light is in Maine, and how beautiful
it is to be gently drifting on a boat
as the fog rolls in among the
Camden hills. He'll tell you about
patriotic Philadelphia crowds as he
captained a schooner up the
Delaware during the Tall Ships cele-
bration. He'll tell you about washing
down boats for $2 at the Wellfleet
Marina and piloting whale watch
cruises out of Provincetown and
running a surf shop in Eastham.
Most importantly, he'll tell you how
satisfying his life at sea has been.
"lfl died tomorrow l'd be a happy
person," Capt. Foley said. ''rve sailed
to Europe, the Mediterranean,
Capt. Kevin Foley Ireland, Scotland, South America,
Bermuda, the Caribbean. 1feel
blessed."
Capt. Foley's love affair with boats began long before
his graduation from Bridgewater State College in 1970
with a degree in elementary education. Teaching was
never really on his mind - sailing and surfmg were. On
many mornings Capt. Foley and his roommates would
rise at 4 AM, grab their boards and drive to New Bedford
to surf, arriving back at the college dripping but in time
for lOAM class.
When his first career choice as an oceanographer did-
n't pan out, Capt. Foley persisted in molding his love of
the sea into a career. "I just had an interest in boats. So
many people have an interest in something and don't
pursue making a living with that interest," he said. "1
must stress this is something anyone can do. When 1
started, 1didn't know anything more than anyone else."
When Capt. Foley and his former wife purchased a
56-footer and began chartering cruises in the Caribbean,
he realized it was possible to run boats professionally. He
took jobs saiiing to Europe, up and down the East Coast,
learning the ins and outs of running yachts and large
sailing ships. Then a friendship with the owner of the
Schooner America gave Capt. Foley the chance to sail the
ship of his dreams.
The Schooner America is a replica of the original
America, a ship of ground-breaking design built in 1851
specifically to be displayed at the first World's Fair in
England. There the ship raced and beat (quite soundly,
Capt. Foley states) 14 top British ships, thereby begin-
ning a racing tradition that would become known as the
America's Cup.
Capt. Foley captained the Schooner America in the
Tall Ships 2000 sail. From his place of honor on deck, he
heard the cheers and greeted long lines of guests at every
city along the tour. "When you pull into harbors in a
schooner, people go crazy," he said.
There is a romance about Tall Ships, he said, undeni-
able to sailors and landlubbers alike. Being chosen as
captain of a Tall Ship - in particular, such an important
historic ship - is an experience that Capt. Foley can
barely describe. Perhaps growing up in Massachusetts,
loving baseball and being chosen to play for the Red Sox
would compare, he said.
"You dream the dream, you love boats - traditional
boats, schooners and square riggers. On those kinds of
boats you learn your skills, how to tie knots, how to treat
the rigging with pine tar, how to splice," he said. ''It's
reliving the glory of the old days, trying to keep the past
alive. These boats are like moving museums."
Last spring and summer, Capt. Foley captained a pri-
vately-owned 70-foot sailboat from Florida to the Great
Lakes. Friends and family of the boat's owner were along
for the ride, and Capt. Foley made the journey as pleas-
ant as possible by dropping anchor at Annapolis, New
York City and Nantucket.
He hopes to use the money he made on that six-
month assignment to buy a bed and breakfast in Maine.
He envisions a life of summers spent trading stories with
tourists, and winters cruising boats in Key West. Best of
the land, best of the sea. It's an enviable lifestyle, and
Capt. Foley admits just how fortunate he's been to find it.
"1 was in the library at BSC looking up a book on
O'Henry, and 1ran into a book on Joshua Slocum (the
first man to sail solo around the world). 1read that book
in my dorm room, right there at Bridgewater, and 1knew
that's what 1wanted to do," he said. "1 haven't sailed
around the world, but l've sailed plenty of miles. 1feel
very lucky." •
Karen White is a free lancer who writes feature
and investigative articles for Cape Cod Magazine,
Dance Spirit, AAA Horizons and Plymouth County
Business Review.
Gaines Family Connection
to BSC Runs Deep
.t They might not talk about it
~ much, but the connection is
~ there. Each and every member
~ of the Gaines family - from mom
~ and dad right down through four~ siblings - has attended, worked at
or graduated from Bridgewater
State College.
''It's something we all have in
common," Paul Gaines Jr., '91, said.
"We understand what Bridgewater
has done for us. We know
Bridgewater has helped us get
where we are today. That's just
something we know."
It's unusual enough for siblings
to pick the same school as each
other, and rarer still to attend col-
lege on the same campus where
their father works. As an adminis-
trator, Paul L. Gaines Sr., '68,
worked to set up and coordinate
minority programming at BSC from
1968 to 1996. During those years,
daughters Jena Gaines, Patricia
"Patti" Gaines, Paulajo Mays, and
son Paul Jr. were undergraduate
students. Not only that, but mother
Jo Eva Gaines also spent plenty of
time at BSC, receiving a certincate
of advanced graduate study.
There was no master plan at
work here, no parental pressure or
impending sense of duty. Patti
admits she liked the idea of being
close to her father, as well as
attending a college where both her
parents were "making a difference."
Paul Jr. looked at many schools and
also considered the military before
deciding BSC was the best nt.
Yet, two sisters started their col-
lege careers at other institutions -
Jena at Mt. Holyoke and Paulajo at
Spelman College in Atlanta.
Midway through their college
careers both transferred to BSC;
Jena drawn by BSC's anthropology
offerings and Paulajo by its nne
reputation for turning out teachers.
All the siblings received BSC
diplomas with the exception of
Patti, the family "free spi~t," who
fell in love with an Australian while
in school and moved to the Land
Down Under. Although Paulajo
shared the campus with Paul Jr. for
Jo Eva Gaines and Paul Gaines Sr.
one year, and Jena and Patti were at
BSC for a time together, all were in
different majors with different pro-
fessors, hanging out with different
social groups, nnding their own
niches.
"1 am surprised all my kids ended
up at Bridgewater," Jo Eva said.
"They are all very independent. I
suppose there is something special
about their dad that they didn't
think being at his school would
compromise their individuality."
Through all those years and
many more before, Paul Sr. worked
to assure ethnic diversity and
understanding across the college
campus. After receiving his master's
from BSC in May of 1968, he was
hired to recruit and assist minority
students. At that time, ethnic
equality was still a new, and very
volatile, concept, and the job was
Seated: Jo Eva and Paul Sr.
Standing: Paulajo, Patti, Paul Jr., and
Jena in a family photo taken in 1983.
not an easy one.
"Bridgewater State College took
the lead in assuring diversity and
equality. Those were hard times,
very difficult," he said. "In Boston,
there were tremendous problems
with integration, minorities were
nghting allover the South."
Despite his ideological motiva-
tions, accepting the position was
not an easy decision, Paul Sr. said.
He was comfortable teaching and
coaching basketball in the public
schools in Newport. The family's
hometown of Newport was a long
way from Bridgewater - one hour
and 15 minutes in the days before
Route 24, he said. But he had
always felt a strong sense of sup-
port from BSC, and at the urging of
Jo Eva, made his choice.
During the next three decades,
Paul Sr. worked to recruit minority
students to BSC, then assist them
both academically and socially
while on campus to assure their
eventual success. During his nrst
year, Paul Sr. recruited only 11 stu-
dents, six of whom graduated. As
time went on, the numbers of
minority students steadily rose.
Paul Sr. established the African-
American Society and PROGRESS,
helped students with difficulty in
the residence halls, and talked to
professors about changing atti-
tudes. His titles kept changing, from
director of PROGRESS to director of
Paulajo Mays, '90, and her sons
Zachary (left) and Nicolas.
minority affairs to assistant to
the president for affirmative action
and minority affairs, but his job
was basically the same - make sure
each student, regardless of color
or race, has a fair chance at an
equal education.
"1 wanted this to be woven into
the college, not remain a special
program," he said. "Our goal was to
have a campus where the students
were just accepted as students, not
as minority students."
Because of their parents'
involvement in the local school
systems and Paul Sr:s service on
the city council and as mayor of
Newport, his children had grown
up with comments of "Oh, 1know
your father" or "1 know your
mother." They were used to
hearing strangers' accolades
about their parents.
"My dad is an icon. People talk
with such reverence when they talk
about Mr. Gaines; especially former
students. People really appreciate
the hard job he had," Jena said. "lie
didn't talk about that stuff much.
Until he retired 1never knew." Even
though Paul Sr. has retired from his
full-time position, he is still part of
the college community as a mem-
ber of the BSC Foundation Board.
lfBSC is one large theme in the
Gaines' family story, education is
another. All the family members
except for Patti were or are
employed in education. Once again,
as with BSC, no one knew everyone
was headed in the same direction.
"With other families, they go
into medicine or law or business.
Education was the only thing we
were exposed to," Jena said. "Our
parents were tough on us in school.
We had to do as well as we could.
Looking back, it was natural that
we gravitated toward teaching."
A 1983 BSC graduate, Jena
eventually gave up anthropology
for history, receiving a master's in
1985 and a doctorate in 1990 from
the University ofVirginia. She's
been teaching modern European
history to graduates and under-
graduates at Western Michigan
University, and is considering
switching to a Kaplan school to
teach test strategies to nervous SAT
test-takers.
Afreelance writer for reference
books, Jena's love of animals keeps
her busy. She volunteers with the
local animal rescue league, grey-
Patti Gaines
hound rescue, and humane society,
and takes her dog on pet visitations
with children at the local battered
women's shelter. She lives in
Kalamazoo.
It was at BSC in Joanne
Wuschke's language acquisition and
development class where Paulajo
realized teaching was her calling.
She had tried different majors,
"attempting to do anything else but
be a teacher," but fmally gave in to
fate. After graduating from BSC in
1990, she secured a first-grade
teaching job in Newport, eventually
staying in the classroom for 10
years. ANational Board Certified
Teacher, she received a master's
"from the University of New England
in Maine in 1999 and is a third year
doctoral student at Rhode Island
College and the University of Rhode
Island seeking a Ph.D. in Education.
She is the early childhood coor-
dinator for the Newport Public
Schools. Paulajo and her husband,
Don Mays, have two sons, Zachary,
7, and Nicolas, 6.
While at BSC, Paul Jr. thought
he'd forge a career using 1V to dis-
cuss important issues or perhaps
find a job in the mental health field.
After graduating in 1991, he
worked at WGBli in Boston. In June
of this year, he accepted a position
at Carleton College in Minnesota as
assistant director of multicultural
affairs. lie supervises a peer men-
toring team for first year students
and serves as a supervisor for three
culture houses: Latino, African-
American and Asian-American. lie
also provides consultation regarding
cultural identity and adjustment
issues that many students of color
face. lie plans to complete his mas-
ter's in education from Bridgewater
this fall and is looking forward to
graduating in January.
A gifted athlete, Paul Jr. has vol-
unteered his time working with
high school students coaching track
at Rogers liigh School in Newport.
liis team had a remarkable 53- 1
Jena Gaines, '83
record over two seasons. He also
competes in track and fleld and
softball.
The three have followed in the
footsteps of Mom Jo Eva, who
taught elementary music in the
Middletown, R.I., Public Schools for
, 4 years before switching to guid-
ance. She retired as the Middletown
director of guidance in 1995.
Once again, Patti followed a dif-
ferent path. For several years she
worked in communications for
Chase Manhattan Bank in Australia,
introducing the brand new elec-
tronic banking network to skeptical
customers. She then decided to
combine her love of computers and
art by becoming a graphic designer,
and now runs her own computer
graphics design business, working
with major advertising agencies as
well as in the motion picture and
music industries.
Patti's creative success led her
design work to be nominated for
an AR1A award (the Aussie equiva-
lent of a GrammyJ, but her design
career may be almost over. The
"free-spirit" of the Gaines family
is in the process of setting up an
eco-tourism health spa near her
home in Kalkite.
Ambition, family tradition, a
love of learning - the Gaines family
has plenty of ties that bind. They
also share a love of the ocean
gleaned from growing up on
Narragansett Bay
And, of course, there is always
BSc, a place that has meant much
more to the family than just a
school. lt's a place where Paulajo
ran through the corridors of Boyden
Hall as a tiny child, a place where
the independent Patti would seek
out her father for advice ori college
life. lt's where Paul Jr. traveled the
globe vicariously through the sto-
ries of students he worked with in
Paul Gaines Jr., '91
the international and national stu-
dent exchange programs, and fol-
lowed in his father's footsteps by
volunteering his time with multicul-
tural affairs. It's where two of Jena's
professors convinced her to attend
graduate school for history and set
her on a promising career path.
For Paul Sr., Bridgewater is a
special place where he made close
friends who enrich his life even
today. Jo Eva admits that the fam-
ily's connection has created a loy-
alty to BSC, and she gets a bit testy
when others might criticize the col-
lege or decisions by the administra-
tion. "It's hard to separate myself
and realize it's not my school," she
said.
"1 am blessed to be a Gaines,
attend BSC and be part of some-
thing that has been so important to
my family life," Patti said. "That
was the most important thing."
BSC, in turn, has not forgotten
the Gaines. Ascholarship has been
established in Paul Sr.'s name and is
awarded to Black, Cape Verdean or
Hispanic students of African
descent who are majoring in educa-
tion and preparing for careers in
teaching or counseling; and several
family members have been inducted
as student achievers in the college's
Black Achievement Hall
Achievement.
And there is always the next
generation. Paulajo's two sons
already know they are bound for
college. Picking a school now might
seem a bit premature, but she can
certainly imagine a day far from
today, driving them up the familiar
roads to Bridgewater, dropping
them at the Rondileau Campus
Center and waving good-bye. •
Karen White is a freelancer who
writes feature and investigative
articles for Cape Cod Magazine,
Dance Spirit, AAA Horizons and
Plymouth County Business Review.




Burnell School Fifth Graders
Use Moakley Center in
Creative Curriculum
Arthur Slotnick, assistant director for Telecom-munications, thought the children would be shy.He thought he'd have to encourage the fifth
graders from Burnell Elementary School to touch the
television studio's involved visual and audio equipment,
convince them to operate the lights, coax them in front
of the camera.
Boy, was he wrong.
The young students took
to TV production like
Steven Spielberg to a
summer blockbuster.
''It was as if we didn't
have to tell them any-
thing," Mr. Slotnick said.
"These kids have grown
up with technology.
There really was no fear."
Two classes of fifth




out the past school year with Mr. Slotnick in the Moakley
Center's Television Studio. The students became involved
in all aspects of creating a video presentation, from
Performing Music with a
Caribbean Flair
Adistinguished group of musicologists, ethnomusi-col0 gists, composers and performers from aroundthe world gathered in Trinidad and Tobago for
the 2001 Inter-American Conference on Black Music
Research sponsored by the Society for American Music
and The Center for Black Music Research, Columbia
College. The group was fortunate to have as one of their
presenters a talent familiar to the Bridgewater State
College community - Henry Santos, professor emeritus
of music.
''It was truly an honor to be invited by the premier
institution of its kind, the Center for Black Music
Research, to perform for my peers," said Professor
Santos.
An accomplished and respected pianist, Professor
Santos has performed the works of classicists in the
writing the script to directing the scenes to running the
cameras to performing.
As the students learned about camera angles and
audio boards and switches, they were also working
on writing, science, technology, language and the
performing arts.
"This sort of program is clearly part of the Moakley
Center's mission, and it has been given the go-ahead for
this school year."
Mr. Slotnick said the children jumped into the
program with enthusiasm. They filmed science experi-
ments and cooking demonstrations. They put together
an "appropriate" school fashion show and read original
stories and poetry. They recorded an interview with an
elderly gentleman who spoke of going to school in the
"good old days." One group gave out the secret recipe
for making ooze. Others discussed relationship issues
such as friendship and discrimination. One video pre-
sentation showed how to play the flute, another
explained how to take a test, while another dissected
a math problem.
The students were never at a loss for a good idea.
"I give credit for that to the teachers for encouraging
the thought process," he said.
Throughout the process of creating and filming the
video sequences, Mr. Slotnick said he was pleased to see
the students cooperating and collaborating, working
together, explaining their ideas to each other. Every time
a segment was finished, whether the shot was a keeper
or a blooper, the students applauded and said nice things
to each other.
"There was a lot of intellectual brainstorming going
on," he said. "There were different things happening
at different levels. Not only did this program address
real academic disciplines, but also it helped them gener-
ate leadership and social skills. There's no curriculum
for that."
United States and Europe.
Professor Santos, who has
studied piano with Arturo
Beneditti Michelangeli,
Alfredo Fondecaro and
Carl Lamson, has not
allowed his retirement
from teaching to slow
him down.




Henry Santos in D Minor by Domenico
Scarlatti and the Piano
Sonata in E Flat Major, Opus 7 by Beethoven at the East
Stroudsburg University of Pennsylvania.
"Music is my life," said Professor Santos. "It is what
1do."
Dr. Michael Kryzanek (right).
professor of political science.
presents Dr. John Kilbourne




?' Faculty and administrators gathered at a festive
:£ reception at the Maxwell Library to recognize
o nearly 70 faculty members who had books or1:Z articles published between 1995 and 2000.
e::: Faculty members Dr. Michael Kryzanek, chairperson
'"
-2 of political science, and Dr. Paul Dubois, movement arts,
s::~ health promotion and leisure studies, helped former
.~ director of libraries David Carlson coordinate the event.
~ The list represents publications of the highest quality.
c2 Only books published by university or nationally known
commercial presses were included, and only articles from
verified refereed journaIs were listed. The selection
process for refereed journals requires an anonymous
review process by peers and other scholars in the field.
Faculty members who published books were presented
with plaques, and those published in journals received
framed certificates. The nearly 70 authors recognized
amounts to almost a third of the entire faculty.
"1 hope that it sends a message to faculty that their
contributions - not just to teaching, but also to research
and scholarship - are very important, and that this is one
way we can recognize it," said Mr. Carlson.
Gesturing at tables filled with the books and articles
written by faculty members, Dr. Kryzanek noted that the
accomplishments of the faculty are especially impressive
when considering that professors here carry a heavier
course load than instructors at many other institutions.
"H's another example of this place being a lot more
than we think it is," Dr. Kryzanek said. He said the event
gave faculty members the opportunity to learn more
about the work oftheir colleagues, and noted that the
recognition of their publications has "really invigorated
the faculty here."
"This is my first year here, and it's very exciting for
somebody new to see this kind of support," said Dr.
Matilde Zimmermann, assistant professor of history.
She noted that in addition to the publications listed for
recognition, there are "literally thousands of conference
papers, book reviews and presentations" produced by
faculty members every year.
Dr. Marcia Anderson, chairperson of the Department
of Movement Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure
Studies, said she was pleased to see faculty members,
several of whom are in her department, be recognized
for their efforts.
"We have some tremendous faculty members who,
on their own time, do writing that puts the college name
on the national forefront," Dr. Anderson said. The library
has made every effort to obtain copies of each of the
publications honored.
The following faculty mem-
bers were honored for having
had one or more books published
between 1995 and 2000: Dr.
Marcia K. Anderson, Movement
Arts, Health Promotion and
Leisure Studies (MAHPLS);
Dr. Walter Carroll, sociology,
anthropology and criminal
justice; Dr. Thomas Curley,




justice; Dr. Robert E. Fitzgibbons,
philosophy; Dr. Diana Fox,
sociology, anthropology and
criminal justice; Dr. Anne Hird,
secondary education and pro-
fessional programs; Dr. Andrew
C. Holman, history; Dr. Susan A
Holton, communication studies;
Dr. Michael J. Kryzanek, political science; Dr. Howard B. London, dean
of the School of Arts and Sciences; Dr. Kim Macinnis, sociology, anthro-
pology and criminal justice; Dr. John Marvelle, elementary and early
childhood education; Dr. Thomas J. Mickey, communication studies and
theatre arts; Dr. Glenn Miller, earth sciences and geography; Dr. Nancy
Street, CART, communication studies and theatre arts; Dr. Gerald
Thornell, elementary and early childhood education; Dr. Thomas R.
Turner, history; and Dr. Matilde Zimmermann, history.
The following faculty members were recognized for having an
article published in a verified refereed journal: Dr. Jabbar AI-Obaidi, com-
munication studies and theatre arts; Dr. Marcia K. Anderson, MAHPLS;
Dr. Barbara Apstein, English; Dr. Bettina Aten, earth sciences and geogra-
phy; Dr. Jeanne Aurelio, management; Dr. Victoria L. Bacon, secondary
education and professional programs; Dr. Jeffery A. Bowen, biological
sciences; Dr. Lydia Burak, MAHPLS; Dr. Dina M. Carbonell, social work;
Dr. Drake Chisholm, psychology; Dr. Sandra R. Ciocci, special education
and communication disorders; Dr. David M. Culver, history; Dr. Thomas
Curley, English; Dr. Victor DeSantis, political science; Dr. Edward F.
Deveney, physics; Dr. Paul Dubois, MAHPLS.
Also, Dr. Elizabeth K. Englander, psychology; Dr. Patricia Fanning,
sociology, anthropology and criminal justice; Dr. Robert E. Fitzgibbons,
philosophy; Dr. Luci Fortunato-Delisle, history; Dr. Diana Fox, sociology,
anthropology and criminal justice; Dr. Arnold Girdharry, English;
Dr. Frank Gorga, chemical sciences; Dr. Robert Hellstrom, earth sciences
and geography; Dr. Leonid Heretz, history; Dr. Andrew C. Holman, history;
Dr. Jonathan H. Holmes, psychology; Dr. Susan A Holton, communication
studies and theatre arts; Dr. Joseph Huber, MAHPLS; Dr. Audra L. Kennedy,
biological sciences; Dr. John R. Kilbourne, MAHPLS; Dr. Christopher
J. Kirkey, political science; Dr. Dennis E. Kuhl, physics; Dr. Rebecca
S. Leavitt, social work; Dr. Leora Lev, foreign languages; Dr. Margaret
A. Lowe, history.
Also, Dr. Thomas J. Mickey, communication studies and theatre arts;
Dr. Shaheen Mozaffar, political science; Dr. Michael Murtagh, psychol-
ogy; Dr. Gregory D. Nelson, elementary and early childhood education;
Sarah Nesbeitt, Library, Reference/Systems; Dr. Chifuru Noda, chemical
sciences; Dr. Donald Padgett, biological sciences, Dr. Diane Peabody,
biological sciences; Dr. Carolyn Petrosino, sociology, anthropology and
criminal justice; Dr. Charles Robinson, CART coordinator/secondary edu-
cation; Dr. Pamela J. Russell, MAHPLS; Dr. Peter J. Saccocia, earth sciences
and geography; Dr. George Serra, political science; Dr. Kristin E. Shoaf,
foreign languages; Dr. Philip T. Silvia Jr., history; Dr. Jadwiga Smith,
English; Dr. William S. Smith, English; Dr. Nancy Street, CART, communi-
cation studies and theatre arts; Shu-Chen Tu, library, cataloging;
Dr. Thomas R. Turner, history; Dr. Ranjit Vohra, economics; Dr. Linda
M. Wilkens, math and computer science; and Dr. Nancy Witherell,






BSC Signs Joint Admissions
Agreement with Dean
Bridgewater State College and Dean College haveentered into a Joint Admissions agreement, whichwill facilitate the transfer of eligible participating
students from Dean to Bridgewater upon completion of
their associate degree program. The program began in
September.
"Bridgewater State College has enjoyed a strong asso-
ciation with Dean College students for many years," said
BSC President Adrian Tinsley.
"This formal agreement
between the two institutions,
which represents the nrst such
agreement with an indepen-
dent college, will enhance




to providing access to higher
education for residents of
Southeastern Massachusetts."
"Dean College historically
has sent a large number of
graduates to Bridgewater State
College each year, and this for-
mal agreement will further enhance that relationship,"
said Dean College President Paula M. Rooney.
Dean College, founded in 1865 in Franklin, is the
largest, private college in New England offering a tradi-
tional two-year liberal arts program of study not only to
students in Massachusetts, but from all over the United
States and 20 countries.
BSC and MCC Collaborate on
Irish-American Studies Minor
Bridgewater State College and Massasoit Commun-ity College have collaborated to offer a new minorin Irish-American Studies to students at both
institutions for the nrst time this fall.
This multidisciplinary program, the nrst of its kind in
the nation, focuses on the Irish experience in the United
States and Canada, which represents a departure from
most Irish Studies initiatives in American universities.
The program integrates history, literature, art, sociology,
anthropology, political science and popular culture.
"A large number of students at Massasoit Community
College and Bridgewater State College, as well as many
residents in Southeastern Massachusetts, are of lrish-
American descent," said Dr. Conor Johnston, co-director
of the program and professor of English at Massasoit
Community College. "This new area of study will provide
Board of Higher Education
Approves Criminal Justice
Programs
'-E TWO new degree programs are fully subscribed in
.§ their inaugural semester this fall at Bridgewater
~ State College, after the state Board of Higher
~ Education earlier this year approved proposals for a
~ bachelor of science in criminal justice and a master
c2 of science in criminal justice.
"Bachelor's degree programs in criminal justice are
offered only at private institutions in Southeastern
Massachusetts and there is no graduate degree progran
offered at any private or public institution in the regior
said Dr. Laurence Richards, acting vice president for
academic affairs. "The creation of both the bachelor's
and master's degree programs was motivated by a
growing demand for these programs both nationally
and regionally."
Both programs, approved unanimously by the BHE,
are based on standards established by the Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences (AUS), which requires specinl
content in nve essential areas: criminal and juvenile
justice processes, criminology, law enforcement, law
adjudication and corrections. Information technology
in criminal justice and diversity in the criminal justice
system represent two special themes that distinguish
this program from other undergraduate degree progran
The master's program offers concentrations: the
administration of justice, in cooperation with the
master of public administration program, and crime
and corrections.
these students with an opportunity to learn more about
their own heritage as well as the ethnic experience as
part of American history."
The Irish-American Studies Program contains three
distinct components: academic coursework, the opportu-
nity for study abroad and cultural programs and events.
"We also hope to tie together the past experiences of
the Irish-American community with present activities and
events," said Dr. Patricia Fanning, co-director of the
program and assistant professor of sociology at Bridge-
water State College. "Because of the rich Irish-American
cultural life of Boston and the surrounding suburbs, we
plan to supplement the program with a variety of public
events which would draw upon, and be of interest to,
the area's Irish-American population."
For more information on the program, contact
Dr. Conor Johnston, Department of English at Massasoit
Community College at (508) 588-9100 ext. 1884 or
Dr. Patricia J. Fanning, Department of Sociology, Anthro-
pology and Criminal Justice at Bridgewater State College
at (508) 531-2648.
Franklin P.Ollivierre
Japanese Educator Visits to
Learn About BSe Graduate
:B The campus welcomed an associate professor of
.§ education at Tokyo Gakugei University this
QS summer to aid in her research of famous Japanese
~ educator and BSC graduate Mr. Shuje lsawa.
~ Dr. Miho Hashimoto discovered Mr. lsawa's connec-
~ tion to BSC when she was writing her thesis about him
and his importance in the development of the modern
Japanese school curriculum.
Mr. lsawa, an 1877 graduate of BSC, came to the
United States during the "New Meiji Era," a time when
many young Japanese came to America, especially
New England, to learn about the social, economic, and
cultural elements of American life.
Franklin Ollivierre Appointed
to BSe Board Of Trustees
.€ Acting Governor Jane Swift has appointed Mr. .€
.§ franklin P. 011ivierre of Newton to the Bridgewater ~
~ ~Cl:l State College Board of Trustees for a term ending Cl:l
~ in March 2005. ~
~ Mr. Ollivierre is the special assistant for projects at ~
~ the Massachusetts Port Authority, where he represents ~
the director of Massport at meetings and activities where
the agency has an interest such as the development of
regional airports. He works with concerned individuals
and organizations such as citizens, environmental and
business groups as well as local, state, and federal
officials and their staffs.
"The college plays an important role in the edu-
cational, cultural, and economic life of Southeastern
Massachusetts. I eagerly look forward to becoming
a participating member
of the BSC community,"
said Mr. Ollivierre.
Before his position with
Massport, Mr. Ollivierre
served for seven years
as the Secretary of Elder
Affairs for the Common-
wea lth of Massachusetts.
A 1999 recipient of
the Career Achievement
Alumni Award from the
Greater New Bedford
Regional Vocational High
School, Mr. 011ivierre holds
a bachelor's degree from
Boston University and a master's degree from Michigan
State University. He is a member of the Collegium of
Distinguished Alumni of the College of Arts and
Sciences, Boston University.
He completed his formal
education at Harvard
University, returned to
Japan, where at first he
found opposition to his ideas
from supporters of tradi-
tional Japanese teaching. He
founded the first normal
school in Tokyo, but his par- Or. Miho Hashimoto
ticular interest was music
education. He believed that exposure to music and dance
helped to develop the human potential as far as possible.
He excelled in his chosen profession and eventually
held a high administrative post in Japan's education
administration.
Of. Hashimoto researched the Special Collections
section in the Maxwell Library during her academic visit.
Public Service is a
Family Tradition
Kate Stone, '02, learned the art of running a politi-cal campaign at an early age and it is clear shepaid attention. She took the skills she learned from
her father, Plymouth County Commissioner Robert
Stone, and parlayed
them into a successful
bid to be the student
trustee to the Bridge-
water State College
Board of Trustees for
the 2001-2002 academic
year.
Her interest in the
student trustee position
came from her experi-
ence serving as a senator
in the Student Govern-
ment Association. She
had considered running Kate Stone
for re-election to the
senate, but soon realized the student trustee position
would provide her with an opportunity to make an even
greater difference in the lives of BSC students.
As student trustee, Ms. Stone, a senior majoring
in intensive special education and psychology, will
represent the student body at monthly board meetings
and serve as a representative on the presidential search
committee.
"The most important responsibility the student
trustee has is to communicate to the students what
changes are occurring at the college and why they are
happening," said Ms. Stone. "1 want to make myself
available to the students to listen to their concerns
and articulate their opinions and issues to the board."
Pictured left to right: Dr. Dorothy Oppenheim, Martha Jones and Dr. Patricia O'Brien
College students, already consumers of cell phones
and personal digital assistants, will likely welcome the
new opportunities that come with wireless technology.
In other information technology news, the Common-
wealth Information Technology Division has also
awarded BSC a $340,000 grant to extend the Mm
(Massachusetts Information Turnpike Initiative) flber-
optic network to Southeastern Massachusetts via a cable
installed by the MBTA. The installation of the cable was
part of the agreement between BSC and the MBTA when
the commuter rail station was constructed.
Chief Information Officer Bill Davis noted that "The
Commonwealth's largest, highest capacity data network,
Mm, had no state-owned fiber-optic link to
Southeastern Massachusetts and instead leased these
facilities. This meant that data connections for higher
education and some other agencies were slower and
much costlier in Southeastern Massachusetts than else-
where in the state. The new grant makes possible much
faster and efficient network services for BSC and
Southeastern Massachusetts."
Also scheduled for completion by fall will be the
installation of four new technology-enhanced class-
rooms on campus. Two will be in the Maxwell Library,
and the other two will be located in the Conant Science
Building.
In her new position, Dean Jones
will oversee the programs and
services for international students,
study abroad and exchange and
coordinate services for students
and employees with disabilities. She
will take on expanded leadership
responsibilities in the division and
as the division representative in
college projects.
Dr. Patricia O'Brien, assistant
vice president of academic affairs,
was named associate vice president
for planning and assessment. Dr.
O'Brien joined the BSC community
in 1996 as director of institutional
research and assessment. She was
an American Council on Education
(ACE) fellow for the 1999-2000
academic year.
Her responsibilities include inte-
grating the initiatives of the col-
lege's Vision Paper into the other
planning processes of the college,
including the Mission Implementa-
tion Plan that BSC prepares for the
Board of Higher Education and the
divisional plans prepared by each
vice president.
Business Education (lACBE) and
development and implementation
of the lACBE Outcomes Assessment
plan. She will also be responsible
for the CM accreditation process
for the aviation department.
Associate Dean for Student
Affairs Martha Jones was
appointed to the position of Dean
of Students. Dean Jones began her
tenure at Bridgewater in J966 as
assistant to the dean of women.
She was promoted in 1977 to her
most recent present position as




Dr. Dorothy Oppenheim was
named acting dean of the School
of Management and Aviation
Science. Dr. Oppenheim had served
as acting associate dean last year.
Afaculty member at BSC since
1996, Dr. Oppenheim will have
responsibility for the development
of the self-study needed for the
school's accreditation by the Inter-
national Assembly for Collegiate
Wireless Technology
Impacts Campus
...., StUdents who registered for summer session II
;J"l classes, along with scores of ori~ntation students
registering for the fall, were assIsted by staff work-
ing on wireless laptop computers. Registering wireless
may not have seemed like a big deal to the students at
the time, but the fact that wireless technology is now
available on campus will have a major impact on college
life in the near future.
The new technology is part of an Information
Technology Demonstration Project financed by a grant
for $529,000 from the Board of Higher Education and
the Commonwealth Information Technology Division.
The grant was written by Chief Information Officer Bill
Davis to build campus-wide wireless technology to sup-
port the redesign of three core courses in teacher educa-
tion.
In addition to supporting these courses, the wireless
technology will allow students, faculty and staff to use
wireless computers throughout the campus. Bridgewater
State College is one of the first and largest colleges in
New England to provide wireless access across 100 per-
cent of the campus.
Dr. V. James DiNardo '39 at the
StoneForge cocktail reception.
Ethel Waters Korotsky, '51, enjoys a
surprise birthday cake at the all alumni
dinner on Saturday evening.
Following the meeting, everyone
gathered in Flynn Dining Commons
for a delicious luncheon. Members
of the Class of 1936, Class of 1941
and Class of 1951 were all recog-
nized and congratulated on cele-
brating their milestone reunions.
Some of the afternoon activities
were canceled because of the
high winds and rain, but the rains
lifted and the sky brightened for
the evening cocktail reception
and alumni dinner held at the
StoneForge Tavern in Raynham.
On Sunday morning the skies
were overcast once again, but the
Class of 1951 were determined to
have a good time on their Sunday
brunch cruise to Newport, Rhode
1sland. Just as they were boarding
the ship, the skies cleared and they
enjoyed their brunch and casual
ride on Narragansett Bay.
Even though it rained, it truly
was a wonderful weekend and the
Office of Alumni Relations received
numerous thank-you notes from
those who attended the festivities.
1t is always a great feeling for the
staff to see the weekend unfold
into something so enjoyable for all.
contained a graduation photo, a
small biography of what that person
has been doing for the past 50
years and a current photograph.
Many people spent time just look-
ing through the books and "catch-
ing up" with what their classmates
have been doing since graduation.
On Saturday, the 50th reunion
class went to the Moakley Center
for the taping of a "Walk Down
Memory Lane." Alumni were given
the opportunity to share their BTC
memories and have them video-
taped. From there everyone moved
to liorace Mann Auditorium for
the Alumni Association's Annual
Meeting.
BM President, Mr. Robert Carter,
'51, presided over the Annual
Meeting. The Class of 1951 pre-
sented President Tinsley with a
check of $176,000, the largest class
gift in the college's history and the
Class of 1947 also presented a
check to President Tinsley in the
amount of $11 ,000. These class
gifts will be used for student schol-
arships. Also, Mr. Robert Ryan, '55,
and Ms. Carolyn Turchon, '62, were
elected to the Alumni Association's
Board of Directors.
Crimson Ambassadors holding daisy
chain for alumni as they walk to the all
alumni luncheon.
Many members of the Class of
1951 came to campus on Friday
evening. President Adrian Tinsley
hosted a cocktail reception at her
home, and then they all returned
to campus for a reunion dinner in
the campus center ballroom. 1t
was during the dinner that they all
received their Class Books. These
books were put together by mem-
bers of the reunion committee
and were a huge hit! Each page
Pictured above and at right: Friday
night's reception at President Tinsley's
home.
Annual Fund Director Barbara Lafrance
speaking with Beverly Pottern Shapiro,
'51, and her husband, Mel, at the all
alumni cocktail reception.
Alumni Weekend 2001
The rains came, but so did more
than 250 alumni! While Alumni
Weekend 2001 was a soggy one,
those who braved the elements
were happy they did!
Members of the class of 1936
Members of the Class of 1941 celebrate their 60'h class reunion.
Alumni enjoy conversations at the cocktail reception
at StoneForge.
Class of 1951 on a Sunday brunch cruise to Newport.
Members of the class of 1951
Muriel Sherman, '47, presents President Adrian Tinsley
with a $11,000 gift from the Class of 1947.
Chester Smolski, '51, and Margaret Hart Foley, '51,
presents class gift of $176,000 to President Adrian Tinsley.
The largest in the college's history.
Alumni Association
Presents Awards
Dr. Kevin Curry (left) with Margaret
Joyce, '56, and Dr. V. James DiNardo, '39.
Dr. V. James DiNardo
Award for Excellence
in Teaching
Dr. Kevin D. Curry
Dr. Curry came to Bridgewater State
College in 1994. He received his
undergraduate degree from Central
College in Pella, Iowa, his Master of
Science degree from the University
of Arizona and his Ph.D. from
Purdue University. His career as
an aquatic ecologist began when
he was a child growing up in
Rhinebeck, N.Y., where he spent
hours playing in streams, and
always looking for that special
fishing hole for trout. He studied
biology at Central College in lowa
and then his path shifted to fish-
eries and aquatic biology while he
was working on his master's degree
at the University of Arizona. Upon
completion of the master's pro-
gram, Kevin was offered a position
at Purdue University as an instruc-
tor in fisheries while he worked
on his Ph.D.
He left teaching for a short
period and worked as an Environ-
mental Engineer for Monsanto
Chemical. His desire to return to
teaching was strong and in 1989 he
became part of the Biology Depart-
ment at the American lnternational
College in Springfield, Massachu-
setts. Dr. Curry came to Bridgewater
State College in 1994 to develop an
environmental biology program. His
students have been invited to pre-
sent their undergraduate research
at regional and national meetings.
Students view Dr. Curry as a special
personal mentor and friend.
Jack Hackett, '55, (left) with Daniel J.
Darcy, '88, G '90, (right) and Peter
George, '84.





Daniel J. Darcy, '88 G'90
Dan's friendly demeanor, open-door
policy and calming personality were
key factors in ensuring students
would have an enjoyable college
experience at BSC. As the former
orientation program coordinator,
Dan was responsible for providing
new students with a smooth, yet
exciting transition college life. A
coworker stated, "His service to the
college represents the ideal of what
every administrator should strive
for: the ability to see the potential
in every student, the challenge to
implement new ideas and creative
programs, and the chance to fmd
Alumni and friends gathered on
campus to honor four alumni
and two faculty members for their
outstanding service and dedication
to Bridgewater State College.
(To make nominations for the 2002
awards, please complete and return
Jack Hackett, '55, (left) with Carolyn
Turchon, '62, and award recipient
John W. Jones, '62.






Professor John W. Jones, '62
Over the past 30 years, John "Jack"
Jones has worked tirelessly on
behalf of the Bridgewater State
College Alumni Association. As a
member of the executive board and
alumni council he has served in a
variety of capacities including chair
of the nominations, special events,
student scholarship and major
awards committees. He also com-
pleted a term as president. He is
a member of the Class of 1962
reunion committee and has assisted
in efforts to build a strong class
gift endowment.
Jack's loyalty and service to .
the alumni association exemplifies
the Bridgewater State College
motto "Not to ministered unto,
but to minister."
Jack Hackett, '55, (left) with Allen
G. Brown, '65, G'68, and Anthony
Sarno, '64.
and the establishment of a town-
wide American with Disabilities Act
Planning Committee that gained a
$4.2 million implementation plan
to make all town buildings and
fields handicap accessible.
Alan has been an advocate of
high educational standards for his
community for more than 30 years.
His devotion to the field of educa-
tion mirrors the educational vision
of Bridgewater State College's
founder, Nicholas P. Tillinghast.
Nicholas P. Tillinghast
Award for Achievement
in the Field of Education
Allen G. Brown, '65 G '68
Throughout the past 32 years, Allen
Brown has devoted his life to public
education. His leadership skills and
his ability to motivate others have
resulted in numerous contributions
to the field of education. His most
recent accomplishment was a $38
million expansion and moderniza-
tion plan for Canton High School
Jack Hackett, '55, (left) with Dr. George






Robert L. Todd, Sr., '64 G'lO
Bob Todd is President and CEO of
Todd Properties, a company that
he founded. He does not, however,
devote all of his time to his com-
pany. He is always willing to give
back to the community and is very
involved with Bridgewater Savings
Bank and local churches. He has
served as federal projects coordina-
tor/business manager for West
Bridgewater public schools, and was
a member of the Bridgewater Water
Study Committee and Bridgewater
Conservation Commission.
Always remembering his roots,
Bob is a committed volunteer to
his alma mater. He is a member
of the Bridgewater State College
Foundation and is a decade cochair
for the Endowment Campaign.
Bob's outstanding professional
achievement, coupled with his
endless service to the community,
serves as an inspiration to all.








Mary Lou Thimas, '68
Coaching and physical education
instruction have played major roles
in Ma'Y Lou's successful career. She
started the first girls' basketball
team in the Quincy public school
system in 1968 and has coached
field hockey, tennis and lacrosse.
Ma'Y Lou has received many honors
including the Boston Globe Award
for "Coach of the Year" in basket-
ball. She was inducted into the All
American Football Foundation
Bridgewater State College Athl~tic
Hall of Fame, New Agenda Hall of
Fame and the Plymouth-Carver
High School Athletic Hall of Fame.
Her professional affiliations include
United States Field Hockey Associ-
ation; United States Women's
Lacrosse Association; Massachusetts
Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance;
and the National Association of
Collegiate Women Athletic Admini-
strators. Ma'Y Lou Thimas is a
strong role model for future gener-
ations of Bridgewater State College
physical education students.
Ja~k Ha~kett, '55, (left) with Mary Lou
Thlmas, 68, and Maureen Collins
Minisian, '88, G'Ol.
John "Lenny" McLean, '90, and Michael
Henry, '92, unveil the new banner for
the Afro-American Alumni Association.
Afro-American Awards
Ceremony
More than 150 alumni, students
and friends attended the Afro-
American Alumni Association nrst
Annual Awards Ceremony. Student
scholars were recognized for their
academic achievements and Ms.
Gloria Stanton, '74 G '00, was
recognized for her dedication to
minority alumni and students.
Dr. Alan Comedy (left) with Alumni
Award Recipient Gloria Stanton, '74,
G'OO, and John "Lenny" McLean, '90.
Foundation Chair, Mr. Louis M.
Ricciardi, '81, was master of cere-
monies for the evening. Dr. Robert
Daniel and his wife, Catherine, 'G
67 G'77, were in attendance and
they had the opportunity to meet
and have dinner with Mr. Haywood
Barnes, 'OJ, one of the student
recipients of the Dr. Robert Daniel
Scholarship.
Mr. John Lenny McLean, '90,
president of the Afro-American
Alumni Association, and Mr. Michael
Henry unveiled the association's
new banner. The program ended
with an exhilarating performance
by the college's Gospel Choir.
Alumni Directory -
ln Search of all
Bridgewater State
College Alumni
Have you ever tried to get in touch
with old classmates, only to nnd
that the last directory is eight years
old? Well, your troubles are over.
Soon an impressive directory of
Bridgewater State College alumni
will be available to help you locate
all of your friends.
The Alumni Office has con-
tracted Bernard C. Harris Publishing
Company to produce our directory.
Harris has begun researching and
compiling the information to be
printed in the directory by mailing a
questionnaire to each alumnus/a.
Please be sure to complete and
return your directory questionnaire
before the deadline indicated. If you
don't return your questionnaire, it is
possible you may be inadvertently
omitted or your personaI informa-
tion will be printed incorrectly. So
don't take a chance; complete the
questionnaire form and return it
promptly.
Your information will be edited
and processed by Harris for inclu-
sion into the new directory. During
the months of December and
January you will be contacted by
Harris directly to verify that your
personal data is absolutely correct.
Please give the representative who
calls you a few moments of your
time to verify your listing. If you
wish to place a reservation for the
directory, please advise the Harris
representative during the conversa-
tion, since this will be the only
opportunity to order the book.
If you prefer not be listed in the
directory, please contact the Alumni
Offlce in writing as soon as possible.
The new alumni directory,
scheduled for release in June 2002,
will be the most up-to-date and
complete reference of alumni ever
complied! This comprehensive vol-
ume will include current name,
address and phone number, acade-
mic date, plus business information
(if applicable) bound into a classic,
library quality edition.
The new alumni directory
promises to be the dennitive refer-
ence of more than 30,000 of
Bridgewater State College alumni.
Don't miss the opportunity to be
part of it!
Birthday Greetings!
Sheila Tunstall McKenna, '62,
(left) with Florence Brower, '24
G'43, and Vice President for
lnstitutional Advancement




- April 21, 2001
Kneeling (left to right): John Florence,
Kevin McClay, Steve Femino, Coach
Chuck DeNune
Standing (left to right): Coach Peter
Mazzaferro, Rich Cawley, J.J. Donohue,
Jason Imlach (2001 Tom Cook Alumni
Association Award Recipient),Chris Carr,
David Consalvi, Coach Doug Mola,
Coach Jason Wilson, Coach Joe Verria
Career
Services
Class of 2000 Career
Survey Results
The Career Services Office surveys
each graduating class six months
to a year after graduation. lfyou
would like to see a brief summary
of the Class of 2000 career survey




Do you work for a great organiza-
tion? Would your employer benefit
from hiring future BSC alumni? If
so, please consider encouraging
your employer to recruit soon-to-
be BSC graduates for full-time,
professional-level positions within
your organization.
The Career Services Office has
a formalized Employer Services
Program featuring an on-campus
interviewing program, a resume
referral program, online job
listings, a virtual job fair and an
annual job fair. lfyour organization
would like to participate in anyjall
of these programs, please contact
Shannon finning, associate
director of career services, at
(508) 531-1328 or via e-mail at
sfmning@bridgew.edu.




Don't miss your opportunity to
learn proper dining etiquette
from an expert in the field on
Wednesday, Oct. 17, from
6-8:30 PM in the Campus Center
Ballroom. Come enjoy a free meal
and network with current BSC
students and your fellow alumni.
Sign up is required for this event.
lfyou are interested in attending
please register online at
www.bridgew.edujdeptsjcarplanjon
lineworkshops.cfm or call our office





The Offices of Career Services and
Alumni Relations cosponsor several
alumni panel discussions each year.
These events have been created in
an effort to bring together BSC
students and our valued alumni.
The panel discussions offer students
a forum for obtaining career infor-
mation and an opportunity to share
ideas and make contacts within
the field.
On Wednesday, Nov. 28, the
Careers in Life Sciences panel will
take place from 6-8 PM in the
Heritage Room of the Maxwell
Library. lfyou work in the fields of
biology, physics, andjor chemistry
and would like to participate in this
event, please contact Tracey
Connell, assistant director of career
services, at (508) 531-1328 orvia
e-mail at tconnell@bridgew.edu.
If you are interested in partici-
pating in events such as the career
panels or networking events, call




The Career Services Office, in con-
junction with the Afro-Am Alumni
Association, will sponsor its second
Annual Afro-Am Alumni Associa-
tion Mentor Program next spring.
This program was developed to
connect Bridgewater State College
students of color with Bridgewater
State College alumni of color within
career fields of interest for each stu-
dent. Our intention is to better pre-
pare second and third year students
for the career planning process and
to provide them with contacts
within their potential career fields.
This program will extend over
the entire spring semester. It will
consist of a kick-off dinner in
January followed by individual
mentoring meetings (both on- and
off-campus) in february, March
and April as well as workshops and
panels. ln May, we will bring the
program to a close with a conclud-
ing dinner. lfyou are interested in
acting as a mentor for the second
Annual Afro-Am Alumni Associa-
tion Mentor Program, please
attend the mentor interest meeting
on Wednesday, Nov. 14, from
6:30-7:30 PM in the Crimson
and White Room of the Campus
Center or contact Tracey Connell
at (508) 531-1328.
AI umni Association Activities Benefit
Students. Alumni and the College
Robert Carter, '51, president
Bridgewater State College
Alumni Association
Catholic Center - Bridgewater State
College
Alumni Reception - Jupiter Beach
Club- Jupiter, Florida
March 15, 2002 6-9 PM
Alumni Brunch - Chart House,
Long Boat Key
March 17, 2002 11 AM-l PM
Save the Date!!!
Class of 1962 - 40th Reunion
July 26-27, 2002
"Sturbridge Revisited"
Mark your calendars now to attend
the Class of 1962 40th Reunion. It is
being held at the Old Sturbridge Village
Lodge and Tavern. More details will fol-




More than 25 alumni and friends
turned out for a great night at the
famous Occidental restaurant in
Washington, DC. Dr. Richard Cost, vice
president for institutional advancement
brought everyone up-to-date on all of
the exciting things taking place on
campus. There will be another recep-
tion held in this area in the spring of
2002 and alumni in the area will be
notified when a date has been set.
alums along with alumni
from other eastern
Massachusetts colleges.
Our Visa credit card
program generates the
most dollars. Thanks to




fact about our Bridge-
water Collection mer-
chandising program is that the more expensive rockers
and chairs with the college seal are the best selling items.
Most business transactions benefit the buyer and the
seller. Our commercial programs reward you, the students
and our college. Additionally, the profits are added to an
endowment where the principal is never invaded. The
interest and dividends only fund the scholarships.
Please participate in our home/auto insurance
program and review our other offerings. You will be
investing in the future for Bridgewater students.
please contact the Office of Alumni
Relations at 508-531-2695.
Preregistration is required. All
proceeds benefit the Carol Mulloy
Cuttle Scholarship Fund.
Class of 1942 - Durgin Lecture
Nov. 17,2001 7:30 PM
Rondileau Campus
Center Auditorium
Greg Frederickson of Purdue
University will speak on Geometric
Dissections. This is a topic in
Recreational Mathematics and promises
to be interesting, easily understood,
extremely visual and a lot of fun.
Admission is free and a reception will
take place in the Campus Center
Ballroom after the lecture.
Alumni Chamber Choir
Holiday Concert
Dec. 15, 2001 6- 10 PM
Catholic Center - Bridgewater
State College
Hall of Black Achievement
Heritage Celebration




Feb. 23, 2002 6- 10 PM
Upcoming Events
College alumni associations should foster activitiesthat benefit alumni, students and the college.These activities or programs should positively
impact each of the above to variable degrees.
For example, your alumni association has nearly con-
summated an agreement with Liberty Mutual Insurance
Company whereby all alumni may purchase house and
automobile insurance from Liberty Mutual and realize
up to an eight percent savings. You benefit.
Because the royalties your association receives for
sponsoring the program are all added to the alumni
scholarship fund, our students benefit.
According to U.S. News and World Report's criteria
for evaluating colleges, scholarship money attracts more
and better students. The college benefits.
Another program under development is our alumni
brick walkway, whereby alums may have their names and
class year engraved in a brick permanently positioned in
the walk, which is part of the Campus Beautification
Program.
The Alumni Travel Program is just beginning to gain
momentum. Patronage is growing for this low-cost over-
seas travel agenda. Fellow travelers include Bridgewater
Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet






Come back and cheer the Bears on as
they face Fitchburg State College! The
alumni tent will be set up on the foot-
ball field with lots of goodies and sur-
prises awaiting everyone. Please be sure
to stop by and say hello to the alumni
staff. The newly formed Greek Alumni
Council will also have a table set up
under the tent to welcome back all
their brothers and sisters and the Class
of 1976 is hosting a post-game cele-
bration under the Alumni Tent on the
Boyden Quad for all classes. This is
always a fun-filled day, so don't miss
the chance to "come home" and
reunite with old friends.
Carol Mulloy Cuttle Aloha
Classic 5K Road Race
Oct. 27, 2001
The Carol Mulloy Cuttle 5K Road
Race will be run again this year. 1fyou
are interested in running in this race,
A Field House Finally!
~we thought it would never happen! ln 1970, the
.~ faculty of the Department of Health and
~ Physical Education first identified the need for
~ an enlarged indoor facility to accommodate academic
] courses, athletics, intramurals and campus r,ecreation. At
~ least three times in the past 30 years need assessments
..s::
0..., were done and external groups evaluating campus needs
"'2 recommended a new academic and recreational facility.
c::s
't: Now at last, it is happening!
~ Planning began in earnest in 1996. Clearing and
~ groundbreaking occurred in April and May. The con-
'& struction of the 84,000 square foot $17 million .facility,
~ located near Swenson Field, Alumni Park and the other
~ athletic fields, will be completed next fall.
~ For three years, campus committees have worked with
l-.5; architects and state officials to get the maximum benefit
~ for the money allocated. The new building will contain£ faculty, staff and coaching offices for Athletics and the
- Department of Movement Arts, Health Promotion and~15 Leisure Studies. There will also be locker rooms; an ath-
t: letic training room; a 9,000-square-foot fitness room;
c~ three labs (exercise physiology, biomechanics/motor
~ learning and athletic training); five classrooms; a jogging
-...l track; and a large field house area containing a wooden
~ floor, bleachers and a sYnthetic floor space for a variety
"'0-
<; of activities. Softball and baseball batting cages will be
cS suspended above this area.
As the walls for the facility go up, a campus commit-
tee is planning the furnishings, furniture and equipment
necessary. President Tinsley has agreed that the endow-
ment campaign could include a fund dedicated specifi-
cally to the enhancement of the field house and
grounds. This would provide funds for equipment and
furnishings over and above what will be available
through the state budget. To date, nearly $50,000 has
been raised through solicitation of physical education
majors (1941-2000), former faculty members and former
athletes. As endowed funds, the interest will be utilized
each year to supplement state funds to enhance the
building and its grounds.
Now there is an opportunity for all former students at
BSC to show their support of this important addition to
the campus. lmagine how the field house will enhance
academic and athletic programs. lmagine the recruit-
ment potential as prospective students visit the campus.
(This is the first in a series ofarticles about the facility to
be featured in this magazine to keep alumni informed.
We hope you will consider the field house endowment
fund worthy of your financial support. Please send con-
tributions to Jane Rae Bradford, '72, G'76, assistant vice
president for development, Bridgewater State College
Foundation, Po. Box 42, Bridgewater. MA 02324.) •
Now that we are getting these regular checks
from Bridgewater we can take a little camping
trip to the Adirondacks.
Consider making a gift of $10,000 or more, in cash0: apprec~ated stock to Brid~ewate:'s charitable91ft annUIty program. You w1ll recelVe a charitable
deduction for part of the gift, and quarterly income for
life - based on the ages of the beneficiaries and the value
of the gift.
The chart below gives you a general idea of how this
type of gift could work for you. Remember these gifts
"count" toward major reunions like the 50th. For further
information, or a personal example, write or phone Jane
Bradford, '72, G'76, assistant vice president for develop-
ment, Davis Alumni Center, Bridgewater State College,
Bridgewater, MA 02325 Telephone: (508) 531-2946.
1921
Ruth H. Stretton Boyden writes
that she turned 102 in July! She
taught school for 25 years and
resides at Tidd Home in Woburn.
Since moving to Woburn, Ruth has
taken quite an interest in the city's
history and has contributed articles
to the Advocate and Woburn
Times.
1924
Florence Brower, '24 G'43, cele-
brated her 98th birthday. Her daugh-
ter, Cathryn, hosted an open house
and Florence was blessed with
many visitors.
1933
Class Secretary Stella Krupka
passed away in April. She taught
public school for 44 years and
retired from Broad Meadows Junior
High School in Quincy. Stella was
very active in the community and
Polish cultural affairs. She traveled
to Poland often and did volunteer
teaching several times while there.
She was a reporter for the The






Anna Ginnetty was a teacher and
principal in Randolph. She enjoys
creative writing and reading ... Alice
Homer Merrikin lives in Randolph
and enjoys visits with her children
and grandchildren.
1935
Phyllis Kennedy Chase celebrated
her 86th birthday. From 1954 to
1980, Phyllis taught 1st grade.
Phyllis has two daughters, four
grandchildren and two great-
grandchildren. One daughter and
one granddaughter also graduated
from BSC. Regretfully, her husband
passed away in 1974. She writes
that she'd be interested in hearing
from any of the three-year students








June 2nd was truly rain swept, a
factor that must have discouraged
some of you from attending Alumni
Day. Still, it was a success. Only six
loyal 1936'rs gathered at the alumni
luncheon: Connie Nash Hartwell;
Alice Carr Pedonti; Peg Mahady
Boyle; Paul Olenick with wife, Rita
Donahue, '37; Phyl Esau and Barb
Albert. Tillinghast Dining Hall was
beautifully decorated and the
bountiful buffet was delicious.
When Candace Maguire, director of
alumni relations, asked the Class of
1936 to stand, we received a fine
round of applause (perhaps in
amazement that we could still
stand?) How we wished that more
of you could have stood with us!
Each of us received a handsome
personalized tote bag and a booklet
containing the questionnaire which
some of you had fIlled out and
returned. The alumni staff surely
made every effort to make our day
pleasant and rewarding.
lt was good to hear from Dot
Bearse in Tennessee who brought
us up to date with news of some
classmates. Ahairline fracture of the
knee prevented her from attending
Alumni Day. Her letter contained
the sad news of the death of
Barbara Schmaltz Dorn. To that list
we must add the names of Herbert
Johnson and Joe Szematowicz ...
Agnes Athan Smith taught for 33
years after graduating from BSC.
She has been married since 1941
and has a son who owns his own
business and a daughter who is a
counselor at Keith Junior High
School. This year, Agnes and her
husband will be celebrating their
60th wedding anniversary. Together,
they have traveled throughout the
U.s. Agnes enjoys her time reading,






Adeline Fruzzetti Ricci's grand-
daughter will be starting her junior
year at Bridgewater in September ...
Mary Reposa Santos volunteers at





West Hartford, CT 06107
1941
Winnifred Taylor Hodges writes
that she is still living the good life
in Sun City Center and enjoys play-




South Yarmouth, MA 02664
Dr. C. Don Merrill was elected to
the Board of Directors of Cerebral
Palsy of Massachusetts and remains
active in both the community and
church events (lector and vestry). He
would dearly love to hear from his
old classmates!
1944
Madeline Dugger Andrews, the
first African American elected to
public office in the city of Medford,
was honored posthumously. The
Madeline Dugger Andrews School
located at the Hormel Stadium in
Medford was dedicated in 2000 ...
Phyllis Powell MacMillan's daugh-
ter has a third children's book pub-
lished entitled Kindle Me a Riddle.
Afourth book has been accepted.
1946
Phyllis Clayman Friedman
30 Washington Street #713
Brighton, MA 02135
Jack M. Hennan received his mas-
ter's degree in education in 1950
from BSC. After graduating, he
taught for several years in the
Washington D.C. school system
until retiring in 1986, at which time




34-10 94th Street, Apt. 1C
Jackson Heights







91 Riverboat Village Road




East Falmouth, MA 02536
1953
Ralph J. Fletcher
91 Riverboat Village Road




North Easton, MA 02356
Wayne and Ann Campbell Thomas
just completed their 6th Elder Hostel
Adventure. Sponsored by Northern
Arizona University, this seven-night
program included stays at Bryce
Canyon, Zion National Park and the
northern rim of the Grand Canyon.
In the past they completed pro-
grams in Montana, the Ozarks, and
Lake Tahoe ... Nancy Fears Lob
spent a week at the International
Association of Creative Dance in
San Marcos, Texas, where she was a
presenter and an attendee ... Myra
Powers Lopes played a major role
in the tlocumentary "Joshua
Slocum: New World Columbus."
She was the proofreader of the doc-
umentary transcript that has been
broadcast on the History Channel. It
won the Gold Special Jury Award in
the 34th Houston Film Festival
International in competition with
more than 1,000 other entries. Myra
is also working on her eleventh
book on local history. All of her
books are being used in the
Fairhaven School System ... Betty 1.
Rich Tuttle retired in 1993 and
traveled to South America visiting
Brazil, Argentina and Chile, as well
as having traveled to Scotland. She
is working part-time in an insur-
ance office and volunteers in public
schools, the local art museum and
at church.
The Class Reunion Committee is
trying to locate the following
classmates: Shirley Knight Brown,
Murray Karlsberg, Joseph Mailloux,
Janet White Mixer, Barbara Roach
Siekman, Marilyn Foran Tierney,
and Howard Tipping. Anyone
with information is asked to
contact Davis Alumni Center,









As you have heard, we had our 45th
class reunion in June 2000 and we
are thinking about our 50'h reunion.
We were glad to see those of you
who attended. A good number of
you filled out the questionnaire and
it was good to be able to read
about what is going on in your lives
and about your families. Every now
and then I reread the notes. Thanks
to Marcia Crooks for using this
information and including a class
update in the last alumni letter.
Francena hopes that more class-
mates will send notes about them-
selves to her, Paul or directly to the
alumni office.
Lillian Wolczik Estes, Kathleen
Crowley Kroll and Elva Bertoncini
Kanakry met at Lillian's winter
home in Tierra Verde, Florida. Kathy
and Joe live in Dunnellon, Florida,
year round and Elva and John are
winter residents of Cape Coral,
Florida. They had a great time
catching up and reminiscing.
Francena Warren Smith's husband,
Ralph, retired from teaching several
years ago and is working part time
in a medical business office.
Francena retired from teaching
preschool, but is actively involved in
several interests including telling
flannel stories in preschools. They
especially enjoy having family gath-
erings that include two grandchil-
dren, Emily (8) and Peter (6).
1956
Carlene Dodd Brown
35 Tam O'Shanter Way
South Yarmouth, MA 02664
Eugene A. Kennedy












East Weymouth. MA 02189
Shirley A. Conrad retired in 1996
after having spent 25 years as a
guidance counselor in the Nashua,
New Hampshire, school system. She
has traveled to Puerto Rico, lreland,
Spain and Portugal giving choir
concerts. Shirley is living by the sea
in Ipswich, loving the location and
playing golf ... Dr. Robert
MacLauchlin, G'58, and his wife,
Liz, are enjoying retirement in Ft.
Collins, Colorado. Bob is professor
emeritus from Colorado State
University after having retired in
1998 and serving for more than 28
years as a professor of speech com-
munication and director of TV-
radio instruction. In May 2000, he
received the "Legion of Honor"
award from Kiwanis International
and was recognized in Denver for
an endowed scholarship created in
his name. Last November, he was an
adviser to NASA for a 2004-2005
space telecommunication public
outreach project ... Jack Tripp,
G'64, was honored on May 27th
when the softball field at Taunton
High School was named the "Jack
Tripp Field." Jack coached for 16
years ... Ted Yanak is enjoying his
second year of retirement while
waiting for his wife, Ginger, to join
him in retirement. Ted and Ginger
have 6 grandchildren ages 12, 11,
10, 8, 6 and 4.
1959
Ann M. Guidoboni Tosi writes that
retirement and the ability to travel
with her husband, other than on




Marco Island, FL 33937
Donald O. Burling, G'60,just pub-
lished a book "The Soldier, The
Sailor and The Singer." Donald is 99
and will be celebrating his 100th
birthday in November!
1961
Bridgewater State College alums,
classmates, baseball teammates and
principals met in Phoenix, Arizona,
at the 2001 National Association of
Secondary School Principals'
Convention. All four played for the
BSC baseball team during 1960-
1961. Included in the photo from
left to right are: Jim Argir, '61,
retired elementary principal; Tim
Rioux, '61, principal at Holy Name
Jr. and Sr. High School in
Worcester; Bill Wassel, '63, retiring
principal of Braintree High School;





North Dartmouth, MA 02747
"Sturbridge Revisited"-The Class
of 1962 will be celebrating their
40th reunion at Old Sturbridge
Village Lodge and Tavern on the
weekend of July 26th and 27th 2002.
More information will be sent to
you in the upcoming months ...
Warren R. Emerson retired in June
2001 after teaching for more than





Leland Rendell has a new grand-
son, Brent. Leland is quite a golfer
and was club champion in '85, '86,
'88, and '94 at Cotuit Highground
Country Club on Cape Cod ... Dr.
Annette Wessling Sherry is an
Assistant Professor in the
Department of Educational
Technology in the College of
Education at the University of
Hawaii at Manoa. She is president-
elect of the Association for
Educational Communications and
Technology where she holds the
position of Membership






Dr. Gail Appiani Lamb is director
of development for the College
of Education at Illinois State
University. She writes that she
enjoyed her 35th reunion in 1999 ...
James Nidositko, a guidance coun-
selor at the Lawrence Junior High
School in Falmouth, has been
selected Counselor of the Year by
the Cape and Island Guidance
Association. Jim has been an active
contributor to both his school and
community during the past 37 years
... Meredith Lays Spencer retired
in June after 37 years of teaching
elementary music and 5th grade.
She and her husband, Jack,just
celebrated their 10th anniversary.
1965
Margaret Anderson Robichaud,
G'65, retired in January after teach-
ing for 35 years in Massachusetts
and Florida. She is serving as presi-
dent of Beta Kappa Chapter of Delta





John (Jack) Callahan ill has retired
after 37'h years of teaching and
military service (Vietnam) and is liv-
ing in Georgia. He has two daugh-
ters, Colleen, who is married and
living in Florida, and Kate, who just
graduated from Princeton and is
attending Mt. Sinai School of
Medicine. Jack's wife, Carol, passed
away in July.
1967
Nancy Paige Emerson and her
husband, Warren, '62, moved to
Oakpoint in Middleboro in Nov.
2000. She teaches language arts at
Whitman-Hanson Regional High
School ...Gerald Lussier retired
from working for the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts at
the Division of Medical Assistance










Brian Gilligan was named as asso-
ciate justice of Milford District
Court. After receiving his master's
degree from Suffolk University Law
School in 1972, Brian was an
instructor at both Quincy Junior
College and Western New England
College. From 1983 to 1992, he was
an associate at Buckley, Haight,
Muldoon, Jubinville, & Gilligan in
Milton. Prior to that, Brian served
as an assistant district attorney in
Suffolk County where he was chief
of the Drug Division from 1979 to
1983, and as assistant attorney
general where he was chief of the
Drug Abuse Division from 1975 to
1979. Brian was also a police
officer on the Weymouth Police
Department from 1971 to 1975.
Since i992, he had been a sole
practitioner in Milton focusing on
criminal defense ... Anthony
Caruso is living in Stoughton and
teaches "Desktop Publishing" to






See You at Homecoming-
Saturday, October 27,2001
Bob Gay is the new principal of
North Attleboro High School. Bob
spent the last 27 years at Whitman-
Hanson Regional High School as
a social studies teacher, assistant
principal and wrestling coach ...
Judith A. Riordan, superintendent
of schools in East Bridgewater
since 1996, was presented the
Bridgewaters Rotary Club first
Citizens of the Year Award on the
BSC campus at the Moakley Center
in the fall 2000 ... Rick Gonsalves
has been studying and analyzing
the pro kicking game since 1970
and has met every place-kicker and
punter since, including pro kickers
from the 1920s to the 1960s. ln
1977, he wrote one of the first
books devoted to the pro kicking
game titled Specialty Teams.
For more than 25 years, Rick has
operated the Cape Ann Kicking
Academy in Gloucester. Many of his
students are place-kickers or pun-
ters on the high school and college
levels and have gone on to record-
setting careers, including five of his
kickers who received invitations to
NFL training camps.
1971
Joseph Wisniewski is branch
manger of the Egleston Square
Branch of the Boston Public Library.
1972




See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Brian Abdallah, G'78, was named
principal of New Bedford's new
Roosevelt Middle School in New
Bedford ... Rogerio Ramos was
appointed as superintendent-direc-
tor at Diman Regional Vocational
Technical High School in Fall River.
1973
See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Several members of the Class of
1973 met for dinner and an
evening of memories in June as
they celebrated a year of turning
"Fabulous Fifty." Classmates who
attended the celebration were:
Stella Citrano Silverman, Paul
Weatherbee, Christine Graham
Sheehan, Jane Masi Hall, Janice
Zagrodny Schneider, and Janet
Allen Punis along with their
spouses. The group is looking
forward to their 30th BSC class
reunion in two years ... Paul
Sullivan is North Attleboro High
School's athletic director. ln addi-
tion, he will continue his position as
head football coach at the high
school ... Donald Uvanitte, vice
president of Allied American
lnsurance Agencies, has been
elected chairman of the Workforce
Investment Board for the south





See you at Homecoming-
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Barbara Beaulieu Sandusky con-
tinued her studies at BSC after
receiving her bachelor's degree.
She earned two master's degrees,
one in education and the other in
counseling. Barbara went on to
receive her doctorate in education
from Pepperdine University and
is a Coordinator of Instructional
Support Services in the Los Angeles
Unified School District. She resides
in California with her husband,
Joseph, and has a daughter, Andrea.
1975
See you at Homecoming-
Saturday, October 27,2001
F. Paul Quatromoni, G'75, has
retired from the Dedham Public
School system after having com-
pleted 35 years as a science teacher
in grades 6- 12, the last 30 years
as K- 12 and 6- 12 science director.
He is president-elect of the
Massachusetts Association of
Science Supervisors and served as
delegate to the National Science
Teachers Association Congress in




Swans Island, ME 04865
See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
William F. Campanella was named
associate director of alumni rela-
tions at Western New England
College. Other positions William has
held are alumni program coordina-
tor and director of the downtown
campus, as well as working in
undergraduate admissions ... David
Hart owns Servpro, a cleaning and
restoration company in North
Attleboro. The Chamber of
Commerce's Small Business
Committee and Haverhill
Cooperative Bank named him
Innovator of the Month.
1977
Robert Mansur
2525 SE 5'h Street
Lees Summit, MO 64603
See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Lisa Mahan passed away in August.
She received a bachelor's degree in
psychology and held several office
jobs before her kidney disease and
treatments become too disabling.
Lisa received a kidney transplant in
The girls of '76 strike again!
From left to right: Marie Thibault-




Going up the stairs: Jeanne Giordano,
Donna Mansollili, Patti Kosciuszek-
landine, Nancy Kipp-Florence
July1999 and was enjoying a new
life when she was diagnosed with
cancer in last December. She loved
to travel, snow ski, water ski and
shop. Lisa had hundreds of friends
from her childhood, college years
and adulthood and will truly be
missed by all ... Donald Rebello was
named Massachusetts High School
Principal of the Year. He is a high
school principal in Somerset ...
Rick Tonner, Dotty Tisevich-
Foellmer and Rhonda Pruss (the
Washington, DC delegation) are
formulating the festivities for the
25th reunion slated for the May 31 -
June 2, 2002 weekend. If you want
to help out with plans, please con-
tact Rick at rtonner@casspink.com,
Dotty at foellmed@mayo.nih.gov,
or Rhonda at rpruss@howrey.com.
Plans so far include meeting on
campus for a BBQ and having the
opportunity to stay in Pope Hall
dorm if anyone so chooses.
Discounted hotel rooms will also be
available in the area. When you
receive a mailing and you know the
address of someone who is on the
"Lost" list, please contact Candace
Maguire in the Office of Alumni






See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
The Office of the Commissioner of
Probation appointed Mark McHale
as a regional supervisor. He has
worked for Massachusetts
Probation for 23 years and is one of






See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 21,2001
Sharon Smith is executive director
of Roads to Responsibility (RTR), a
nationally recognized leader in the





See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 21, 2001
Kathie Gately White was named
Teacher of the Year at Breed Middle
School where she is also an adviser





See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 21,2001
Jeff Hawkins is the director of
football operations at the University
of Oregon ... Father Daniel Lacroix
was named pastor of St. Frances
Xavier parish in Achusnet ... Patricia
Riley's photo was placed on
Raynham's town report as a tribute
to her volunteerism and community
involvement. Patricia has devoted
time to producing and hosting
cable television programs that





See You at Homecoming -





See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 21, 2001
Tom Bissett is the chef/owner of
the Wildflower restaurant in Hall's
Comer. Prior to opening Wildflower,
he worked at Strawberry Fair since
1983 ... Nina Roberts is trying to
contact Tammy Turner, '82. Nina
is in graduate school in Colorado
and is a research associate at the
Student Conservation Association.






See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 21,2001
Helen Bier has retired and enjoys
traveling with her husband. They
took a Danube River cruise in June
and visited Germany, Austria,
Slovakia and Hungary ... J. Kevin
Roberts was married to Yadira
Ochoa on April 10, 1999 in
Honduras. He taught fourth grade
at the American School in Honduras
before returning to the United












See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 21, 2001
BSC Alumni from the Class of 1985
met at the home of Joe and Tricia
Holden in Tyngsboro. First row from
left to right: Eric Alwardt, Joe
Holden, and Mark Derosher;
back row from left to right:
Sean O'Malley, Tom Quill, and
Jeff Brigham.
Douglas J. Smith was appointed
the director of development at
Stonehil1 College. He served as
director of corporate and founda-





See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Paul Vogel Quill sent in a photo
of her husband, Tom '85, and




18 Dorchester Street #3
South Boston, MA 02127
See You at Homecoming -






200 F-Poplar Forest Road
Farmville, VA 23909
See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27,2001
Daniel J. Darcy is the new director
of student activities at Emmanuel
College in Boston. He also received
the Bridgewater State College
Alumni Association's Award for
Outstanding Dedication to Students
at the Major Awards ceremony held
on campus in May. Dan worked
at Bridgewater State College for nve
years and was the assistant director
of Greek Life and Orientation






See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27,2001
Gary Rahilly's restaurant "West
Main Pizza," located in Portsmouth,
Rhode Island, was named "Best
Pizza in Newport County" by
Newport Life magazine ... Priscilla
Hotz Huyghue and her husband
own a sailboat charter service out
of Narragansett Bay. They have a
40-foot Beneeau sloop and offer
three-day sails and private charters.
Their web site is located at
www.smoothsailingadventures.com.
They will offer special rates/pack-
ages for BSC alumni!
1991
See You at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Craig Almeida received the Louis F.
Hegarty Excellence in Teaching
Award from Stonehill College ...
Rachel Bremilst-El1is won nrst
place in the Beattlefest a:J: contest
held at the N.Y. Metro's 31 st
Beattlefest Arts Council's annual
art show. She also won nrst place
in the Bellingham Arts Council's
annual art show. Rachael's son,
Paul Robert Carl Bremilst-ElIis,
was born on May 4. She would like
to get back in touch with Cheryl
Terassi Scalisi. Rachel's e-mail
is RacheIB525@Webt1V.net ...
Michelle Nogueira Gagne received
at Juris Doctor degree from Roger
Williams University Ralph R. Papitto
School of Law in May ... Jill Turati
Lombardi and Bryan Lombardi live
in Florence with their two children,
Will 5-years old, and Olivia 8
months. Bryan is a high school
adjustment counselor and Jill is a
social worker doing case manage-





East Taunton, MA 02718
See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Shawn C. Barber received an
Excellence in Teaching Award from
the Massachusetts Association of
766 Approved Private Schools. He is
an instructor at the Penikese Island
School. The school is for at-risk
teenage boys referred from
Massachusetts childcare agencies
and public schools, and is located
on Penikese Island at the end of the
Elizabeth Island chain off the coast
of Cape Cod ... Michael Fennimore
is the artistic director of Shear
Madness, the longest running
non-musical play in American the-
atre history and he appeared in his
5,000lh performance of that play.
Shear Madness has been playing
at the Charles Playhouse for 21
years ... Daniel Shockley is the
assistant registrar at the Berklee
College of Music in Boston. He and






See you at Homecoming -
Saturday October 27, 2001
Nancy Lee Townsend Stowasser is
a hospice social worker for Beacon
Hospice of Cape Cod ... Frank
DeSario and his wife, Andrea,
proudly announce the birth of their
nrst child and future member of
Sigma Chi, Joseph John Desario on
March 21. Frank would like to hear






30 Pond Street #3
Braintree, MA 02184
See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Douglas Bozek is a program direc-
tor for a public news studio in
Amesbury and just completed nlm-
ing an independent nlm entitled
"The Popes" ... Joyce Mullen Perry
was married on New Years Eve in
1997 and has a son, Jacob. She is a
property adjuster for an insurance
company ... Laura Stewart is living
outside of Philadelphia and working
for a pharmaceutical marketing
company as an account executive.
She writes that even though she is
in the Philadelphia area, she is still
a true Celtics fan and did not root
Bridgewater State College alums
attending Angela Giordani, '96, and
Jesse Maggs, '96; wedding. Front row:
Carolyn Brouck, '96; Maura Jones, '96;
Angela Maggs, '96; Lysa Stortz, '96;
Angela Rapone, '96; back row: Patty
Gallagher, '96; Corrinne Kelly, '96; Lisa
Carvalho, '96; Kerry Drummey, '96; and
Joanne Wilson, '96.
for the 76ers during the champi-
onship games ... Gabriele lnbar is
director of perioperative services at
Quincy Medical Center. She is
responsible for overseeing the dial-
ing functioning of the operating
room, recovery, day surgery, cardiac
catheterization laboratory and cen-
tral supply services.
1995
See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27,2001
John Crossman is teaching fourth
grade in the Georgetown Public
School system ... The Bristol
Community College Alumni
Association honored Kathryn
Cunningham, G'95, for her acade-
mic and professional achievements.
Kathryn works at BCC as an adviser
in the Connections Center and she
also teaches at Northeastern
University ... Clayton 1. Santimore
is a strategic planning analyst for
AMVESCAP in Atlanta, Georgia. He
graduated from Georgia State





Narth Dartmouth, MA 02747
See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27,2001
Shannon Healy is teaching 5th




1743 PStreet NE #6
Washington, DC 20036
See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27,2001
Steven Denis was named Teacher
of the Year by Attleboro's Chamber
of Commerce. Steven remains con-
nected to Bridgewater State College
by writing music and lyrics for the
BSC's Children's Theater produc-
tions. He also wrote the script,
music and lyrics for The
Nightingale, a children's musical
based on a story by Hans Christian
Anderson. The play debuted at
Sharon High School in Sharon under
the direction of Steven's wife,
Sandy ... Norman Hayes is a loan
officer at Bristol County Savings
Bank ... Jamie McGonnigal directed
the hit musical "TARN1SH" for the
2001 New York lnternational Fringe
Festival and can be heard as the
lead role in the Japanese animated
series "Magic User's Club" available
in the United States on DVD and
VHS. Jamie is also the proud uncle
of Amy Marion McGonnical, the
new daughter of lan, '90, and
Bethany Goulet McGonnical, '90,
... Meredith Swobodzinski Borelli
is living in Long Valley, New Jersey
and was married to AJ. Borelli on
June 23. She received her master's
degree in reading/special education
and is in her third year of teaching
middle school reading ... Dawn
Marie Quartarone is married and
works as a toddler teacher at a day-
care in Westwood. She would like to
hear from Melanie Toro, '96; Janet
Stewart, '97; and Christine






See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27,2001
Jason Kenney successfully ran
for a seat on the Somerset School
Committee after graduation. He
was the youngest member ever
elected to that position. He was
reelected and is serving as vice
chairperson of the committee.
He teaches freshman Western
Civilization and World History hon-
ors classes at Coyle and Cassidy





See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Amy Costa has been named
assistant athletic trainer at Wellesley
College '" Jason Fahey is a techni-
cal recruiter at Summit Technical in
Braintree ... Jarod Guay has started
his own personal training business
in South Carolina ... Nicole
Morrison received her MSW from
the Boston University School of
Social Work in May ... Jamie Rogers
is a social worker at a nursing home
in South Carolina ... Mary Volonino
received a master's degree from
Wheelock College.
2000
See you at Homecoming -
Saturday, October 27, 2001
Julie Munise is director of social
services at Embassy House Nursing
Home in Brockton ... Tom Niemi is
a control specialist for mutual funds
at Boston Financial.
Deaths
Sr. Rose Moran, '18, on Nov. 22, 2000
Hazel Strange Stanton, '20, on Jan. 30, 2001
Kathryn Whalen, '21, on April 26, 2001
Lela Webster Allen, '22, on May 16, 2001
Eleanor Lyons, '24, on Jan. 24, 2001
Mary Lahey Ames, '25, on Feb. 2, 2001
A. Greta Gervais, '25, on March 31, 2001
Anne Dorney Carey Murphy, '25, on Dec. 7, 2000
Edna Lewis Coulter, '26, on March 3, 2001
Lena May Foster, '28, on March 25, 2001
Marion Bottomley Walkden, '28, on Feb. 25, 2001
Kathleen Lund-Davenport Bowles, '29, on July 9, 2001
Marjorie Burdett Carlson, '29, on May 18, 2001
Eleanor Hazeltine Barker, '31, on Feb. 22, 2001
Margaret McCloskey, '31, on Jan. 29, 2001
Eleanor Testoni White, '31, on Jan. 21, 2001
Mary "Molly" Monaghan Moran, '32, on April 15,2001
Stella Krupka, '33, on April 15, 2001
George Lowder, '33, on Feb. 7, 2001
Helen Capuano Rabaglia, '33, on Dec. 1, 2000
Barbara Horton Tinkham, '33, on May 22,2001
Helen Abbott, '34, on Dec. 22, 2000
Arlene Sheehan O'Connor, '34, on April 27, 2001
Mildred M. Forrest, '35, on June 4, 2001
Charles Kelleher, '35, on Feb. 28, 2001
Zylpha Mapp-Robinson, '35, on May 12, 2001
Tyyne Mary Salo Peura, '36, on Oct. 20, 2000
Anne Cruise Shanahan, '36, on Feb. 19,2001
Ardelle Leonard Koskella, '38, on June 4, 2001
Dorothy Field Sherman, '39, March 20,2001
Dorothy Hem Smith, '39, on April 15, 2001
Continued on page 34
Amy Maureen Clune, '97, to Gary
Roberts on Sept. 3, 2000
Jason R. Dymond, '97, to Karen Reilly
Thomas Frank Ferreira ;97, to Nicole
Simone Bourgeois on Oct. 7, 2000
Laurie Ford, '97, to Gary Fowles, '97,
on July 28, 2001
Caine W. Letendre, '97, to
Jessica Pierce
Melissa Powers, '97, to James Smith
Robert Hare, '98, to Cynthia Jones on
July 14, 2001
Robert Tirimacco, '98, to Kara
Elizabeth Lynch
Amy Gouveia, '99, to Edward Knight
on July I, 2000
Brian Patrick Kelley, '99, to Kate
Elizabeth Norton, '00,
on June 30, 2001
Traci Jean O'Malley, '99, to William
Benoit 11 on Sept. 30, 2000
Sonya Barton, '00, to Randall
Ustinovich on Oct. 21, 2000
Fatima Correia, '00, to John Churchill
on Sept. 2, 2000
Jill Paula Liverseidge, '00, to Robert
Garrity on Sept. 23, 2000
To Robert and Jennifer Dragani Pipe,
'93, a daughter, Brenna Delaney, on
April 20,2001
To Thomas and Maureen Lagasse
Johnston, '96, a son, Robert
Alexander, on June 3, 2001
To Mike, '94, and Jennifer Wilson
Murray, '96, a son, Ryan Walter,
5 Ibs. 5 oz., on July 9, 2001
To Brady and Lisa Chiaraluce Parks,
'94, a son, Joseph Leo, on Jan. 3,
2001
To Allen and Christine Rogers Curtis,
'95, a daughter, Abigail Marie, on
May 20,2001
Tom Mclnerney, '94, to Stacey Smith
on May 13, 2000
Alisa Nakashima, '94, to David Smith,
'95, on May 12, 2001
Nicole Norris, '94, to Robert Ceglie on
Oct. 28, 2000
Lauren Sims, '94, to Joe Richard on
Nov. 25, 2000
John Crossman, '95, to Tracey Forte on
July 7,2001
Susan Fay, '95, to Mark Furman on
Aug.5,2000
Paul J. Hamel, '95, to Amy Uzdavinis
Jennifer L. Baron, '96, to Brian J. Finn
on Sept. 1, 2000
Angela Giordani, '96, to Jesse Maggs
Maurene Lagasse, '96, to Thomas
Johnston in April 2000
Sherri-Lee Marchand, '96, to William
Bentley on May 26, 2000
Mark J. Panepinto, '96, to Carrie Ann
Abert on Nov. 4, 2000
Dawn Marie Brazell, '97, to Paul
Quartarone on March 4, 2000
Susan Linda Brooks, '97, to John
Doherty on July 29, 2000
To Neil and Susan Krippendorf
Sheehan, '90, a son, Patrick Edward,
on March 11, 2001
To Bert and Rachel Bremilst-ElIis, '91,
a son, Paul Robert Carl, on May 4,
2001
To Bradley, G '94, and Andrea Jackson
Miller, '91, a son, Jackson Buck, on
March 28, 2001
To Robert and Lynn Belanger Mourao,
'92, a son, Jake Robert, on Sept. 6,
2000
To Andrea and Frank DeSario, '93, a
son, Joseph John, on March 21, 2001
Marriages
Births
Anthony Carusso, '69, to Fran Daly on
May 26,2001
Scott David Yakola, '86, to Amy
Allender Moore
Pamela J. Holm, '90, to Jeffrey Gamble
on Oct. 28, 2000
Thomas Leonard Magee, '91, to Laura
Beth Monahan on June 17, 2000
Angela Cornacchioli, '91, to Jeny Snell
in March 2000
Kara Lieberman, '92, to Michael
Letourneau on May 27, 2001
Michelle McMackin, '92, to Vincent
McBride on Sept. 30, 2000
Walter Seaberg, '92, to Jennifer
Barbosa on Aug. 19, 2000
Timothy Bulger, '93, to Aimee
Rousseau on May 20, 2000
Laura L. Gollnick, '93, to Brian P.
Andersen on Oct. 8, 1999
Jesse J. Hammond, '93, to Aimee
Pickering on Oct. 21, 2000
Wendy Victoria Grabar, '94, to John
Fusari on June 9, 2000
To Edward, '89, and Sheryl Bartley
Nicoletti, '90, a daughter, Hannah
Alexis, Sept. 2001
To Chris and Kristin Cummings
Norton, '90, a son, Charles Robert,
on Dec. 8, 2000
To Casey and John "Lenny" McLean,
'90, a daughter, Madison Adelia,
6 Ibs. 15 oz., 19 inches long, on May
21,2001
To Rich and Sheila Valicenti Finnegan,
'90, a son, Liam
Dr. Adeline Oakley, Professor Emerita
1914-2001
Dr. Adeline Oakley retired from Bridgewater State College in
1982 after 15 years as associate professor of library science.
Hers is a story quite different from most of her colleagues in
higher education: she was already 45 years old when she
entered Bridgewater State College to earn a bachelor's degree.
Her love of academia led her later to earn a master's degree
in library science from Simmons College and, eventually, a
doctorate from Boston University.
Dr. Oakley's area of specialty was children's literature and
literature for young adults, and she eagerly sought out authors
at conferences and national book association meetings to
broaden her knowledge of their work. Energized by her
encounters with the creative people behind the literature
that she taught, she brought anecdotes to the classroom that
allowed her to bring the authors and artists to life for her
students.
At Bridgewater, Dr. Oakley founded and funded an annual
essay contest for students on the meaning and influences
of children's books, and amassed a large collection of auto-
graphed children's books that she donated to the Maxwell
Library at the time of her retirement.
Dr. Oakley was affiliated with the Women's National Book
Association and held many offices in the organization includ-
ing national secretary, Boston chapter president, member of
the Book and Author Luncheon Committee, and archivist.
R. Naomi Simon White, '39, on March 30, 2001
C. Elizabeth McKean Hands, '40, on Oct. 17, 2000
Merilyn Studley McFarlin, '40, on Feb. 28, 2001
Agnes Higgins Stinson, '40, on Feb. 27, 2001
Elizabeth A. Owens, '41, on June 5, 2001
Birthe Girard, '42, on March 25, 2001
Sally Merrow Leach, '42, on Oct. 6, 2000
Eileen Cummings Murphy, '42, on May 23, 2001
Kathryn Tootill Cheromcha, '43, on March 6, 2001
Lawrence A. Fogg, '43, on May 1, 2001
Ruth Trenear Sheahan, '43, on May 4, 2001
Eleanor Bordeaux Small Downey, '44, on May 30,2001
Alice O'Malley Ferris, '47, on July 13,2001
John Berry, Jr., '49, on Jan. 25, 2001
Edward Ferriter, '53, on March 25, 2001
M. Louise Zarrella Shippee, G'54, on June 2, 2001
Patricia Gafney Crosby, '55, on April 16, 2001
John McGarigal, G'55, on April 7,2001
Dorothy Moore, G'56, on Oct. 19, 2000
Arline Schatz Roy, '56, on Dec. 11, 2000
Terrence P. O'Donnell, '57, on May 19,2001
Christopher Borden Ill, G'58, on May 26,2001
Muriel Ann Reilly Darling, '59, on April 18, 2001
Virginia Elwood Appleton, G'60, on April 16,2001
Lenox Karner III, '60, on March 28, 2001
Millicent Morgan, '60, on Dec. 15, 2000
Rochelle Matheson DeCaro, '61, on Dec. 22, 2000
Roberta K. Dutra, G'61, on May 27, 2001
John Collins, Sr., '63, on Feb. 18, 2001
Ralph Ricci, '64, on Feb. 28, 2001
Carol Thistlewaite Callahan, '67, on July 14,2000
Marilyn Beatrice Massores, '67, on May 15, 2001
Deborah Dixon O'Neil, '67, on June 10,2001
Elmer H. Whitten, G'67, on Feb. 26, 2001
Richard Harlow, '68, on Jan. 25, 2001
Rev. Dr. Arturs Liepkalns, G'68, on April 23, 2001
Catherine Semeter Olive, '68, on May 9, 2001
Warren Preti, '68, on March 16, 2001
Gary Hilmer, '69, on Nov. 4, 2000
Edward Synn, Sr., '70, on March 9, 2001
James Egan, G'72, on Feb. 9, 2001
Paul Vecchi, G'72, on March 22,2001
Priscilla Howard Burns, G'73, on March 5, 2001
Ruth DiCicco Duarte, '73, on Sept. 26, 2000
Suzanne Volkmann, G'74, on July 26,2001
Joanne M. Hickey, '76, on March 25, 2001
Diane Hasenfuss-Pierce, '78, on March 28, 2001
Joseph T. Plonka, '80, on May 18,2001
Rollo F. Tucker, '81, on May 4, 2001
Phyllis Churchill Anderson, G'82, on Oct. 15, 2000
Juanita Thompson Ellis, G'82, on Feb. 13,2001
James J. O'Neill, '82, on Jan. 30, 2001
Lisa Casile Lewis '83, on March 24, 2001
Donald E. Marsan, '84, on Dec. 5, 2000
Catherine Maurer, G'90, on March 27, 2001
Sandy Rafael DaCruz, '94, on June 3,2001
Dana R. Willis, '97, on Jan. 23, 2001
English Professor (1966-1991) Joseph B. Yokelson
on Nov. 15, 2000
In 1989 she was given the first award by the Boston
Chapter and was named The Boston Bookwoman. The citation
honored her for "her nurturing, buoyant spirit, her intellectual
accomplishments, and her exceptional ability to open the
world of books to children and adults."
Dr. Oakley's friend, Jane Manthome, remembers their
first encounter some 40 years ago. Jane was a librarian at
the Boston Public Library and Adeline was the librarian at
Catherine Laboure School of Nursing. "She invited me to speak
to the student nurses about current books, quite a change
from their textbooks. She wanted to broaden their knowledge
and excite their minds," Ms. Manthorne recalls.
"Adeline once gave me a page from Family Circle Magazine
in 1980 entitled The Sky's the Limit," Ms. Manthorne contin-
ues. "1t revealed the 12 characteristics of the no-limit person
you could be. Among them: 'seeks out the unknown; some-
times feels anger, especially at injustices; displays a strong
sense of purpose; thrills to the mastery of an ever-changing
world: Dr. Adeline Oakley was truly a 'no-limit' person."
A profile written in 1984 by WNBA friend and editor Marie
Cantlon in "The Bookwoman" offered a bright, sensitive view
of the many sides of Adeline: her late entry into formal educa-
tion - after raising and educating two children - and her
joumey through the world of higher education. Marie Cantlon
suggested, and her readers agree, that Adeline Oakley is
legendary, "the bookwoman par excellence in the East."
Dr. Oakley leaves her son Kenneth Oakley and daughter-in
law Miriam of Woburn, and her daughter Judith Mazenko and






















. I I I$9,654.19
$50,470.00
$50,000
July " 2000 through June 30,2001
The Annual Fund ...This Year and Every Year
The funds raised through annual giving at Bridgewater State College represent thousands of gifts from loyal alumni and friends who
care deeply about the college and its mission. Many of these gifts are made via our phonathon, which brought in over $138,000 in
gifts and pledges this past year. Other dollars are raised in response to direct mail campaigns and personal solicitations. The annual
fund totaled over $258,000 as of June 30, 2001. Unrestricted annual giving provided $100,000 for faculty and librarian research
grants and $50,000 for undergraduate student research. Thank you for your generous support!
Honor Roll of Donors
Over $1,500,000 Raised in Fiscal Year 2001
Because you cared, over $1,500,000 was donated this past year from both unrestricted and restricted sources. These gifts from
alumni, friends, foundations and corporations are extremely import~lnt to the college. Alumni giving counted for almost 40% of this
total. Many thanks to our loyal alumni for leading the way once again. See Decade Chart below.





1920s 1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s
Endowment Exceeds $7.5 Million
At the end of June, the combined endowment stood at $7.5 million. ln addition, we have pledges to the Campaign for Bridgewater
totaling $1.5 million. This has been an exciting year as we received many new endowed gifts as well as additions to current funds.
Most notable was the Class of 1951 's gift. During their 50th reunion celebration, the Class of 1951 established a scholarship fund for
undergraduate students planning to enter the teaching field. This $176,000 endowed fund is a record-breaking contribution! We




0 President's Circle Anonymous (2) Victoria Roberts French '63 Louis '81 & CynthiaCanadian Consulate General General Electric Company Booth '81 Ricciardi~ ($10,000 and Terry Hart Cogan '51 David & Joy Jenkins Edith Glick Shoolman '25
above) Theresa M. Corcoran '50 James Looney G'OO Sodexho Marriott Services~ Henry '58 & Rosemary Daley, Jr. National Distillers Judith A. Lancaster Walters '53Davis Educational Foundation Distributors Foundation0 Estabrook & Chamberlain Pepsi-Cola Bottling Group
~ Insurance Agency, Inc.
0 Horace Mann Anonymous Joseph & Frances E. McElroy RJR Nabisco lncorporated;:c: Society Bristol County Savings Bank '49 Heney Adrian & Mary RondileauMartha E. Cummings '51 William & lsabelle Bragg '56 King South Shore Savings Bank
~ ($5,000 - $9,999) Dunkin Donuts E. Paul & Mary E. Drummey '41 Mary Lou ThornburgGeneral Dynamics Merlet William & Anne
0 Government Systems Raymond G. '71 & Karen Messier Fitzmaurice '50 Tierney
~ Elizabeth T. Niven Mary Wall
0 Nicholas Bruce '68 & Patricia Frankland & Priscilla G'73 Miles Catherine Yoyos Telford '500 Quinn '67 Bartlett Morgan Stanley Adrian TinsleyTillinghast Society Frederick '83 & Carrie John & Frances Carolyn V. Turchon '62
($2,500 - 4,999) Kulick '85 G'98 Clark Nicholson '55 Sadek Joel M.'72 &,.... Carol Mulloy Cuttle Arthur '72 & Eileen Alexandra Weissman,....
Foundation,lnc. lacaponi '68 Silva0
~ S. Elizabeth Pope James '61 & Lana Steele '62 Argir Margaret Hart Foley '51 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLPBonney-Glenn Co" lnc. Freedom Capital David '83 & Eileen H. Robichaud~ Society Alicia Andruk Boucher '54 Management Company Rockland Trust Company
0 ($1,000 - $2,499) Jane Rae Bradford '72 G'76 Gamma Phi Beta E.H. Marion W. Rowell '54Raymond '69 & Judith Braz Paul T. Gannon David '91 & Karen~ Bridgewater Savings Bank Frederick W. Gustafson 11 '50 Courtney '92 Rumrill
0 Senator and Francis & Noreen Dunn '51 Hine Robert '55 & AnnMrs. Edward W. Brooke Ronald & Virginia Shields '55 Ryan
;:c: Walter '52 & Phoebe Jewett '60 Hogg Sally J. RyanLeavitt '53 Campbell Joseph H. & Fredericka B. Huber SBC Foundation
Tamara Capobianco '74 Owen B. Kiernan '35 Leonard Schmidt
:.- Robert '51 & June Carter Paul C. Killgoar, Jr. '68 Shaw's Supermarkets, Inc.
0 James S. Castagnozzi David & Phyllis Wells '67 Klock Shea Insurance Group, Inc.Memorial Fund Amelia E. Leconte '52 Daniel '67 & Teresa
~ Peter & Kathleen Chase Tamara Lingos-Utley Doyle '74 SmithCharles '54 & Nancy Christie Herbert J. '70 & Susan Lynch Johanne M. Smith0 Ann O. Coakley Eleanore MacCurdy Staples Business Advantage
0 Suzan Cole Mary Hoyle Mahan '60 Deborah Mallard Stein '74Francis '53 & JoAnn Maple Leaf Foundation, lnc. Richard '77 & Elizabeth TonnerKilmain '53 Curran Janice L. McAteer '65 Leon Weinstein '70
Mark E. Cuttle Lois Melville McKenzie '52 George '53 G'56 &
William H. Davis Congressmon Joe Moakley Beatrice Weygand
V. James '39 & Norene DiNardo Dana & Kathy '81 Mohler-Faria James & Sonja Wolfsberg
Domino's Pizza Frank C. Nackel '78 NancyYee
Frank '49 & Dorothy Ralph Nee A. Albert & Adeline Yurkstas
Szafer '51 Dunn New England Business Service
Charles & Marilyn New England-Canada Business
Royd '57 Federico Council, Inc.
Ralph '53 & Jean Joseph '54 & Judith A. Pauley
Collins '51 Retcher Patricia A. Phillips '54
36
Although we have taken great core to check the names listed. no such list can be
perfect. If we hove inadvertently omitted ar misspelled your name. we apologize.
Please let us know so that we con make the necessary corrections to our records.







Carol Kaplan Altshuler '51
Charles & Leslie Angell
Gary '77 & Irene
O'Neil '77 Atkinson
Dalton & Noreen Paiva '58 Avery
R. A. & Altana Mann '46 Bullard
Cynthia Quirk Buscone '61
Robert M. Cheverie '72
Richard & Ellen Cost
Judith Murphy DeFilippo '62
Maria K. Dounelis-Bradley '52
Daniel E, Doyle G'75
Eugene J. & Carol Durgin
John & Loretta Fitzgerald
Ford Motor Company
Fred F. Fullerton '73
Eva T. Gaffney G'OI
Sheila A. Gallagher '72
Georgia Pacinc Corporation
Bernice Misner Gerson '54
Herbert G'70 & Barbara
Aalpoel '71
Susan R. Abrams '67
ACA Assurance
Nancy Boisvert Adamczyk '75
Helene O'Hara Adams '49
Richard '83 & Kathleen
Cronan '82 Agostinelli
Nathalie Dorman Agostino '49
Lawrence Albaugh '92
Barbara N. Albret '36
Paula M. Alegi '69
Michael R. Alexander '82
Marie Baroni Allen '65
Gertrude Fearing Alley '52
Fatima Allie '54
Gerald M. Allman G'68
Domingo B. Amado, Jr. '85
Almeda King Ambrulevich '55
Marcia K. Anderson
Mary E. Anderson
Mary Oakley Anderson '50
Patricia D. Anderson '86
Wilmar Harlow Armer '35 G'46
Phyllis A. Armstrong '57
Grace Bard Arnstein '43
Kathleen Holleran Arruda '76
Helene C. Auger '70
John F. Aylmer G'70
Melvin Backman '41
Sylvia Osharow Bailet '42
Steven A. Baillargeon '84
Maureen Chase Baird '63
Sandra E. Baker '81
Billie Smith Balashek '70
Tracy Baldrate '64
Maria Correnti Baldwin '72
Paula McDermott Baronas '63
Mary Judge Barrett '39
Marilyn White Barry '58
Natalie Creeden Barry '56
Amy B. Barton '88
President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999 •
Sandra Corey Gray '59
Joseph '51 & Maljorie
Torrence '51 Gregg
Winnifred Taylor Hodges '41
Margaret Joyce '56
E. Dennis & Michelle Kelly
Martin F. Killory '40
Edward & Mary Alice Kirby
Francis J. Kirwin
Karen P. Kurtz
Joan Kiernan Lange '63
James Lively
Howard & Barbara London
Ann M. Lundstedt '61
Jeffrey R. Lynch '73
Anne Povoas Mason '69
Phyllis Geegan Mazzoleni '54
,Madeleine Topham McDonald '51
Susan A. McGovern '67
Dawn A. Michael
Albert & Marcella Mitchell
Joanne P. Bean '73
Dorothy S. Bearse '36
Harriet E. Beasley '79
Paula Cronin Beasley '74
Richard R. Beaudoin '76
Alice Dusseault Beaulieu '52
Daniel '75 & Annette
Laplant '75 Beauregard
Marie Delahanty Beauregard '54
Frostine Graves Beckman '47
Denise G. Belanger '85
Wilma C. Berardi '52
Phyllis M. Bernard '65
Lucy Bernardo '69
Cynthia Berryman-Fink '74
Edward '54 & Sallee
Twichell '53 Bielski
Eleanor C. Blaine '44
Gerald E. Blanchette '57
John '56 & Lorraine
DeFrates '56 Blanchon
Charlotte M. Bloomberg '66
Anastasia Coparan Blount '44
Mary Sheehan Boethel '44
James '67 & Sandra
Clark-Lorenzen G'97 Bohlin
Carol M. Bolduc '78
Arthur & Caryl Booth
David C. Boragine
Antoinette Pepe Borrelli '43
John & Mary Boucher
Theresa A. Boucher '55
Gary & lrene Bourne
Mary Carlisle Brady '55
Mildred Braga '51
John '57 & Helen
Wolski '55 Braithwaite
Ted & Cynthia Brannan
Stephen J. Brayman '80
Jacqueline Gaffney Brehm '52
Michael & Janet Brems
Rose-Marie Briand '51
Bridgewater Area Chapter 11 For
HandiKids, Inc.
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $ 1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 •
Century Club $100 - $499 *
Ann Burgess Morris '54
Old Harbor Inn
Joan M. Park '56
Cameron B. Place '67
William C. Quist '79
Rebecca D. Ridgway '68
Vera M. Gronvall Ross '42
Barbara E. Schmitt




Matthew & Gloria Striggles
Robert '64 G'70 & Gail Todd '78
Constance O'Brien Walker '62
Robert '63 & Barbara Ward
Jean Tubbs Watkins '52
Carolyn Pinnel Wilson '52
Lynne Briscoe Wisneski '69




Richard '65 G'70 & Diane
Speare '59 Bridgwood
Everett O. Britton '46
The Brockton Enterprise
Gail K. Brookings G'67
JoAn S. Brouwer '49
Carlene Dodd Brown '56
Gloria J. Brown '63
Kenneth G'77 & Donna Daley '68
G'74 Brown
Marjorie MacKenzie Brown '52
William '77 & Deborah
Dempsey '78 Brown
Edward Brush
Merrill O. Bryant '81
Henry W. Burbine '65
Jerome F. Burke '73
Ruth Farrell Burke '44
Robert H. Burwood '66 G'70
Cabletron Systems,
Sales, & Service
Manuel M. Cabral G'55
Phyllis Lanza Caligaris '55
Alfred M. Calk '88
Jane Smith Callahan '83
Katherine Inglis Callahan '62
Martha L. Campbell '82
Dina M. Carbonell
Joan Cardoza '73
Mary O'Neill Carey '50
Kathryn R. Carney '74
Joyce Bissell Carpenter '53
Carpet Warehouse
Ronald '58 & Mary
Canniff '59 Carroll
Barbara Wall Casaly '69
Rita M. Castagna '66
Lawrence G'55 & Amy
Barton '39 Castle
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000).































C. Louis '51 & Priscilla
Chapman '51 Cedrone
John A. Celani '74
Roland W. Chalifoux, Jr. '73
Elliot W. Chassey
Irene Checkovich
Joseph M. Chencus '66
The Chickering Group
Ruth Blottman Chippendale '51
Lawrence & Frances Chirillo
Priscilla Pinel Christopher'42
Robert T. Citrano, Jr. '89
Margaret E. Clark '50
Serena Morse Clary '43
Daniel A. Clifford '85
Richard & Mary Close
Adelia Kucinskas Coe '57
Robert '83 & Maria
Tobin '84 Colangeli
Sheila Q. Coller '58
Matthew '89 & Rachel
Shannon '89 Collins
Alan V. Comedy
Robert M. Commins '66
Michael Connery '92
Conventures, Inc.
Ruth Small Cooke '41
Richard Coombs '95
Kevin '78 & Maureen
Foley '77 Cooney
Robert G. Cooper '52
Coreagains
Susan M. Costello '93
Susan Collins Costigan '68 G'OO
Terrell Cote-Vizard '86
Joseph '72 & Madeline
Lannin '73 Cotton
Thomas R. Coughlin '75
Joy Fessler Cox '87
Kathleen M. Craig '71
Judith Matta Creeden '70
Jane M. Creedon '61
William E. Croke '59
Ronald R. Cromwell
Basil F. Cronin G'67
Marcia Crooks '55 G'62
Robert H. Cross '62 G'64
Robert A. Crossman '86
Karl P. Crowell '68
Arthur G. Cullati '58 G'61
Francis T. Cullen, Jr. '72
Scott P. Cullen
Betty Manning Cummings '52
Deirdre E. Curley
Rosemary Durant Curto '44
Sandra Cushman
Ellen Cuttle Oliver '82
Sheila McGiveron Dacey '69
David '74 & Donna
Potenza '74 Dahl
Clement E. Daley '39
Kristen Blaisdell Daly '84 G'92
Paul R. D'Andries G'79
Gertrude Jackman Daneau '54
John C. Danehy
Daniel J. Darcy '88 G'90
Wendy Milne DaSilva '74
John Davis '79
Marjorie L. Davis '65
Davol-Taunton Printing,Inc.
Barbara Wolff Dawson '55
Mary De Angelo '82
Dale De Wispelaere
Eleanor Ferrara Deehan '57
Stephen D. DeFranc '86
Shirley Deknes '52
Kathleen Delaney-Smith '71
Chet '61 & Janet
Leone '63 Delani
Harold '52 & Lucille
Fortunato '74 G'78 Delisle
Gary & Nancy DellaPosta
Donald '63 & Evelyn
Ekberg '63 DeLutis
Gay Gibbons Demaggio '64
George M. DeMarco, Jr. '78
Ruth Cody Demers '62
James Demopoulos '94
Susan Losciuto Dempsey '73
Elizabeth Hamlett Denniston '46
Barbara D'Entremont '75 G'85
Robert '78 & Laurie DeRosa '78
Ruth Rigby Desousa '22
Rebecca L. Devlin '86
Muriel Donahue Dextradeur '59
Dominic A. DiBattista '67
Diane Blackwell Dickinson '55
Malcolm A. Dillon '50
David M. Dion '84
Sandra M. Discepolo '65
Paul '63 & Mabel
Ashenfelter '63 Doherty
Therese Mack Doherty '51 G'53
Mary E. Donahue '70
Margaret Dadian Donoian '51
Kevin '70 & Marjorie
Nordman '70 G'76 Dorney
William F. Dowd '77
J. Kenneth Downey '49
Ann Cantfill Doyle '56
Robert G. Doyle G'76
Robert F. Doyle '76
Diana Draheim
Priscilla Randall Drake '47
Diane Rarus Drazek '71
Dorothy Walsh Driscoll '58
Robert E. Driscoll '50
F. Ann duCilIe '71
Doris A. Duggan '68
Roger T. Dunn
Bernard & Diane Durante
Elizabeth Gallagher Duval '78
Joyce J. Dwyer '79
Irene A. Dygas '58
Sally H. Ebeling
Kerri Fay Eck '85
William '41 & Betty
Milne '41 Edgar
Virginia A. Edgell '51
Charles R. Ellsworth '75
EMagine Communications
Barbara Kowalczyk Emerson '88
Richard H. England, Jr. '80
Phyllis Esau '36
Geoffrey M. Fanning '67
Henry J. Fanning G'61
Eileen T. Farley
Ruth Kearney Farley '58
Marie Randall Farnham '37
Paula E. Fay '75
Mary A. Fazio '87
David '62 & Patricia
Siekman '63 Fee
William P. Feeney '74
Nancy F. Ferguson
lzaura Fernandez '52
Alice O'Malley Ferris '476'51
Richard & Robin Fine
Anne-Marie Hirschberg
Fitzgerald '92
Kathleen A. Flaherty '91
Mary E. Flaherty '44
William A. Flaherty, Jr. '77
Louise H. Flansburgh
Richard '74 & Nancy
Kipp '71 G'81Florence
C. Christopher Ford, Jr. '63
Mary Matthews Fordham '63
Helen Ulvila Foster '55
The Foxboro Company
Mildred Duggan Foy '48
Eugene A. Franciosi G'59
Robert '77 & Cynthia
Vaughan '68 Francis
Phyllis Werlin Freed '47
Ann Dulligan Freeman '62
Clara Holtz Friedman '39
Mary W. Fuller
Maureen Baron Fuller '78
Thomas J. Gagne '86
Patricia Shortall Galligan '47
Richard H. Gamble '62
Ursula Phillips Gamble '52
Cheridah Paquin Gangone '35
Chester M. Gardner, Jr. '63
Robert J. Gardula '60
Lee Garrison
Shirley Hayworth Geary '58
Jean Gefteas '94
Beverly George '56
Theresa Stolarz Geribo '65
Susan Getchell '58
John R. Ghublikian G'75
Albert E. Gibbons, Jr. '64
Paul '59 & Madlyn
Ware '55 G'73 Giberti
Mary E. Giberti '35
Brian F. Gilligan '69
Carol Coady Gilson '63
Richard G'73 & Diane
Vincent '67 Giordano
Rick L. Giuliotti '87
Esther L. Gleason '31
Dorothy Wishnefsky Goldberg '59
Christopher J. Golden
Burton D. Goldman '51
Joseph J. Gonsalves '80
Lydia T. Gonsalves '70
Jane C. Goodwin '63
Earlene M. Gordon '90
Grace M. Gorman '46
Michael '82 & Ruth
Grace '82 Gosselin
William G. Grable '62
James C. Grady '77
Maureen P. Graney '80
Franklin '62 & Florence
Bell '62 Gray
John '54 & Betty
Harrison '55 Green
Philip '74 & Joy Silver '75 Greim
Martha V. Grenzeback '43
Richard '48 & Lillian
Wilson '48 Grimley
Marie Reilly Grzywacz '52
Anthony G'65 & Jane
Mahony '51 Gulla
George G'82 & Shirill Gurley
Elizabeth Gurney '38
Janet Anderson Gutterson '61
John '55 & Patricia
St. John '55 Hackett
Patricia Smith Haddad '72
Shirley Thompson Hadley'41
Jane Masi Hall '73
Elizabeth Ruddock Hamilton '52
Joshua W. Hamilton '80
Michael E. Hanc '74
Edmund C. Hands '70
Phillip J. Hanrahan '63
David P. Harding '62
Courtland L. Harlow, Jr. '66
John & Ann Harper G'97
Mary Ellison Harrington '46
David K. Harris, Jr. '68
Diane M. Hart G'86
Constance Nash Hartwell '36
Richard J. Harwood '80
Gary R. Haskell '79
Lois Gnong Haslam '53
Jacqueline Haslett '56
Jack R. Hassard '62
JeffN. Hawkins '81
Christie C. Hayden '37
Nell E. Hayes '84
Robert S. Haynor
Lea T, Hearn '43
Dorothy A. Heath
Elna Filipson Helgerson '41
John Heller
Sheila Sullivan Henaghan '60
Geoffrey Hennessy '94
Paul E. Henry
Ruth Sullivan Herford '42
Walter M. Hewitson
Mary Lockary Hicks '40
Evelyn Whiting Hildreth '44
Janet Levesque Hildreth '62
Miriam Thomas Hill '39
Thomas & Jacqueline Hill
Hill & Barlow, Inc.
Bettina Hayden Hiltbold '39
James E. Hinds '76
Anne L. Hird
38
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
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Barbara Jackman Hoffman '51
Marilyn P. Hoffman '55
Blandine Jasnocha Hogan '56
Susan A. Holton
Rosemary Holub
Marianne M. Horan '74
Christine Frank Horte '62
Marcia Moody Hoyt '61
Michael '65 & Donna
Chateauneuf '65 Hughes
William '54 & Barbara
Barton '52 Hughes
Marjorie Simmons Hunt '52
Anne Kennelly Hynes '54
J.LJ. Enterprises lnc.
Marguerite M. Jacinto '84
Elaine Francis Jackson '66 G'90
Richard W. James '51
Karen West Jannace '69
Colette H. Janson-Sand '67
Frances Jeffries
Phyllis Jenness '44
Carroll '59 & Bjorg Jenson '62
G'81 Jeppson
Angela M. Johnson '72
Carolyn Clough Johnson '50
Ernest J. Johnson '78
Joseph '79 & Joanne
Wilson '78 Johnson
John '62 & Martha
Drinkwater '64 Jones
Robert C. Jones G'60
Warren C. Jones '85
Frederick '74 & Linda
Colby '74 Jordan
Marion E. Kade '73
Rose 1. Kalman '35
Elva Bertoncini Kanakry '55
James A. Kane '80
Joseph V. Kane '69
Barry & Debra Katz
Andrea L. Kaufman '85
Daniel '78 & Kathleen
Dudley '78 Keating
William F. Keating G'65
Matthew & Patricia Keenan
Barbara J. Kelley '74
Gerard M. Kelley, Jr. '69
Pamela G. Kelley '86
Paul F. Kelley '51
Thomas F. Kelley, Jr. '90
Daniel F. Kelliher '67
Constance M. Kennenck '45
Clare Lindberg Kenslea '43
Marc J. Kerble '76
Caron 8. Ketchum '78
Gretchen G. Keyworth
Ellen Bowen Kilbridge '57
Mary Goggin Kilian '54





A. Bill KochanczYk '60
Gary C. Koltookian '54
Ethel Waters Korotsky '51




Stella H. Krupka '33
Jean Mello Labelle '53
Gary J. LaFave '75
James H. LaFlame '93
Barbara LaFrance
Gloria D. Lagasse '73
Helen Campbell Lahey '39
Rose Lans Laliberty '40
Carol E. Lamb '80 G'83
Gail A. Lamb '64
Henry J. Lamb G'81
Barry D. Lamkin '88
Paul Landry
Jeffrey '91 & Sheila
Wilcox '91 Lane
Eileen Crean Laporte '41
Dean R. Larabee 111
Roy & Patricia Latimer
Emma Fisher Law '54
Susan Lawson Cann '78
Sally Merrow Leach '42
Robert G'61 & Marie
Haviland '54 Leavens
Marie Buzzi Leone '44
Barbara Reynolds Leslie '50
Susan Geary Lessoff'72
Margaret S. Lewis '57
Barbara F. Lightizer '77
Roger J. Limoges '97
Marcia Lindsay '56
Mary Diamond Linehan '44
Stephen J. Linhares '79
Robert Lizine
Joan Sheehan Lloyd '54
Robert Locatelli '60
Virginia Logan '69
David R. Longland '73
F. Scott Longo '89
Leon Lonstein
Myra Powers Lopes '54
Olivio '47 & Lois Smith '43 Lopes
W. Jeffrey Lord '77
Robert L. Lorenson
Lisa M. Louttit '78
Marion Guilbault Louzan '47




Irene Potts Lynch '74
William F. Lynch, Jr. '82
Joan Lynch-Silver '75
Rita H. Lyons '52
Ann MacDonald '91
Elinor Gorman Mackin '51
John R. MacLaren '78
Robert MacMillan
President's Circle $10,000 and above •
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999.
Ann M. Maguire '69
Candace Maguire
Jane Stetson Maguire '61
Barbara Tappen Mahar '61
Anthony '77 & Paula
Yale '76 Maistrellis
John G'57 & Rose
Dantono '54 Maloney
Theresa M. Malumphy '54
Evelyn Paul Mangarpan '42
Heidi Hinds Marotta '85
Joseph '70 & Diane
Neville '71 Martin
Meredith Pickett Martin '52
Nancy O. Martin '78
Anna Martin-Jearld





Susan Donnelly Mathieson '74
Rebecca Erwin Mauch '60
Robert G. May '56
Virginia T. Mayo '43
Peter Mazzaferro
Claire McAfee '58
Robert & Roberta McCarthy
Mary Joyce McCarty '51
Otis H. McCorkle '48
Margaret J. McCormick '75
M. Scott McDonald '80
Richard McDonald
Jane F. McElwee '76
Leona Milch McFarland '50
Dorothy E. McGann '76
Patrick S. McGlynn '85
George & Roberta McGoff
Helen McGovern '36
Prudence M. McGregor
Patricia F. McGuire '55
Claire Peach McHugh '51
Sheila Tunstall McKenna '62
Lois M. McKeown G'86
Mary Ann McKinnon '91
Dolores L. Mclaughlin G'73
Judith B. McLaughlin
Laura E. McLeod G'67
Janice Burchard McNamara '47
Michael J. McNamara '74
Thomas A. McPhee '70
Donna M. Medeiros '86 G'01
Katherine 1. Medeiros '69
Antonietta Minerva Meier '53
Ida George Meikle'40
Constance E. Melahoures '68
Lawrence R. Melcher, Jr. '69
Suzanne M. Melikian '89
Marilyn L. Mello '59
Nancy A. Menard '78
Dorene A. Menezes '69
Dorothy Merrill '47
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $ 1,000 - $2.499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
Century Club $100 - $499*
Linda J. Merritt '71
Michael J. Merten '52
David J. Messaline '65
Ruth Metcalf '37
Murielle Desmarais Michaud '54
Susanne Silbeira Michelini '64
Kenneth T. Mierzykowski '79
George Mikitarian, Jr. '80
Burnham P. Miller '50
Mary Wisotsky Miller'48
Timothy '82 & Carol
Campisi '82 Millerick
Lynn McDonald Mills '97
Gail M. Milton '89




Gordon W. Mitchell '59
Moberg & Son Roonng, lnc.
Timothy Monaghan '93
James '69 & Carlene
Carroll '69 Moore
Peter F. Moran G'73
Priscilla Andersen Morrison '61
Walter K. Morrison '50
John Morrissey '64
Richard A. Morse '69
David A. Morwick '64
Sheila Linehan Mousette '74
Paul & Margaret Mulloy
James Munise '93
Norma Goyetche Munroe '56
Brian Murphy
Jack Murphy
William J. Murphy '63
Donald A. Murray, Jr. '66
Robert S. Murray G'57
Frank Muscato
Donna Naas Mutzenard '72
Walter '61 & Barbara
Mattinson '61 Nagle
Jorge L. Neves '90
Diana Nichols '63
Martha Nickerson '47
Michael '82 & Judith
Bugeau '80 Nickley
Peter D. Nord '63
Charles Notis '68
Jean littlefield Nummi '48
Mercedes Nunez
Leonard '53 & Margaret
Beaulieu '53 O'Brien
Patricia M. O'Brien
Janice Atkinson O'Donnell '70
Joseph '43 & Alyce
Mullins '44 O'Donnell
Cynthia Cowles Olansky '69
Katherine Sites Oldham '44
Janice Foley Olds '67
Steven '66 & JoAnne
Semino '66 Olson
Helena Logan O'Malley '38
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000).































Patricia Cuff O'Neill '56
Jorge Orta '92
Mary McGowan O'Toole '58
Kenneth '75 & Theodora
Tosches '75 Ottariano
Ruth Henderson Ottmar '51
Joseph M. Pagano
Virginia Vanderwarker Page '62
William L. Paige, Jr. '82
Robert E. Pariseau '71
Lucille Dumas Parkinson '73
Paula Parnagian '75
Katherine McGaughey Parolin '52
John S. Parsons
Evelyn Johnson Parziale '42
Lynne Payson G'98
Edwin G'80 & Mary Payton '73
Anthony F. Pellegrini '64
Margaret Perry Pelletier '61
Christine M. Pelosi '74
Daryll Z. Perron
Anthony J. Perry '42
Michael Perry '91
George S. Peters, Jr. '66
Robert K. Petersen '68
Mary O'Grady Phelps '55
Phi Pi Delta
Wayne R. Phillips '62
Timothy J. Philpott G'89
Denise Sheehan Pizura '64
Carl '52 & Lois Dunn '51 Ponder
Virginia Hansberry Porter '99
Lois E. Poule
Genevieve M. Powers '48
John '86 & Joan
Garrity '88 Pozerski
Theresa M. Pratt '74
Jean M. Prendergast '50
Joel Prives
Charlotte Prochnow '42
Lillian R. Putnam '42
Francine Quaglio
Joseph 1. Quinn
John V. Quinlan '91
James '70 & Janis
Gostanian '70 Quinn
Doreen Quintiliani '76
David J. Raczkowski '68
Richard '89 & Linette
Villegas '92 Rao
Meredith G. Raymond '39
Stephen Raymond '91
Keri A. Reardon '97
Mary Correia Reardon '50
Carol Scagliarini Redgate '57 G'71
Mary T. Regan '77
Bernadette A. Reid '64
Louise C. Reilly '45
James '77 & Dayle
Russell '77 Reynolds
Ronald '61 & Roberta
Babbitt G'67 Reynolds
Ronald J. Rezzani, Jr. '83
Dusty S. Rhodes
Laurence & Jane Richards
Jean Crane Richter '47
Suzanne Rivard '62
Helen M. Robertson '37
Belmira Teixeira Robinson '49
Philip M. Robitaille '73
David '66 & Rosemary
Reardon '66 Rodriquenz
Brian P. Rogan '84
Jeanne Taylor Roscoe '51
Anna Mezzanotte Rossi '44
Lorraine A. Rossi '51
Michael & Karen Rotenberg
M. Patricia Royal '42
Grace Rudolph '93
Joanne M. Russell G'77
Helen Judge Ryan '40
Mary Harrington Ryan '40
Grace Howard Sabatini '48
Shirley Peterson Sahl '70
Paul Salamon '53
Paul '50 & Marion
Gildea '50 Salley
Brian M. Salvaggio '80 G'82
Elaine Moore Santos '81
Faye F. Santos '74
Leola Waters Santos '49
Victor & Mary Santos
Erick Sargent '49
Anthony '64 & Nancy
Seablom '64 Sarno
Steven Sattin '84
Althea P. Sawyer '36
Donald F. Schloth '85
J. Roger & Zita Schmiedel
Richard G'96 & Kathryn
Macrina '94 Schneider
Dorothy V. Schrader '42
Elizabeth Conley Schreiner '37
Scituate Consulting, Inc.
Grace Seibert-Larke
Janice L. Semple '76 G'79
Cynthia Webster Serbent '58
Peter W. Servis '71
Kathleen Donovan Shea '72
Melissa Ainslie Shea '90
George A. Shediack G'62
Claire M. Sheehan '82
James & Joann Sheets
John & Susan Sheldon
Janet Brown Sherman '82
Muriel Rowell Sherman '47
John J. Shields '57
Joan Shipman '61
Silva Engineering Associates
Gilbert L. Simmons '64
Marguerite Simons '78
Marjorie Wright Skahill '40
Deborah Joyce Smith '70
James S. Smith '89
Jean Bonin Smith '70
Judith Moran Smith '63
Margaret Thiesing Smith '47
Nancy L. Smith '58
Roberta Smith-Sullivan G'62
Chester E. Smolski '51
Emily Dulak Sobolewski '52
Trefton A. Soucy, Jr. '62
David A. Sousa '60
Ronald D. Southard '78
Phillip C. Souza '78
Rose Desouza Souza '60
Amelia Acebo Sperry '41
Jeanette F. Spinale '74
Janet Lonergan Spinney '89
Thomas G. St. Thomas '75
Cheryl A. St. Onge '78




Kathleen M. Stevens '52
Eleni C. Stratigos '01
Nancy Street
Barbara Pierce Strickland '58
Jean Ferguson Sturdy '32
Earle B. Sukeforth '34
Rita Kumpa Sukola '60
Alice A. Sullivan '46
Brian Sullivan '80
Jane A. Sullivan '76
Kathleen E. Sullivan '52
Norma A. Sullivan '62
Paul '73 & Jane
Morrissey '76 Sullivan
Paula J. Sullivan '71
Sean-Patrick Sullivan '86
Vincent P. Sullivan '56
Joan Lundquist Swanson '54
John L. Sweeney '61
Vivian Chaffin Sweet '46
Barbara J. Sykes '49
Carl Sylvester
Margaret Carlson Szupillo '38
Thomas Talbot
Charles F. Taormina
Edith Rowell Tardiff '44
James A. Tartari '64
Lola Lymberis Tatakis '53
Tauton Development Corporation
Bruce E. Taylor '68
Joyce M. Taylor '60
Estelle Mackey Teasdale '41
David M. Tedesco '67
Christine Openshaw Tempesta '84
Jeanne Medas Jarrett Thayer '93
Susan Thevenin '64
Wayne '54 & Ann
Campbell '54 Thomas
Larry D. Thompson '67
Claire Soares Thorp '52
Rosemary A. Tierney G'63
David Tillinghast
Robert A. Tocci '72
Alberta McAdams Tolin '51
Evelyn Camara Tonelli '75
Carol A. Topolewski '67
Christine M. Torpey '83
Frank Tosti
John S. Tripp '58 G'64
Judith Cirello Tyler '64
Rebecca Cook Ullom '54
Mildred Crowley Vaillancourt '52
Beverly Gomes Van Allen '64
Jean French Vankin '52
Hazel Luke Varella '54
Francis J. Veale
Marjorie Wolejko Vecchi '64
Linda M. Veracka '98
Joseph '81 & Maryann
McCarthy '81 Verria
Karen Leccese Vinson '73
Veronica Galanek Wainwright '74
Beverly Bradford Wakely '51
William Y. Walker '72
Barbara Walsh '53
David M. Walsh '65
Thomas P. Walsh '63
Jane Austin Ward '39
Jacqueline Ware-Tucker '90
Phyllis E. Warren '83




Dorothy E. Wells '45
Rita Cassidy Wheeler '36
Charles '36 & Phyllis
Colby '37 Whitcomb
Patrice Sanborn White '52





Samuel Williams, Jr. '92
Robert L. Williston '66
Barbara Maynard Wilson '58
Robert N. Witham G'63
Barbara MacDonald Wolfreys '71
Joan Young Woods '53
Mary A. Worden G'82
Marion Ryder Worthen '29
Lesley Zavracky '87
Eileen Zemmel Zelch '52
Diane Calderone Zerafa '80
John E. Zoino '53
Sonia Kizirian Zorabedian '60
40
Although we have taken great care ta check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted ar misspelled your name, we apolagize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
,....
,....
Young leaders Gail Belcher '93 Nancy M. Gedraitis '91 Daniel F. McHugh '97 G'99 0Richard J. Bellew '95 Kristen George '94 Mark Mohan '93
Club John Boorack '93 Anthony Gutierrez '91 Darin '93 & Tara A. ~(Class of 1991 Tina Bourgeois '92 Norman A. Hayes III '97 Dolan '92 MoranoJoanne Shay Medici Buttner '95 John Healey '91 G'94 Phyllis Parker '91 ~2000 $50 - $99) Sean Connor '92 Margaret Hoffman '93 Andrew Pike '93
Kathrine R. Constant-Knowles '93 Andrea T. Jackson-Miller '91 David A. Qualey '94 0
Wendy 1. Corkren '95 Rebecca Brown Johnsky '94 Robin Roberts '94 ~Regina Cotter '93 Penny S. Jones '96 G'OI Erica Beth St. Germain '93
Susan M. Daddario '91 Erin Lane '93 Doreen Sullivan '96 0Chad J. Dagraca '98 Eric Leete '94 Anne E. Tavares-Buker '92
Nicholas DiMartino '94 Mary T. Marshall '93 Michael Varao '93 ;:I:JoAnn Bodine Evans '93 Karl M. Marsiglio '96 Donna Whitney '93
Lisa M. Federici '92 Jennifer A. Mastera '93 Alfred Yebba 11 '98 ~John Florence '00 Paul McAndrews '93
0
Bequests Albert Albertini '39 $9,997 BSC Scholarship Fund ~Alice T. Tyson 6'63 $25,000 Foundation Endowment Fund 0Miriam Bryan '29 $1,000 Foundation Endowment Fund
Olive C. P. Brittan '34 $5,000 Foundation Endowment Fund 0Helen W Howord '3D $5,000 Foundation Endowment Fund
Charitable Gift Annuities:
,....
Judith Lancaster Walters '53 Class of 1953 Fund
,....
0
1840 Society The 1840 Society was established There are 37 individuals that have Dorothy Szafer Dunn '51 ~in 1997 to recognize individuals notified the Foundation that they Frank Dunn '49
Bridgewater who have notified the college have included the college in their Richard G. Durnin '43 ~
State College that they have designated a gift estate plans. Fred Fullerton '73 0to Bridgewater State College Audrey Gough '51 ~Foundation Foundation either through a For further details, or sample Rita N. Hayes '48bequest, or a current life income bequest language, please contact Kathleen Crowley- 0or planned gift. These gifts are Jane Bradford, '72 G'76, assistant Thibodeau Kroll '55
vital to the future of the college. vice president for development, Nancy Fears Lob '54 ;:I:Davis Alumni Center, Bridgewater Mary Hoyle Mahan '60
There are two ways to participate State College Foundation, Theresa Malumphy '54
~in the 1840 Society. First, an indi- Bridgewater, MA 02325, or phone M. Eleanor Mcintyre '40
vidual may establish a charitable her at (508) 531-2946. Frankland Miles 0gift annuity, or remainder trust Priscilla Miles G'73
with the college, or with their Barbara H. Albret '36 Lorraine Wiklund Olson '56 ~own bank or financial adviser. Marie Baroni Allen '65 Cynthia Booth Ricciardi '81 0Secondly, alumni and friends Anonymous (4) Louis Ricciardi '81
of the college are encouraged Jill Barres '85 Johanne M, Smith 0to include Bridgewater State Jane Rae Bradford '72 G'76 David Sousa '60
College Foundation in their JoAn Bull Brouwer '49 Mary Lou Thornburg
will, or as a beneficiary of an Terry Hart Cogan '51 Adrian Tinsley
IRA, or pension fund, Mark R. Craven Judith Lancaster Walters '53
Frank Curran '54 Avery Williams '57
Mark Cuttle Albert Yurkstas
Jeanette Dipaoli Damon '54
Bridgewater State Frederick W. Clark, Jr. '83 • Paul T. Gannon. Matthew Striggles •Terry Hart Cogan '51 • David Jenkins.
College Trustees Eugene J. Durgin. Judith B. Mclaughlin *
Giving Clubs President's Circle $10,000 and abo'<e.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999.
Nicholas Tillinghast Sodety $2.500 - $4,999.
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1.000 - $2,499 •
Crimson Society $500 - $999 •
CentUlY Club $100 - $499*
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000) •






































James Argir '61 +
John C. Boucher *
Robert Carter '51 +
Elliot W. Chassey *
Charles Christie '54 +
Frederick W. Clark '83 _
Terry Hart Cogan '51 •
V. James DiNardo '39 +
Marilyn White Barry '58 *
Bruce R. Bartlett '68 _
Peter Chase +
Ann O. Coakley +
Theresa M. Corcoran '50.
Mark E. Cuttle +
Frank Dunn '49 +
Raymond Braz '69 +
Robert S. Carter '51 +
Terry Hart Cogan '51 •
Daniel J. Darcy '88 G'90 *
V. James DiNardo '39 +
Kathleen Moore Flaherty '91 *
Peter Q. George '84
Marcia K. Anderson *
Charles F. Angell +
Leslie E. Carlyle Angell +
Victoria Bacon
Kristy-Ann Baird
Tracy Baldrate '64 *
Elizabeth L. Bennett




Dina M. Carbonell *
lrene Checkovich *
Joseph B. Chiccarelli
Ann O. Coakley +
Alan V. Comedy *
Dwight E. Cook G'72




Ronald R. Cromwell *
Patrick F. Cronin G'OO
Henry O. Daley, Jr. '58.
William H. Davis +
Walter 1. Deady G'94
Harold F. Delisle '52 *
Joseph DeRocco
Victor DeSantis
V. James DiNardo '39 +
Anne E. Doyle
Diana Draheim *
Roger T. Dunn *
Sandra Faiman-Silva
Nancy F. Ferguson *
Ruth A. Fitzpatrick '63
Mary W. Fuller *
Marilyn Hayden Furlong '56
Eugene J. Durgin +
Fred F. Fullerton '73 +
George K. Gurley G'82 *
E. Dennis Kelly +
Isabelle B. King '51 G'54.
Herbert J. Lynch '70 +
Robert E. McCarthy *
Mary E. Drummey Merlet '41 •
Dorothy Dunn '51 +




Raymond G. Messier '71 +
Dawn A. Michael +
John Hackett '55 *
F. Scott Longo '89 *
Maureen Collins Minasian '88 G'Ol
Gordon W. Mitchell '59 *
Ann Burgess Morris '54 +
John E. Morrissey '64 *
Ronald J. Rezzani, Jr. '83 *
Eva T. Gaffney G'01 +
D'Ann George
Frank J. Giuliano
Burton D. Goldman '51 *
Louise B. Graham '73
Dorothy M. Grosswendt '71
Janet M. Gumbris
John Harper *
Robert S. Haynor *
John Heller*
Walter M. Hewitson *
Anne L. Hird *
Cheryl Hitchings
Virginia L. Jewett Hogg '60 +
Susan A. Holton *
Joseph H. Huber +
Karen W. Jason
Frances Jeffries *
John W. Jones '62
Martha Drinkwater Jones '64 *
Margaret Joyce '56 +
Jeri K. Katz G'78
Tracey A. Keif
Paul F. Kelley '51*
Barbara LaFrance *
Howard B. London +





John D. Marvelle '72
Dana M. Mayhew
Peter Mazzaferro *
Dorothy E. McGann '76 *
Mary Ann McKinnon '91 *
Nancy L. Meymand
Edward Minnock *
David J. Messaline '65 *
Frankland W. Miles _
Louis M. Ricciardi '81 •
Adrian Rondileau '89 •
Adrian Tinsley _
George Weygand '53 G'56 +
Martin Miserandino '95 *
David A. Robichaud '83 +
Robert L Todd '64 G'70 +
Carolyn V. Turchon '62 _
A. Albert Yurkstas +
Robert P. Ryan '55 +
Carolyn V. Turchon '62 _
William Y. Walker, Jr. '72 *
George A. Weygand '53 G'56 +
Dana Mohler-Faria +
David A. Morwick '64 *
James Munise '93 *
Janice A. Murphy
William J. Murphy '63 *
Mary H. Myers '72 G'88
Marian E. Nelson '56
Joanne P. Newcombe
Mercedes Nunez *
Patricia M. O'Brien *
Joseph M. Pagano *
Evelyn L. Pezzulich
Wayne R. Phillips '62 *
Patricia A. Phillips '54 +
Barbara F. Poe'Sepp '40
Lois E. Poule *
Jean M. Prendergast '50 *
Francine Quaglio *
Laurence D. Richards *
Philip M. Roberts
Adrian Rondileau '89 +
Brian M. Salvaggio '80 G'82 *
Henry Santos *
Grace Seibert-Larke *
Johanne M. Smith +
Linda B. Stafford '66
Nancy Street *
Edward C. Swenson
Mary Lou Thornburg +
David Tillinghast *
Adrian Tinsley _
Robert F. Ward '63 +
Barbara H. Ward +
Richard J. Warye
George A. Weygand '53 G'56 +
Lynette Willett *
Clifford A. Wood '60 +
Paul F. Wright
42
Although we have taken great core to check the names listed, no such list con be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we con make the necessary corrections to our records.











Wallace & Mary Anderson *
David e. Boragine *
Gary & Irene Bourne *




Scott P. Cullen *
Deirdre E. Curley *
Mark E. Cuttle +
John e. Danehy *
Sally H. Ebeling *
Walter F. Ersing
Eileen T. Farley *
John & loretta Fitzgerald +



















Bed Bath & Beyond
Bonney-Glenn Co., Inc. +
Bridgewater Area Chapter 11 For
HandiKids, Inc. *
Bridgewater Auto Body *
Bridgewater Communications *
Bridgewater Credit Union *
Bridgewater Savings Bank +








Davis, MaIm & D'Agostine, P.e. *
Davol-Taunton Printing,lnc. *
Domino's Pizza +







President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 +
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999.
Susan A. Herman
Phyllis Hughes
Matthew & Patricia Keenan *
Gretchen G. Keyworth *
Edward & Mary Alice Kirby +
Francis J. Kirwin +
Karen P. Kurtz +
Lisa F. Lally
Dean R. Larabee 111 *
Roy & Patricia latimer *
Deborah F. Little
Ann lydecker *
Eleanore D. MacCurdy +
Alan J. Mac1nnis
Walter E. Margicin
George & Roberta McGoff*
Prudence M. McGregor *
Bernard G. McMahon
Madeline Mintz
Albert & Marcella Mitchell +
Congressman Joe Moakley +








Ford Motor Company +
The Foxboro Company *
Freedom Capital
Management Company +















J.LJ. Enterprises Inc. *
John Hancock Company *
Maple Leaf Foundation, Inc. +
Massachusetts State College
Building Authority *









S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1 ,000 - $2,499 +
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +





Daryll Z. Perron *
Phi Pi Delta *
Joseph 1. Quinn *
Dusty S. Rhodes *
Michael & Karen Rotenberg *
Sally J. Ryan +
Victor P. & Mary Santos *
J. R. & Zita Schmiedel *
Barbara E. Schmitt +
Frank Sharon
Beverly K. Shea
James & Joann Sheets *
Michael D. Sherman.
Howard J. Stapf*
Julian U. Stein *
Phyllis A. Stevens
Carl Sylvester *
Charles F. Taormina *
Frank Tosti *
Francis J. Veale, Jr. *
Joyce B. Whiting *
NancyYee +
New England Business Service +
New York Times Co. *
NSTAR Foundation *
Old Harbor Inn +
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Group.
Polaroid Foundation *
PPG Industries Foundation *
PricewaterhouseCoopers LlP +
Raytheon Company *
Reader's Digest Association, Inc. *
RJR Nabisco Incorporated +
Rockland Trust Company +
SBC Foundation +
Scituate Consulting, Inc. *
Shaw's Supermarkets, Inc. +
Shea Insurance Group, Inc. +
Silva Engineering Associates *
Sodexho Marriott Services.
State Farm Companies +
State Street Bank & Trust Co. *




The Chickering Group *







Young leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00).
































0 ln Memory... ...ofJohn C. Collins '63 & Francis A. Domec '95 ...ofMary Moore Jarvis '39Dr. Wayne Dickenson Joyce T. Domingos '73 Janice L. Newman '70~ Roger T. DunnSusan Thevenin '64 Joyce J. Dwyer '79 ...ofBarbara A. Holub
~ Sally H. Ebeling LaCambria '51
...ofThomas J. Conners '65 Louise H. Flansburgh Rosemary Holub0 Framingham High School Helen M. Gedraitis
~ Sunshine Fund Madelyn J. Gedraitis ...ofAnna Mae LynchMichael '65 & Donna Louise H. Hagan Nancy Street
0 Chateauneuf '65 Hughes Dorothy A. HeathBeverly K. Shea Lynn S. Heinemann ...ofMargaret l. O'Neill;:c James A. Tartari '64 Susan A. Herman Macinnis '50John '62 & Martha Drinkwater Alan J. Mac1nnis
~ ...ofDr. Thomas J. Daley '51 '64 Jones Members of Class of '50Robert '51 & June Carter Gretchen G. Keyworth
0 Edward & Mary Alice Kirby ...ofHazel Moulton McCarthy '26
~ ...ofCarol A. Fallon '73 Francis J. Kirwin Phyllis A. StevensSusan Losciuto Dempsey '7J Deborah F. Little
0 Howard & Barbara London ...ofRuth Maurer McGhee '39
...ofCarrie E. Hands '40 George & Roberta McGoff Joan R. Ames
0 Edmund C. Hands '70 Bernard G. McMahonBrian Murphy ...ofMarcelia Smith Mitchell '27
...ofBetty Godwin Hall '50 Patricia M. O'Brien Albert & Marcella Mitchell
,..- Ray Hall Laurence & Jane Richards
,..-
0 Michael & Karen Rotenberg ...ofBiII Robinson...ofElizabeth Harmon '39 Barbara E. Schmitt Evelyn L. Pezzulich
~ Donald S. Harmon Frank SharonAdrian Tinsley ...ofRobert Ruesink
~ ...ofJohn Heller Robert '63 & Barbara H. Ward Ann LydeckerBeatrice H. Achorn Richard J. Warye
0 Judith B. Alpert G'75 Joyce B. Whiting ...ofCharles Shaw '39
~ Wallace L. & Mary E. Anderson Clifford A. Wood '60 Walter E. MargicinCharles F. & Leslie E.
0 Carlyle Angell ...ofRegina M. Gross ...ofDorothy Hern Smith '39Wanda T. Brown G'79 Ronald & Virginia Jewett '60 Frederick J. Smith
;:c Ruth E. Clancy HoggRonald R. Cromwell ...ofJerrol J. Toledo
Joseph DeRocco ...ofGail Hall Tracy A. Arthur
~ Robert & Laurie DeRosa '78 Owen & Patricia McGowan
0
~ ln Honor... ...ofMr. Durgin, Math Instructor ...ofAlison V. Hird ...ofThe Patricia Ross '65 and
0 Natalie Weinstein Oxman '49 Anne L. Hird Fred Reinstein FamilyVera M. Gronvall Ross '42
0 ...ofMarty Favor & ...ofDylan LarkeMichael Blumenauer Grace Seibert-Larke
Ann Lydecker
44
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we hove inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Pleose let us know so thot we can moke the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
Undergraduate
,....
1922 1933 Florence Pratt Nigro
,....
Alumni by John E. Nolan
0
Class Year
Ruth Rigby Desousa * Helen Davis Blackburn Mary Tierney Nolan ~Evelyn Chassey Carroll Paul F. Olenick
1924
Dorothy Chatterton Carter Sylvia Pentikainen Patrick ;.....
Helen Castro DeSilvia Marjory Hollenbeck Richardson
Katharine Turner McWilliam Mildred Ferguson Dutton
Natalie Dean Runkel 0
Beatrice V. Fitts Althea P. Sawyer *
Carol Chace Ford Mary MacDonald Stimpson ~
1925 Phyllis Lamm Gould
Alice Larson Tenglin 0
Mildred Tilton Huntington Rita Cassidy Wheeler *
Edith Glick Shoolman • Stella H. Krupka* Charles L. Whitcomb * ;:I:
Eleanor Martin
1926
Elinor Meyer McGee 1937 ;.....Ruth Glidden White *
Eugenie Plante Heon Marie Randall Farnham *
0
MaryL. Kent 1934 Wilma Quinn Fitzgerald ~Christie C. Hayden *
1927
Maureen Shea Blais Edith James Honeth 0
Olive C. P. Brittan. Alma Weygand Keliher 0
Frances Eleanor Baldwin
Irene Walker Brousseau George M. Leonard
Margaret Stiles Davis
Alice T. Donahue Phyllis Adams Leonard
Milicent Smith Hewitt
Doris C1arner Harvey Marion R. Lupica * ,....
Pearl M. Pettengill
Helene D. Johnson Ruth Metcalf*
,....
Ruth Ferris Latham Doris Thompson Ricker 0
Marie Johnson MacLeod Helen M. Robertson *
1928 Alice Homer Merrikin
Elizabeth Conley Schreiner * ~
Althea Mock-Prouty Anna E. Shaff
Lena Herstoff Cohen Olga Mcmurdie Peet
Loui~e Collins-Howland Tweedy ;.....
Caroline Chase McDonald Ruth Koss Rolin
Phylhs Colby Whitcomb * 0
Pauline Boomer Nunes Earle B. Sukeforth *
Louise E. Tosi 1938 ~
1929 01935 Dorothy Moynan BennettMiriam Perkins Bryan + Rita Murphy Bleakney ;:I:
Marjorie Burdett Carlson Wilmar Harlow Armer * Alice Blanchfield Bogosian
Leo J. Chareth Conceda Amoroso Carr
Lucille Radio Chernack
Helen A. Powers Phyllis Kennedy Chase
Magda Borgatti Fiorini ;.....
Marion Ryder Worthen * Cheridah Paquin Gangone *
Sylvia Fleisch 0
Marie Jennings Yerry Mary Deans Giberti *
Margaret Smith Goulding
Rose 1. Kalman * Elizabeth Gurney * ~
Owen B. Kiernan + Ada Roberti Lukey
1930 Bertha Joseph Kinsella Rita Donovan Olenick 0Arlene Kelleher Maroney Helena Logan O'Malley * 0Ethel Mayers Burnham Jeannette Parmenter Murphy Dorothy Lipman Salk
Helen W. Howard. Mary E. Sullivan
Enid Scribner McGirr Margaret Carlson Szupillo *
Marjorie Keefe McNally 1936Esther E. Mesh
Julia M. Twohig Barbara N. Albret * 1939Dorothy S. Bearse *
1931
F. Doris Bennett Mary Judge Barrett *
Marion Morse Berio Lillian T. Bertoli
Katherine Johnson Blackwell Amy Barton Castle *
Mary E. Breault Marguerite Mahady Boyle Mary B. Chisholm
Esther Lovell Gleason * Anna Drinkwater Champney Clement E. Daley *
Katherine M. Hern Doris Kelleher Donovan Mary A. Daly
Doris Bicknell Nourse Phyllis Esau * Louise Sweinimer Dearn
Constance Nash Hartwell * Barbara DeWolfe
1932
Barbara Smith Huff V. James DiNardo +
Gertrude French Hunt Harry P. Dunn
Grace Michel Parker Belle Barsku Levin
Clara Holtz Friedman *
Helen Winning Phalen Ruth Flaherty Lovett
Marjorie Fiske Hall
Florence Cobb Stevens Elsa Johnson Lundgren
Miriam Thomas Hill *
Jean Ferguson Sturdy *
Dorothy Edson Madison Bettina Hayden Hiltbold *
Priscilla Comeau Tarbox Helen McGovern *
C. Victor Johnson
Marion Barnes Keough
Giving Clubs President's Circle $10,000 and above. S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 +
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2.500 - $4,999.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 + (class of 1991 - 2000). 45
CentUlY Club $100 - $499 * Deceased Members - italicized
,.....
,.....
0 Helen Campbell Lahey * Mary Drummey Merlet • Helen Glasle Pratt 1947William R. McGhee Edna Brown Mills Lois Carpenter Shea~ Elizabeth Turner Packard Florence Hawes Ovaska Priscilla Hackett Sweet Frostine Graves Beckman *Laura Perron Page Norma Wolf Pinkerton Margaret Gillis Zaniboni
~ Meredith Bragg Raymond * Amelia Acebo Sperry *
Ruth Anderson Berry
Dorothy Hem Smith Dorothy Giddings Staknis *
Ann McNamara Bouchard
0 Elsie Church Smith Estelle Mackey Teasdale * 1944 Atherleen Hanson Brady
~ Jane Austin Ward * Phyllis Pray Thompson
Rita L. Custeau
R. Simon White Virginia Boarn Alden
Priscilla Randall Drake *
0 Mary Campbell Barry Beverly Morey Farwell1942 Catherine Kula Bentley Alice O'Malley Ferris *;:c 1940 Eleanor C. Blaine * Phyllis Lawday FosterSylvia Osharow Bailet * Anastasia Coparan Blount * Phyllis Werlin Freed *
Irene Mattie Cormier Edward F. Barry Mary Sheehan Boethel * Grace Theberge Frey
~ Irma Wall Dobbyn Harriet Noel Blanchard Evelyn T. Brega Patricia Shortall Galligan *
0 Annette Breen Dowd Helen G. Boyajian Ruth Farrell Burke * Anita GhilardiHelen O'Neil Fitton Barbara Daly Canavan Rosemary Durant Curto * Lenore Kelly Hennessey
~ Mary McCann Glidden Juliet Noel Carlson Eleanor Bordeaux Downey Jack M. Herman
0 Ruth Kravif Goldstein Priscilla Pinel Christopher * Mary E. Flaherty *
Carol Clark Hunt
Carrie Mckean Hands Phyllis Slobins Cohen Sarah Franco Fraser Marguerite Haskell Kinsley
0 Mary Lockary Hicks * Phyllis Ellis Collins Beulah Downs Grout Olivio Lopes *Barbara Howes Juliano Florence Condrick Connors Evelyn Whiting Hildreth * Marion Guilbault Louzan *Geraldine Wardwell Keenan Loretta Kennedy Dexter Phyllis Jenness * Ardys Farnsworth Lynch
,..... Martin F. Killory + Ruth Sullivan Herford * Elaine Clapp Kelly Dorothy M. Mackin,..... Rose Lans Laliberty * Phyllis Simon Keith Marie R. Kennedy Janice Burchard McNamara *0 Ida George Meikle * Mary H. Kjellander Marie Buzzi Leone * Dorothy Merrill *
~ Vernon W. Nickerson Sally Merrow Leach * Mary Diamond Linehan * Martha Nickerson *Winifred Silveira Parks Edna Smith Lincoln Miriam Peltonen Luoma Barbara ScobIe Peck
~
Jean Whiting Patenaude Douglas F. Macdonald Alice Doran Lynds Margaret Monahan Raymond
Harriette Mayo Peterson Evelyn Paul Mangarpan * Phyllis Powell MacMillan Jean Crane Richter *
0 Barbara F. Poe'Sepp Charles D. Merrill Mary Driscoll Murphy Muriel Rowell Sherman *Margaret Wall Reed Anthony J. Perry * Alyce Mullins O'Donnell * Margaret Thiesing Smith *
~ Genevieve Doherty Regan Charlotte James Prochnow * Katherine Sites Oldham * Margaret Boffetti TonelloHelen Judge Ryan * Lillian Russell Putnam * Anna Mezzanotte Rossi * Gertrude Gerstein Zagorin0 Mary Harrington Ryan * Loretta Dupre Ring Edith Rowell Tardiff*
Eileen M. Sanford Vera Gronvall Ross +
Marjorie Wright Skahill * M. Patricia Royal * 1945 1948Janice Brennan Sprogell Dorothy V. Schrader * Corinne McDonough Austin~ Margaret Mador Wellington Victor R. Staknis* Elizabeth Donahue Barrows Hortense Archambault Burton
0 Elisabeth Wildes John H. Stella Louise Payne ChewCatherine Graham White John Burgess
~ Gloria Bernstein Zeman Jean Nicoll Craig
Estelle Pottern Epstein
1941 Marilynn Waterman Dutra Mildred Duggan Foy *0 Meredith White Eichelberger Lillian Wilson Grimley *Melvin A. Backman * 1943 Constance M. Kennefick * Richard T. Grimley *0 Henry J. Barber M. Geary LoPresti Mildred Downer JarvisCarey W. Brush Grace Bard Arnstein * Louise C. Reilly * Sarah Malina Keren
Malvena MacDonnell Cangiano Antoinette Pepe Borrelli * Dorothy Morton Sturtevant Franklin L. Kroell
Madelyn Olenick Claney Marion J. Bothwell Dorothy E. Wells * Marjorie Maclennon Marshall
Doris Burrell Clifford Serena Morse Clary * Otis H. McCorkle *
Ruth Small Cooke * Joseph F. Comerford Mary Wisotsky Miller *
Betty Milne Edgar * Eleanor Kuchmeister Crabill 1946 Jean Littlefield Nummi *William J. Edgar * Patricia Dahill DuBois Lorraine Dolliver Opitz
Ellen F. Fahey Richard G. Durnin Everett O. Britton * Genevieve M. Powers *
Liette Morin Fregeau Eleanor Enos Altana Mann Bullard + Phyllis Jones Ryder
Eleanor Fulton Eileen Nolan Foley Dorothy Brooks Church Grace Howard Sabatini *
Francis X. Guindon Jennie Maskalenko Frost Elizabeth Hamlett Denniston * D. Davis Todd
Shirley Thompson Hadley * Martha Cunningham Grenzeback * Grace Sweeney Gorman * Ruth Moriarty Winsor
Jeannette Reed Halloran Luella Eaton Hartbower Patricia Froio Gricius
Elna Filipson Helgerson * Lea Theresa Hearn * Mary Ellison Harrington *
Winnifred Taylor Hodges + Sylvia Fishman Katler Louise L. Homen 1949
Ruth Stone Kumin Clare Lindberg Kenslea * Eunice M. Kohler
Eileen Crean Laporte * Lois Smith Lopes * Eunice Chatterton Maloney
Helene O'Hara Adams *
Charlotte Clark Lowe Virginia T. Mayo * Edith Maxim Matthews
Nathalie Dorman Agostino *
Linnea Harju Maki Elaine Kamandulis Mazgelis Marie Mack Spieler John Raymond Berry
Ina Mosher Marland Barbara Moore Newhall Alice A. Sullivan *
Imogene Brownell Brightman
Lucille L. Marvill Joseph H. O'Donnell * Vivian Chaffin Sweet * JoAn Bull Brouwer *
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J. Kenneth Downey * Rita Loughlin Scudder
,..-
,..-
Frank F. Dunn + Catherine Yoyos Telford. 1952 Jean Mello Labelle * 0
Ann Venti Dutton Anne Fitzmaurice Tierney.
Beverly Gouldrup Mazan
Mary L. Fahey June Lindahl-Mahoney Vawter
Gertrude Fearing Alley * Antonietta Minerva Meier * ~
Mary L. Fitzpatrick Alice Dusseault Beaulieu *
Carol Young Mesheau
James A. Flanagan Wilma C. Berardi *
Dorothy J. Messier
Marilyn Coelho Gross 1951 Jacqueline Gaffney Brehm * Donald J. Morey
:--
Carol Schneider Gurney Marjorie MacKenzie Brown *
Jeanne Kirby Murphy 0
Frances McElroy Heney. Carol Kaplan Altshuler +
Joan Shaughnessy Bruno Ann K. Noyes ~
Nancy McGrath Jenkins Allan K. Belcher
Carolyn Orton Bump Leonard F. O'Brien *
Mary T. MacDougall Pearl Dyer Berry
Walter E. Campbell + Margaret Beaulieu O'Brien * 0
Maria deGuadalupe Murray Mildred Braga * Robert G. Cooper *
Marilyn Ladetto Pettengill
Grace Murphy Nelson Rose-Marie Welch Briand *
Betty Manning Cummings * Mary Fagan Pickett ;:c
Natalie Weinstein Oxman Robert S. Carter +
Shirley Deknes * Barbara Grealish Reincke
Marjorie Berry Pearson C. Louis Cedrone * Harold F. Delisle *
Paul Salamon *
Bernice Seavey Reed Priscilla Chapman Cedrone *
Elaine Patch Dennis Anita Sample Sethares :--
Belmira Teixeira Robinson * Ruth Blottman Chippendale *
Maria K. Dounelis-Bradley + Lola Lymberis Tatakis * 0
Leola Waters Santos * Terry Hart Cogan.
lzaura Pinto Fernandez * Theresa Rocha Theodore
Erick Sargent * Marie T. Corcoran
·Ursula Phillips Gamble * Beverly A. Thomas ~
Harrold S. Shipps Shirley Gaw Cory
Jean Bently Gilman Barbara Patterson Walsh * 0
Marie McNeil Sweeney Martha E. Cummings.
Rodel Sokol Greenberg Judith Lancaster Walters •
Barbara J. Sykes * Therese Mack Doherty *
Marie Reilly Grzywacz * Priscilla Emery- 0
Leona Liftman Taylor Margaret Dadian Donoian *
Elizabeth Ruddock Hamilton * Akerman Weismann *
Betty Morton Tidrow Dorothy Szafer Dunn +
Ellen Cantwell Healy George A. Weygand +
Doris Haynes Tierney Virginia Corey Edgell * Barbara Barton Hughes *
Ruth Mattinson Wheeler ,..-
Elaine Girard Tolivaisa Barbara Vaughan Firing
Marjorie Simmons Hunt * Joan Young Woods *
,..-
Eleanor Raleigh Trevains Jean Collins Fletcher +
Janet Breen Kane Barbara Andrade Wordell 0
Gloria Brogi Turgiss Margaret Hart Foley +
Helen O'Connor Keegan John E. Zoino * ~
Jacqueline Killen Weyand Wallace J. Gleekman
Virginia Daniels-Gorman Kindem*
Burton D. Goldman * Amelia E. Leconte +
1950
Audrey Rosha Gough Carolyn E. Lorman 1954 ~
Doris J. Goyetche Lorraine Bachand Lundegren Fatima Allie * 0
Joseph Gregg + Rita H. Lyons *
Mary Oakley Anderson * Marjorie Torrence Gregg + Meredith Pickett Martin *
Claire M. Appling ~
Mary O'Neill Carey * Jane Mahony Gulla * Lois Melville McKenzie +
Martha L. Ball
Margaret Gray Clark * Barbara Rosenblatt Guzovsky Michael J. Merten *
Marie Delahanty Beauregard * 0
Theresa M. Corcoran. Doris Gould Hanson Jean Burke Moore
Edward J. Bielski * ;:c
Barbara Hall Coville Barbara McNeill Hickey Katherine McGaughey Parolin *
Ellen Sharpe Binney
Walter G. Creedon Beatrice M. Higgins Carl Z. Ponder *
Alicia Andruk Boucher +
Mary Flynn Delaney Noreen Dunn Hine + Florence Katwick Shearer +
Joseph R. Bruno ~
Malcolm A. Dillon * Barbara Jackman Hoffman * Emily Dulak Sobolewski *
Charles Christie + 0
Marilyn Clark Donovan Richard W. James * Kathleen M. Stevens *
Elizabeth Volton Costa
Robert Emmet Driscoll * Paul F. Kelley * Kathleen Garvin Sullivan *
David B. Crosby ~
Eleanor Finn Lois Shea Kennedy Lois True Thomson
Janet Frieh-Thifault Cunningham
Robert Firing Isabelle Bragg King. Claire Soares Thorp *
Jeanette Dipaoli Damon * 0
Virginia Knight Fraser Ethel Waters Korotsky * Mildred Crowley Vaillancourt *
Gertrude Jackman Daneau * 0Claire Klein Friedman Elinor Gorman Mackin * Jean French Vankin * Bernice Misner Gerson +
Carol Berry Fritz Mary Joyce McCarty * Jean Tubbs Watkins +
Helene White Gilmartin
Frederick W. Gustafson + Madeleine Topham McDonald + Jean Mahoney Watt *
John H. Green *
Carolyn Sinclair Hale Claire Peach McHugh * Frances Mcgrory Webber
Margaret M. Higgins
Carolyn Clough Johnson * Ruth Henderson Ottmar * Patrice Sanborn White *
Betty-Anne Morse Holly
Marie Connell Keeney Lois Dunn Ponder * Carolyn Pinel Wilson +
Donald S. Holmes
Marie Ciampa King Nancy Whitney Rickard Eileen Zemmel Zelch *
William F. Hughes *
Jeanne Lapierre Kozak Jeanne Taylor Roscoe *
Anne Kennelly Hynes *
Barbara Reynolds Leslie * Lorraine A. Rossi *
Mary Goggin Kilian *
Margaret O'Neill Macinnis Harriet M. Royce 1953 Gary C. Koltookian *
Leona Milch McFarland * Jean Sullivan Santos
Emma Fisher Law *
Roberta Brandt Mcl1hatten Beverly Pottern Shapiro
Mary Carre-MacLaren Acklen Marie Haviland Leavens *
Burnham P. Miller * Janice Haydon Shurtleff
Sallee Twichell Bielski * Sondra Schwartz Leiman
Walter K. Morrison * Chester E. Smolski *
Phoebe Leavitt Campbell + Joan Sheehan Lloyd *
Marilyn Kline Oxman Alberta McAdams Tolin *
Joyce Bissell Carpenter * Nancy Fears Lob
Jean Grant Prendergast * Beverly Bradford Wakely *
Francis P. Curran + Myra Powers Lopes *
Mary Correia Reardon * Albert H. Walsh
Joanne Kilmain Curran + Rose Dantono Maloney *
Marion Gildea Salley * Rose Fontinha Wedge
Ralph J. Fletcher + Theresa M. Malumphy *
Paul V. Salley * Elizabeth Olney Westcott
Joan A. Gnecco Phyllis Geegan Mazzoleni +
Barbara Gullich Sargent
Ann Burke Guay Murielle Desmarais Michaud *
Eileen Tessier Scacca
Lois Gnong Haslam * Ann Burgess Morris +
Ann Fekkes Scott
Phyllis McCaigue Hosker Joseph F. Pauley +
Constance Fitzpatrick Kula Patricia A. Phillips +
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0 Marion Walsh Rowell + Mary Cote Foster Carol Scagliarini Redgate * 1959Robert L. Rowell Joseph E. Fratianni Alvin F. Rubin~ Mary Lane Stacey Marilyn Hayden Furlong Lee Hubbard Seater Charlotte Sowa AlvesJoan Lundquist Swanson * Beverly George * Marie Seminatore Gloria Santos Andrade
:a- Andrea Hofer Thelander Jacqueline Haslett * John J. Shields * Lorraine E. Bailey
0 Ann Campbell Thomas * Blandine Jasnocha Hogan * Mary Barker Small Patricia Collins BolandWayne E. Thomas * Margaret Joyce + Helen Domingos Sylvia Diane Speare Bridgwood *
s:: Betty Rich Tuttle Virginia M. Kalaghan John R. Uva William S. BrunoRebecca Cook Ullom * Anthony J. Kula Rose Petruzzi-Maccorma Burgos0 Hazel Luke Varella * Winifred Murray Leary Mary Canniff Carroll *Geraldine Saunders Wickman Marcia Lindsay * 1958 William E. Croke *;:c Anne Steves Zeigler Mary Lymberis * Noreen Paiva Avery + Margaret A. DemoneRobert G. May *
Patricia O'Connor McGillis Marilyn White Barry * Muriel Donahue Dextradeur *:a- 1955 Eleanor Sondeen Morlino James W. Beaudry Paul F. Giberti *0 Norma Goyetche Munroe * Mary Edwards Beaudry Virginia Oliveira GizziAlmeda King Ambrulevich * Marian E. Nelson Roberta Southwick Bellows Dorothy Wishnefsky Goldberg *s:: Theresa Tupper Boucher * Barbara Vose Nicholson Judith Mahon Bolton Sandra Corey Gray +Mary Carlisle Brady * Anne Adams Brownley Carol Dutton Hoole0 Eileen Sullivan O'GradyHelen Wolski Braithwaite * Eleanor Lydon Olson Susan Whitaker Cannon Carroll E. Jeppson *
0 Phyllis Lanza Caligaris * Priscilla Walters Olson Ronald J. Carroll * Genevieve Roberts LamoureuxFaith Cummings Crandall Alice Murphy O'Neill Sheila Quinn Coller * Roger C. LamoureuxMarcia Crooks * Patricia Cuff O'Neill * Nancy Pozzo Connelly John W. Lombard,.... Barbara Wolff Dawson * Joan M. Park + Mary Kucinskas Cowgill Leon A. Long,.... Diane Blackwell Dickinson * Vincent P. Sullivan * Arthur G. Cullati * Priscilla A. Magar0 John V. Ditullio Ann Robbins Talbot Henry O. Daley. Elaine Campbell Melisi
~ Martha Moquin Duval Joanne Hart Uva Beverly Berg Dirksen Marilyn Jackson Mello *Sandra Sparrell Fitzpatrick Harriet Schroeder Weaver Harriet Cannon Donahue Carolyn Madden Millard
Helen Ulvila Foster * Dorothy Walsh Driscoll * Gordon W. Mitchell *
:a- Nancy Whyte Frey Irene Dygas-Polednak Dygas * Jean M. O'Brien
0 Madlyn Ware Giberti * 1957 Ruth Kearney Farley * Jane Tuttle PowersBetty Harrison Green * Shirley Hayworth Geary * Carol Cummings Roht
s:: John P. Hackett * Barbara Churbuck Adams Susan Dolber Getchell * Robert M. RosenblattPatricia St. John Hackett * Harry Colman Allen Viola M. Goodnow Rayna Logvin Skolnik0 Eleanor Cookson Hartley Ann Chace Allerdt Joanne M. Hadalski Pauline Stark Solmonese
;:c Marilyn P. Hoffman * Phyllis A. Armstrong * Priscilla Miller Hayward Arthur J. SouzaJoan Weber Horsetield Gerald E. Blanchette * Phoebe Clark Hogg Florence T. Sullivan
Elva Bertoncini Kanakry * Barbara Ricard Boudreau Beverly Blute Hounsell Joan M. Sullivan
:a- Kathleen Crowley-Thibodeau Kroll * John J. Braithwaite * Joseph Kelleher Jacqueline L. Swanson
0 Elizabeth Pattison Kulas Ann Wilberding Brewer Irene F. Kiley Ann Guidoboni TosiJoan Sawyer Leland Janice Whitehouse Byrne Jane Russell Kilmer * Patricia ToutloffWard
s:: Carol Barbato Mauro Virginia Turner Cahoon Eleanor Maimaron Lemond Nancy Pike WilsonPatricia F. McGuire * Adelia Kucinskas Coe * Lois Maccrea Mackey
0 Joan E. Murphy Constance Comeau Corkum Barbara Shire Magro 19600 A. Mann Orcutt William J. Costa Natalie Hollertz MayMary O'Grady Phelps * Lois Hebert Cronan Albert W. Mayers Sheila Cronin AgostinelliJosephine S. Rego Eleanor Ferrara Deehan * Claire McAfee * Nancy Boyle Arns
Elizabeth Hellstrom Rowell E. Ruth Appleby Desjeunes Veronica Healy McCarthy Gordon W. BatesAnn Shields Ryan + Marie Gearin Duerden Dorothy Mahoney McLaughlin Roland Bernardo
Robert P. Ryan + Sally Farrar Dunn Joan Bryant Mitchell Maureen Fahnley Calvi
Frances Nicholson Sadek. Jean Marchant Dwyer Mary Keefe Noll Joseph CambraFrancena Warren Smith Marilyn Floyd Federico + Mary McGowan O'Toole * Lavinia Murphy ConnorsGreta E. Tyson Elizabeth Roach Fontaine Jean Ann Maclean Phinney Grace Lagrasts CroviDenise Gosselin Valencia Susanne McPeck Gavin Joan Rodman Reed Joan Faria DaleyAnn Burke Walsh Patricia Neagus Gray Marcel Richard Barbara Weeden DavolJudith Sullivan Keene Thomazia Dube Roy Janice E. Farrell
1956
R. Elaine Murphy Kelley Carolyn Sheldon Ryan Mary Higgins Fermental
Ellen Bowen Kilbridge * Cynthia Webster Serbent * Janice Silva-Wareing Fernald
B. Jean Barmby Patricia Andrews Lee Joan Bladen Smiley Jane Harrington Feroli
Natalie Creeden Barry * Margaret Sullivan Lewis * Nancy L. Smith * John E. Ferreira
John S. Blanchon *
Barbara Castelejo Mello Thomas L. Smith Joanne Bergstrom Fullerton
Lorraine DeFrates Blanchon *
Margaret Lemos Merritt Annie Thurston Spence Robert J. Gardula *
Alice Donnelly Boivin Eleanor Robidoux Morrison Carole L. Splaine Felix A. Giardina
Carlene Dodd Brown *
Barbara Reed Mulcahy Barbara Pierce Strickland * June Marsh Gould
Laura Batista Crocco Joseph H. O'Brien Elizabeth Tormey Anna Morrison Hall
Ann Canttill Doyle *
Nancy Mission O'Brien John S. Tripp * Sheila Sullivan Henaghan *
Antone Felix William A. Orcutt Brenda Douthwright VanDeusen Virginia Jewett Hogg +Eileen M. Perkins Barbara Maynard Wilson * Richard S. JanuseJohn P. Piccirilli
48
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Lenox S. Karner Barbara Tappen Mahar * John W. Jones * C. Christopher Ford * 0Mary Peters Kelter Elizabeth Strachan McLoone Blanche Polk Judd Mary Matthews Fordham *
A. Bill Kochanczyk * Carol Reynolds McMenamy Thomas W. Judd Nancy Davis Frazee ~A.Ellen Dewhurst-Bruce Lane Joanne Hall Mead Joan Cleary Kenney Victoria Roberts French.
Conrad R. Levesque Louise McGibbon Moline Naomi King * Teresa Oliveira Gaffney 1--Robert Locatelli * Richard E. Mooers Catherine Howard Kitchen Joseph A. J. Gagnon 0Mary Hoyle Mahan. Kathleen Curtin Morella Robert Kitchen Chester M. Gardner *
Rebecca Erwin Mauch * John J. Morgan Marjorie King Krupa Carol Coady Gilson * ~John J. Mollica Priscilla Andersen Morrison * Sandra Lans Lorusso Jane C. Goodwin *
Peter B. Noyes Barbara Mattinson Nagle * Patricia Lucid Lucey Phillip J. Hanrahan * 0Marie Denoncourt Palmeri Walter R. Nagle * Bette Clark Marshall Patricia Harnish-Miller Kelly
Lorraine Bordeaux Pratt Helen Pinto Olson Cynthia Payne Marshall Margaret Moniz Lafleur ;:I:Elinor Miettinen Putnam Priscilla Nickerson Orcutt Sheila Tunstall McKenna * Virginia Davis Lambert
Katherine Lantery Reddy Margaret Perry Pelletier * Norma Dubiel McKenzie Joan Kiernan Lange + 1--Madeline Ward Reilly Margaret A. Phillips John F. Minihan * June Hall Leonard
Ruth C. Schuttauf Bernard F. Powers Janet Lilly Nims Warren B. Lewis 0Joseph C. Simas Ronald F. Reynolds * Joseph P. Noble Faith Mullaney Manzer ~David A. Sousa * Timothy M. Rioux Sheila O'Keefe Odella Linda Dow McMahon
Rose Desouza Souza * Sheila R. Rosenblatt Ann Packard Patricia Mello 0June R. Stonkus Joan Williams Shipman * Virginia Vanderwarker Page * Avis Brown Miller
Rita Kumpa Sukola * Birute Duoba Silvia James R. Perron Marguerite Burns Mooers 0David C. Swift Everett J. Smith Wayne R. Phillips * Barbara Belyea Morris
Nancy Kelly Swift Sharon Cody Stone Ann Lemieux Precourt Joanne Levine Morris
David K. Sylvester John L. Sweeney * Frederick J. Quinn Craig R. Murch ,...,...
Judith Remick Tassinari Charlotte Donovan- Marie O'Brien Quinn Geraldine Zanolli Murphy 0Joyce Mitchell Taylor * Creegan Sylvia Suzanne Rivard * William J. Murphy *
Gerardo N. Tempesta Esther Treadwell-Taylor Tucker Judith Boynton- Diana Schneider Nichols * ~Fred C. Toran Charlene Dibble Tyler Stoddard Robillard Peter D. Nord *
Nancy J. Vecchione Dorothy Baryleski Roncka James E. Pickard 1--Maude C. Ware Jarett W. Rose Dean A. Powers
Richard A. Watts 1962 Francis D. Ryan Dennise Mulligan Prow 0Martha Lee Webb Trefton A. Soucy * Barbara A. Roberts
Alice White White-Dooley * Jane M. Antolini Norma A. Sullivan * Helen Seferiadis Rogers ~Clifford A. Wood + Lana Steele Argir. Kathleen Carroll Theberge Robert H. Rogers 0Sonia Kizirian Zorabedian * Jo-Anne Donnelly Baril Marilyn Griffiths Tracy Louise Westgate Scott
Judith Andrews Barnaba Carolyn V. Turchon • Annette Wessling Sherry ;:I:Thomas M. Bleakney Carole Taylor- Francis T. Sherry
1961 Judith Byrne-Perry Byrne-Ariel Mckenzie Vernazzarro Florence Brucchi ShortJanet Drummey Cahill Lorraine Azevedo Viveiros Judith Moran Smith * 1--Lucile Whisenant Akers Katherine Inglis Callahan * Constance O'Brien Walker + Patricia Costa Souza 0James Argir • Anne Blouin Chase Diane H. Zona Patricia Decicco SouzaRobert H. Arnold Joan Leclair Cotter Donald J. Sullivan ~Mary A. Babaian Diana C. Crooks Linda Boucher ThompsonCynthia Quirk Buscone + Robert H. Cross * 1963 Carol Wallbank Tripp 0Marjorie Mersey Cadoret Agnes Mahony Dauphinais Thomas P. Walsh * 0Robert F. Champlin Judith Murphy DeFilippo + Maureen Chase Baird * Robert F. Ward +Jane M. Creedon * Ruth Cody Demers * Patricia Gurney Baker Susan Tidd WentzMichael V. Crocco Diane Micalchuck Descoteaux Paula McDermott Baronas * Wallace A. Wood
Chet K. Delani * Carole Poole Donnelly Vivian Flanagan Bleakney Virginia Shelly WoodsMary A. DiPerna Marie Leger Egan Edwin L. Borsari Carolyn J. YoungMary Vancini Dowd Warren R. Emerson Gloria McGilIick Brown *
Priscilla Young Fiore Mary Scott Eppich A. Mulcahy Carnathan
Florence Mello Foley Margaret E. Farrell Joann Middlebrook Cassidy 1964Marcia Oliveira Foucart David T. Fee * Ann Marden Cooke
Janet Anderson Gutterson * Jacqueline Bouchard Fitzpatrick Virginia Flanagan Curley Maureen Riley Acorn
Judith E. Handley Ann Dulligan Freeman * Janet Leone Delani * Rena Anti Almeida
Rosemarie Murphy Hoyle William G. Grable * Donald DeLutis * Tracy Baldrate *
Marcia Moody Hoyt * Jo-Anne Rothmyer Granger Evelyn Ekberg DeLutis * Victoria Walmsley Boucher
Sylvia Sheahan Kalambokas Florence Bell Gray * Mabel Ashenfelter Doherty * Alyce Mullen Brezinski
Jean Murphy Kass Franklin A. Gray * Paul F. Doherty * Joan Smith Brides
Phyllis Kane Kelleher David P. Harding * Helen Gula Downing Ann F. Cameron
Muriel Poyant Levesque Jack R. Hassard * Mary A. Doyle Carol Driscoll Collins
Ann M. Ludeking Esther Howes Herrick Maureen Sweeney Dugan Helen McPeck Cox
Ann Mclaughlin Lundstedt + Janet Levesque Hildreth * William J. Dugan Jane Snook Crosby
Robert W. Magner Christine Kwarcinski Hill Patricia Siekman Fee * Gay Gibbons Demaggio *
Jane Stetson Maguire * Judith Baroa Horan Elizabeth Pinel Fisk Carole Anderson DiBurro
Christine Frank Horte * Ruth Parent Fitzpatrick Jadwiga Narkevicius Earle
Bjorg Jenson Jeppson * Charles W. Elliott
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Alan L. Marvelli *





Susanne Silbeira Michelini *
John E. Morrissey *
Patricia Correa Morrissey *







Anthony F. Pellegrini *
Denise Sheehan Pizura *






Anthony L. Sarno *
Nancy Seablom Sarno *














Judith Cirello Tyler *
Beverly Gomes Van Allen *










Phyllis M. Bernard *
Rita Thivierge Blake
Marsha Beard Boynton
Richard A. Bridgwood *









Marjorie L. Davis *
Sandra Carson Discepolo *
Priscilla Taylor Douzanis
Florence Mehegan Ely






Donna Chateauneuf Hughes *
















Janice Hanlon McAteer +
Paul D. McVay
Sheila Finnegan McVay




























Robert H. Burwood *
Priscilla Doherty Cahn
Joan Ando Casabian
Rita M. Castagna *
Joseph M. Chencus *
Pauline G. Ciccone
Mary Leetch Collins











Courtland L. Harlow *
Karen Baszner Ireland














Donald A. Murray *
JoAnne Semino Olson *
Steven W. Olson *
Bruce A. Palombo
Linda Oby Patch








David J. Rodriquenz *











Robert L. Williston *
Sheila Lancaster Youd
1967




Patricia Quinn Bartlett •
Anita Lebeau Barton
Carol V. Blair









Dominic A. DiBattista *
Lawrence R. Duguay
Nancy Paige Emerson




















Daniel F. Kelliher *
Maureen Conroy Kenney









Susan Webber McGovern •
Charles W. Missler
Janice Foley Olds *
Cameron B. Place.
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Joan Alessandrini Santacroce Michael R. Homer Edward R. Bielawa Susan Lamothe Netto 0William S. Slattery Bruce E. Houde Constance Beausoliel Brady Virginia A. Nolan
Daniel J. Smith. Nancy Lowe Hunt Raymond Braz • Sandra Stone Oberacker ~Thomas M. Stadelmann John F. lndresano Jill Lessard Brennan Cynthia Cowles Olansky *
John Strittmatter Marie Schortmann Keefe Kenneth W. Brooks Claire Heintz Olson ~Alan M. Strondak Paula Knapinski Kenney Martha Jones Browne David R. Paine
Angela Malfa Stull Paul C. Killgoar. Gail Shaw Buckingham Mary Silva Paine 0
David M. Tedesco * Linda Palermo LaFleche Elizabeth Redfern Carr Roger G. Payette ~Larry D. Thompson * John M. Leary Barbara Wall Casaly * Denise Courcy Pimental
Carol A. Topolewski * Patricia Barkhouse Lemire Edward Chase Candace Paquette Preuss 0Richard S. Tripp H. June Liberman Linda Petit Childs Frank J. Rapisardi
Edward H. Valla Peter F. Liberman David R. Corayer Nancy Silvia Rose ;::cMary Sukus Verre James E. Lonczak Jeanne Kwiecien Corcoran Sally Hobbs Ross
Joan Camara Vital Mary Martin Lonczak Stephen J. Corcoran Lynne Batcheller Ryan ~Eliza Alagar Zeid Leslie T. Malmgren Muriel Raiche Cote Christine Hathaway Saad-Keefe
Margaret Leiter McGowan Cheryl Colson Cox Robert P. Scoppettuolo 0
1968
Kathryn Chippendale Mekelburg Mary P. Craig Mary Murphy Simpson ~Constance E. Melahoures * Margarita Galateros Crowell Paul F. Stella
Barbara J. Abraham Margaret C. Meyer 'Sheila McGiveron Dacey * Cynthia Martins-Verlin Stone 0Emmet F. Morrill Maureen Griffin D'Amico Susan Bryant SweetMartha Merrill Ball Barbara J. Nole Adelaide Harney Dapsauski Wayne C. Sylvester 0Donald H. Baptiste Charles Notis * Jacqueline Winik Destefano Kathleen A. TarentinoBruce R. Bartlett • Jane E. Nugent James E. Dickman James M. TaylorBrenda J. Barton Janice M. Olson Carol Eardley Duguay Karen Buschenfeldt Thompson ....-Diane Germaine Behan ,..-
Mary Shaw Bell Michael J. Palladino James H. Fagan Walter Tomkiewicz 0Robert K. Petersen * Valerie Enos Ferreira Michael L. ValeriHelen Worcester Bendell Jane Mather Peterson Susan Nygren Flanagan Kathleen 0 Leary Vinson ~Douglas B. Berube Albert J. Petitpas James M. Foley Cynthia Agnes WalshArmand L. Boudria Linda Phillips Philbrook Cathryn Roth Gannon Kathryn Hayden WarishDana F. Boynton Lorna Warren Pruell Brian F. Gilligan * Bonnie Holland Watson ~Bonnie Wood Bradford David J. Raczkowski * Mary Walker Hayes Frederick J. Watson 0Linda Bradford-Gambell Pauline Ferreira Ramos Peter P. Hayhow Gary T. WatsonPriscilla Landry Brochu Linda Lerro Redman Nancy Belanger Hickler Frederick John White ~Donna Daley Brown * Karen Lucas Reynolds Janet Tanguay Hitchcock Stephen L. Wirzburger 0Nancy Botelho Bryant Peter H. Rickard David E. Horsfall Lynne Briscoe Wisneski.Anne N. Byers Rebecca D. Ridgway. Karen West Jannace * Donna Higgins Wyatt ;::cElinor Curtin Cameron Marion M. Riordan Antoinette Oliveira JohnsonDeborah A. Carnaroli Gilbert L. Robbins Joseph V. Kane *Patricia Dillon Cerasuolo Linda Ireland Russell Gail Gariepy Kass 1970 ~Paula Mae Cook Nancy Rapoza Salamon Robert J. Kass 0Susan Collins Costigan * Helen Hargraves Santos Gerard M. Kelley * Joanne MacGregor Ahern
Karl P. Crowell * Cynthia Smith Shearstone Kathryn Markella Kenney Mary Joanna Ahlander ~Emalie O'Brien Cudworth Eileen lacaponi Silva. Monica Reagan Liberman Thomas AthearnFred S. Cushing Mary Spillane Stadelmann Virginia Alden Logan * Helene C. Auger * 0Audrey Conger Darsch Bruce E. Taylor * Olga Lyken Billie Smith Balashek * 0Mary Vercollone Davidson Beverly Therrien Thomson Ann M. Maguire * Barbara R. BellinoFrances McCabe Day Helen E. Wade Christine Conway Maiorano Carol Araujo BelmarceMaurice Sullivan Desmarais Linda Colson Weaver Joyce F. Malaguti Stephen M. BirdsallMaurice A. Desmarais Suzanne Zajac Whitehead John R. Manso Jeanne C. CampbellAndrea Nolan Donila Jon F. Zeeland Anne Povoas Mason. Gerald A. Caron
Doris A. Duggan * Patricia L. Mawn Janice Collins CartwrightM. Pattavina D'Urso Kathleen R. McKenna Anthony P. CarusoCheryl J. Faris 1969 Judith Donahue McSharry Janice M. ChaseAndrew R. Ferris Katherine L. Medeiros * Linda Smerdon CondonDiane Pettey Finucci Paula M. Alegi * Lawrence R. Melcher * Charles D. CrealeseKenneth V. Fischer Francine Smith Allanbrook Dorene A. Menezes * Judith Matta Creeden *Suzanne Desmarais Flaherty Beverly Holman Andersen Karen Cox Merchant Joseph W. DizelNancy Oliveira Ford Linda Berghaus Andrews Maureen Camara Mesheau Mary E. Donahue *
Cynthia Vaughan Francis * Joanne Glidden Angelastro Michael L. Monaghan Barbara Schenck Dopart
A. Christian Fredrick Barbara Beall Anti Nancy DeSouza Monaghan Kevin P. Dorney *
Patrice J. Galvin Peter N. Anti Carlene Carroll Moore * Marjorie Nordman Dorney *Robert A. Gaspar Rita A. Araujo James G. Moore * Cynthia Dipietro DouglasPamela Messinger Giovannini Sally Anne Barney Mildred Lindberg Morrison Joseph A. FerroLaura Hayes Gobron Diane Paquette Barrette Richard A. Morse * Linda Shepardson FerroRichard Harlow Brian A. Beckman Joyce Jordan Napert Elizabeth Zanca Foley
David K. Harris * Lindamae Medeiros-Noyes Joseph A. Netto Jeanne Franco FolloniCatherine Lanigan Homer Benevides Joyce Bowser Fopiano
Linda Donohoe Bennett
Lucy Bernardo *
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Herbert J. Lynch +
Kathleen Quirk Malmgren
























James L. Quinn *




Shirley Peterson Sahl *
Mary H. Siemers
Betty J. Simon
Deborah Joyce Smith *
































Kathleen T. Delaney-Smith *
Jane Mello Desmarais
Sharon Mallar Donahue
Diane Rarus Drazek *

























































Maria Correnti Baldwin *
Peter M. Balzarini



















Robert M. Cheverie •
Jean Weber Connelly
Donald J. Cosgrove
Joseph G. Cotton *
Lynn Birtwhistle Cropper

























































































Although we hove taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can. be
perfect. Ifwe have inadvertently omitted or misspelled yaur name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary correc.tians ta our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazme.
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1973 Elaine M. Martino Wanda Mingola Bouchard Christine L. Mello
,....
Janice Pendleton Martino Danielle M. Bowker Sheila Linehan Mousette * 0
B. Jayne Alexander Robert F. McLaughlin Carmella Vessella Burgio Kathryn J. Murphy ~William 1<. Allard Carolyn J. Meier Anthony J. Candito Paul A. Murphy
Denise Aronson Lynne A. Mendes Carol Landers Candito Anne Cardullo Nigra
Katherine McGrath Babitts Timothy E. Mitchell Mary Ryan Cannon Dennis H. Oakman
:.-
Joanne Stearns Bean * Joan M. Moore Tamara Capobianco + Katherine Cronin Patenaude 0
Linda Lapierre Beith Mary Mahoney Moynihan Ann Cappannari Susan Caivano Pease
James E. Berry Cheryl Coash Nastri Kathryn R. Carney * Christine M. Pelosi * ~
Beverly Cyr Brown Cecelia Nelson Frank A. Caruso Thomas F. Perry 0
Jerome F. Burke * Judy Bluemel Nigrelli John A. Celani * Theresa Pratt Wang Pratt *
Richard A. Butler Bernardine Gulliver O'Rourke Patricia Leduc Chapman Theodora Psilekaris ;:c
Ellen Richardson Campbell Lucille Dumas Parkinson * Cheryl L. Clark James S. Reedy
Joan Cardoza * Ma'ry Payton * Kathleen Lyons Cocorochio Linda Forsberg Reimels
Racine L. Castaldo Sherryl Winters Perry Jane Lennon Connolly Karen Dembro Roy :.-
Kenneth F. Caulfield Susan Boucher Pieroni Laurence R. Contrino Mary Pebler Ryan 0
Roland W. Chalifoux * Susan J. Poole Virginia Haserlat Contrino Faye F. Santos *
Dolores Dumas Charron Janet Allen Punis . Cathleen Crawford Cripps Pamela Gartland Seibert ~
Jane Howard Clemons Cynthia Lord Reardon Denise M. Cuneo Deborah Cordell Sensenig
Pamela Devereaux Clift Ronald E. Reardon Janet Bugbee Cushing John D. Shea 0
Patricia A. Connors Madeline Rego Reis David A. Dahl * Bonnie Lagrotteria Smith 0Margaret Fairhurst Copeland Nancy Hart Rendini Donna Potenza Dahl * Teresa Doyle Smith +
Madeline Lannin Cotton * Robert J. Rich Wendy Milne DaSilva * Paula Gouveia Soroka
Donna Goodwin Coughlin Diane Letendre Ritchie Lucille Fortunato Delisle * Mary Teti Speropolous
,....
Marcia Williams Cummings Philip M. Robitaille * Carol Pimental Demello Jeanette F. Spinale *
,....
Sandra E. Curtis Constance Egan Rock Anne M. Dutra Deborah Mallard Stein + 0
Ronald W. Dailey John T. Rust Gertrude Alves Fatula Robert M. Sullivan ~William A. Day Deborah Williams Sarrey William P. Feeney * Mary McPherson Tousignant
Mary A. Delfanti Joseph W. Sarrey Mary-Ellen Miller Filosa Roberta M. Treinavicz
Susan Losciuto Dempsey * Elizabeth A. Scanlon Richard J. Florence * Jane F. Vieira :.-
Andrew H. Dervan Susan Chandley Scanlon Susan Paes Furtado Linda L. Vitagliano 0
Joyce T. Domingos Mary Panaro Scott Dennis P. Gagne Veronica Galanek Wainwright *
Louise Sibor Domingos Elizabeth 1. Seibold Beverly Gaudet Deborah Sperry Walters ~
Wayne R. Duchemin Diane J. Serras Susan Wood Giammalvo Mary Moore Welch
Paul J. DuCott E. Humphreys Shea Charlotte Richards Gilmore 0
Francine Canute Ekstam Michael J. Sheehan Philip R. Greim * ;:cPatricia Kirkwood Esposito Stella Citrano Silverman Herbert C. Hamilton 1975
Christine Lussier Fagan Richard J. Silvia Michael E. Hanc *
Gail Cameron Fantegrossi Janice E. Smith Clark W. Haugh
Nancy Boisvert Adamczyk * :.-
Susan Higgins Fredette Jeanne Cleary Smith Margaret Squarebrigs Haugh
Jane Greeno Altobelli 0
Elaine H. French Charlene Barnett Steele Robert A. Hazlett
Catherine M. Auger
Fred F. Fullerton. Paul J. Sullivan * Kathleen Germain Hill
Judith Francario Aveni ~
Stephen J. Furtado Janice Maselbas Sundell Roxanne Fernandes Hilliard
Margaret Yanuskiewicz Baczek
Lynne Mingola Galuska Joan Salamon Terra Ann-Marie Majkut Holland Cynthia S. Barry 0
Louise B. Graham George N. Terzakis Marianne M. Horan *
Roger E. Barzelay 0Jane Masi Hall * William H. Thayer Linda Malcolm Jean Annette Laplant Beauregard *
M. Davidson Hansen Tobias V. Vasconcellos Susan Lovenbury Johnson
Daniel Beauregard *
Sandra O'Brien Hart Karen Leccese Vinson * Frederick C. Jordan *
James 1<. Beith
Brenda Lima Herbeck Sharon Silvia Walker Linda Colby Jordan *
Richard J. Bernazzani
Kathleen Smith Hockenberry Virginia Burns Walkins Nancy E. Kane
Karen Thomas Berube
Sharon Lauzon Howard Patricia Hawley Walls Barbara Poirier Kelley *
Carl H. Blanchard
Jane Rankin Johansen Linda Detommaso Warnock Josephine Koelsch
Stephen E. Blomberg
Robert A. Johnston Mark F. White Richard J. Kozik
Ronald S. Campbell
Marion Durken Kade * Kenneth P. Lagace
Elaine Clement Clement-Holbrook
Donna Hazel Kendall 1974
Raymond B. Leach Paul R. Cooper
Leo J. Kobs Barbara Delahanty Lee
Suzanne Geppner Cooper
Mary Brown Kuzmeski Elaine Donahue Allard Michael D. Lortie
Aida Rodrigues Correia
Janel Lafond-Paquin Kathleen Canary Almeida Irene Potts Lynch *
Joyce Silvia Costa
Gloria Longo Lagasse * Mary-Jo Judge Baniukiewicz Rosemary A. Macek
Thomas R. Coughlin *
Jeanne T. Leblanc Nancy Latini Barron Scott D. Mackay
Janis Brothers Creeger
Gregory P. Lee Paul A. Battistini Dennis P. Mallinson
James L. Daley
David R. Longland * Paula Cronin Beasley *
Colette M. Marcotte Maureen McClellan Daley
Jeffrey R. Lynch. Cynthia L. Berryman-Fink *
Brenda Barek Martin Kathleen M. Daly
Marie Fitting Mackiewicz Susan Donnelly Mathieson *
Barbara D'Entremont *
Pauline Urban Madenjian Rose Girard Bevis Maryann Campbell McLaughlin
Vincent T. D'Oliveira
Laurie Blauss Bianchi Charles R. Ellsworth *
Stephanie A. Mallory Audrey Nickerson Bohannon Michael J. McNamara *Ellen Riley McWade Joanne Estes
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Carol Morse Kosicki *



















Kenneth D. Ottariano *
















































Kathleen Holleran Arruda *
Gayle Niemczyk Balestracci
Judith Smith Battistini

































































Paula Yale Maistrellis *
Nancy Perry Martin
Catherine T. Mason
Jane F. McElwee *





































Gary S. Atkinson +



































Barbara F. Lightizer *
Wm. Jeffrey Lord *
Steven W. MacLean
Anthony C. Maistrellis *
Marie Beaulieu Manning
Judy Boyajian Manoogian





Mary T. Regan *
Dayle Russell Reynolds *
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perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
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Dayna Bradbury Scribi Gary A. Marrese Patricia O'Halloran Kucharski Joseph J. Gonsalves * 0Barbara J. Sicovs Nancy O. Martin * Ruth W. LaBonte Maureen P. Graney *
Lorraine Simon Barbara Benson McNamara Barbara T. Lashley Cynthia Bertoncini Guimond ~Virginia Ciccolo Snell Nancy A. Menard * Stephen J. Linhares * Andrea J. Haefling
Barbara J. Sullivan Kathleen Rivers Millard Barbara Cawlina Luby Joshua W. Hamilton * :--George F. Sutherland Daniel J. Morgado John W. Marshall Richard J. Harwood *
Helen R. Tibbo Luanne Perry Morgado Betsy Lane Mason David J. Hickey 0
Richard C. Tonner + Frank C. Nackel + Ronald R. McGann Allison J. Hill ~Marylou Gaudette Tremblay Jane Rogers O'Connell Susan Hayes Messner Sally A. Hopfner
Kathleen M. White Thomas C. O'Connell Kenneth T. Mierzykowski * Jeannette L. Irving 0Douglas G. Young Debra Galameaux O'Neil Peter A. Molitor Elaine C. Kambegian
Diane Minnehan Peterson Kathleen Martin Morrison James A. Kane * ;:cNancy J. Rowe-Dowd Susan Serino Morrison Christina Conlon Lafferty1978 Heidi MacArthur Sardina Helen A. Nowak Carol E. Lamb * :--Marguerite Simons * Gerard E. Oakman Diane Cahill LeDucLauren P. Anderson Cheryl Findlay Smalley Nancy DiCroce O'Connor Molly Morrison Lesniak 0Carleton R. Atwood
Lynn J. Bachman Janet M. Smith William C. Quist. William R. Lunsford ~Jennifer G. Smith Robert Reardon Richard P. MaggianiJames M. Barrington Ronald D. Southard * Cynthia E. Regan Anne Young Malewicz 0Maureen Scanlon Bisaga Phillip C. Souza * Dennis Rodrigues M. Scott McDonald *Carol M. Bolduc * Cheryl A. St. Onge * Carol Robert Rossi George Mikitarian * 0David A. Bousquet Craig F. Stanovich Linda Proulx Sands Valerie P. MorganBarbara Cimorelli-lbbitson Concetta Cuscianna Stoeckel Linda Crocker Saunders Francis P. MuccioBrenton David M. Swanton Steven M. Seminerio David H. Mulligan ,....Steven H. Briggs ,....Jill McGuire Swanton Karin Ganga Sheppard Betty-Ann Costa Mullins 0Deborah Dempsey Brown * Gail Todd. Thomas L. Staples Ramona D. NicholsJanice Urbano Brown Marilyn Norris Trainor Elizabeth Sullivan-Veit Judith Bugeau Nickley * ~Marybeth Carney Robert M. Tucker Mary B. Swiatek Susan Hebert O'BrienEloise Machado Carrier Daniel Vieira Christine Convery Taylor Mary B. O'Toole
James Catelli * Anne Clifford Whitaker Anne M. Thorpe Patrick M. Petersen :--Janet Kelly Clifford Angela Piccolo White Martha Adie Wagner Maria A. Pimental Fraga 0Patricia Kelley Cooke Joyce Army Yarrow Brenda Murray Wall Louise Lamontagne Poirier
Kevin J. Cooney * Elaine M. Zollo Elizabeth Logan Weatherstone Joan M. Pucillo ~Eliza Heroux Couture Carla Tripp Wieners Sean F. Reddington 0Carolyn MacFarland Cribbie Joseph V. ResminiAndrea Montanari Crook 1979 Brian M. Salvaggio * ;:cMarguerite L. Dalton 1980 Stephen D. SheppardStephanie Valis Delvecchio Dianne C. Baran Patricia Hayes SherrerdGeorge M. DeMarco * Lisa Battaglino-Rodrigues Anne Dunn Adami Brian T. Sullivan * :--Laurie J. DeRosa * Harriet E. Beasley * William J. Adami Christopher P. Sullivan 0Robert S. DeRosa * Diane Richards Belcher Frederick R. Adams Diane Shaw ThomasDonna M. DeStefano Thomas M. Benvie Patricia A. Ambrose Deborah Tokarz-Cordeiro ~Robert A. Devido Lynn Kolbeck Bessette Richard G. Auger Joan M. TowneGail Jordan Donahue Ernie C. Branco Kathy Andrade Baldwin Robert W. Whitaker 0Elizabeth Gallagher Duval * Nancy Inman Brown Marilyn Nichols Barrington Carol MacLeod Whiting 0George T. Erwin Frederick J. Celeste Marilyn L. Beal Kathleen Cox WoodmaskaMichelle A. Ferreira Leo M. Charron Vicky Haskell Bearce Diane Calderone Zerafa *Robin Napolitan Fielding Ana Maria Costa Charles B. Billard
Maureen Baron Fuller * Alyce N. Crowell Stephen J. Brayman *
Mary C. Gammon Carmen J. D'Agostino Nancy E. Collins
Janet Tirrell Gassett John J. Davis * Robert F. Collins 1981Susan Fowler Gregory Paul F. Delaney Sharon McNamara Collins
Francis X. Hagerty Robert J. Duquette Cynthia Danahey Correia Robert E. Adams
Anita M. Honkonen Joyce J. Dwyer * David D. Crawford Deborah Gracia Araujo
Judith M. Isaksen James M. Farrell Susan Cafferty Crook Rita A. Austin
Ernest J. Johnson * Brian P. Finnigan Margaret Gray Curtis Donald W. Bagnall
Joanne Wilson Johnson * Antonio P. Gonsalves Dyan Gale Dal Pozzo Sandra E. Baker *
Daniel J. Keating * Glenn S. Guenard Margaret Cormier Daly Kathleen Boggan
Kathleen Dudley Keating * Michelle A. Hallamore Maryann Peabody Dineen Douglas F. Boyd
Caron Berardi Ketchum * Gary R. Haskell * Alice J. Doherty Joanne Butler Boyd
Daryl Petkunas Kirby Marjorie Andrade Hewitt Leo J. Donoghue Merrill O. Bryant *
Cheryl Garvey Laforge Joseph P. Johnson * Richard H. England * Virginia M. Corte
Marc J. Lanza Gregory Kasabian Joanne L. Erickson Nancy Camacho Curry
Susan Lawson Cann * Robert F. Kirschner John T. Erickson Joan Macisaac Diminico
Lisa M. Louttit * Jeanne Lawrie Kling William F. Erwin Adrienne F. Dion
Thomas P. Luby Nora Kenny Glynn Gina Ferron-Muccio
John R. Maclaren * Robert F. Glynn
Barbara Wilson Maffeo Sharleen E. Goguen
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0 Susan Laflamme Ford William Francis Lynch * 1984 Alison M. DoucetteKathryn S. Forrester Mary L. MacCaffrie Margy A. Drew~ Elizabeth M. Foster Tracey Parker Martineau Kathleen Coombs Argo Richard P. DubeeJames J. Gardner Mary Ursula Mikita Steven A. Baillargeon * Kerri Fay Eck *
~ Joni Dahlene Gaudiello Carol Campisi Millerick * Laurie Bamford Bibby Donna Procopio Ferris
0 Michele Giroux-Higgs Timothy P. Millerick * Karen Emery Callahan Timothy G. GreenRichard J. Gopen Allan D. Moniz Karen Hoffman Campbell Margaret L. Guiney
~ JeffN. Hawkins * Jane Norton Mulvihill Maria Tobin Colangeli * Judith Ann HallKaren Bevis Healy Michael E. Nickley * Kristen Blaisdell Daly * Norma J. Harrington0 James S. Hennigan Kelli O'Brien-McKinnon Sheila McDermott Delaney Carol Jackson Herlihy
;J:
Esta Uditsky Jacobs John O'Day David M. Dion * Paul F. HerlihyDonna D. Johnson Susan Atwood O'Day Sandra J. Donnelly Stephen J. HughesMary Sullivan Johnson Ellen Cuttle Oliver * Lucy B. Driscoll Laurie Irvin-Padula
~ Carol Murphy Kallander William L. Paige * Roberta M. Dunn Dean L. JohnsonKaren R. Kelley Edward J. Rosebach Mary T. Flanagan Warren C. Jones *0 Doreen M. Langer Nancy Swansburg Sexton Mary Carlesi Francis Andrea Leigh Kaufman *
~ Pauline MacDonald Long Claire M. Sheehan * Norman C. George Carrie Kulick-Clark.Mary R. Love Janet Brown Sherman * Peter Q. George Wendi Stewart Levine
0 Jody Peterson Marshall Kathleen D. Simonds Donald Gibson Audrey R. LittleNancy McKinney McAlister Elisabeth Brewer Strachan Brenda S. Green Elizabeth A. Manning0 Joseph M. McDonald June M. Strojny Laurie Carr Green Amy R. MarcusKaren Giribaldi McKenna Karen J. Trucchi Nell McMahon Hayes * Heidi Hinds Marotta *Daniel J. McNulty Joan E. Walkey Judith L. Henry Vera Marshall,.... Maureen Murphy Mello Suzanne Fulton Wasil Patrick S. McGlynn *,.... Cheryl Howe
0 Sharon A. Mendonca Tracey Breault White Timothy J. Howe Sean O'MalleyKathy L. Mohler-Faria + Kathleen A. Hubsch Pamela O'Neil~ Jean Sharland Perry Albert J. lnglesi Janice T. ProcMary Ann Pessa 1983 Marguerite M. Jacinto * Andrew B. Robinson
~ Robert H. Pettengill Michael A. Katz Judith Brandt RoltCynthia Booth Ricciardi. Richard J. Agostinelli * Valerie A. Kroon Paul F. Schlegel0 Louis M. Ricciardi. Marilyn H. Browne Susan O'Brien Leger Donald F. Schloth *Elaine Moore Santos * Jane Smith Callahan * Christopher Sheedy~ Michael L. Sardina Frederick W. Clark. Deborah O'Brien Leppanen Judith F. StuartRobert A. Colangeli * Christine E. Lortie0 Salvatore R. Scola Sandra M. Maccaferri Irene M. VasquesFrederick J. Spencer Michael J. Couture Daniel F. Whitham
;J: Anna Dodd Thomas Karen A. Croteau Cynthia A. MacDonaldJoseph M. Verria * Mary E. Dunn-Miner Joanna M. Marchand
Maryann McCarthy Verria * Ruth Almeida Fairburn
Lauretta A. Maslanka 1986~ Carla R. Gabbard Sandra Morrow-CabralRobert D. Wilson Elizabeth Williams Myra Kimberly L. Anderson0 Keith J. GrilloDonna Ditullio Grugnale Elizabeth White Pepin Patricia D. Anderson *
~ 1982 Michael Grugnale Karen DeSisto Phelan Jean Egan BelangerMary A. Harding Sandra Amoling Prado Kevin Belanger
0 Kathleen Cronan Agostinelli * Roberta R. Harvey Deborah A. Quinn Kara Tighe Bellandp Michael R. Alexander * Deborah Cunha Kasabian Matthew L. Robinson Michael T. BoutinPaul K. Auger Sandra J. Kostka Brian P. Rogan * Laura Donahue Brady
Kathleen Swift Banks Judith Cabana Lally Jean Prall Rosolino Jennifer S. Branco
Frank A. Barbuto Nancy Rogers LaRiviere Diane Cole Ross Mary-ann Bridgwood
Martha L. Campbell * Johanna M. Lawlor Miriam Rubin Terrell Cote-Vizard *
Cynthia Eames Conley Edward F. McDonough Steven Sattin * Robert A. Crossman *
Kathleen A. Cullen Maria L. Melchionda Karen A. Silvia Timothy V. Crowley
Ellen Cuttle Oliver * Joyce B. Moore John E. Snyder Stephen D. DeFranc *
Ann P. Dawson Richard S. Morse Susan Seminerio Strakus Rebecca Valeri Devlin *
Mary Noonan De Angelo * Brenda L. Murphy Christine Openshaw Tempesta * Kevin M. Dwyer
Martha Maher Deprez Carolyn O'Neil-Smith Lisa A. Thibeault Joyce Fleck
Judith L. Eddy Paul R. Prado Thomas J. Gagne *
Denise Keegan Galvin Ronald J. Rezzani * 1985 Bernadette Morrissey GolasMaureen Kelley Gardner David A. Robichaud + Marcia L. Hall
Michael R. Gosselin * Maria Z. Schouten-Moniz Domingo B. Amado * Jo-anne HaysRuth Grace Gosselin * Mary J. Sperandio Jill M. Barres Mary Anne HunterGerald P. Griffin John Strachan Denise G. Belanger * Pamela G. Kelley *Karen M. Johnson Jane Hurstak Sword Steven J. Berardino Laurie Sheehan LunderganGeorgia A. Joyce Karen Reddington Thompson David M. Borman Virginia Jesse MachadoCorrine Stanga Kalaijian Christine M. Torpey * David A. Buckley Russell E. MacMillanMary-Elizabeth losua Lanza Marie Pizzano Trudel Alison M. Campbell Donna M. Medeiros *Suzanne Silveira Lefevre Phyllis E. Warren * Dennis A. Chighisola Lisa Medeiros MoranoJennifer Sheppard Loftus Robin H. Watkins Daniel A. Clifford * Mark N. NoraLisa A. Lundy Maura McGowan Yanosick Mary Mattoli Dorgan Donna Veinot O'Malley
56
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JoAnne Peters Petrie Jane A. Hogan Matthew F. Taylor Gerard K. Flaherty 0Janice Bourne Porter Karen Deveau Jacobs James M. Thomson Kathleen Moore Flaherty *
Janice J. Porter Joseph W. Kelly Deborah L. Tillman Nancy M. Gedraitis ~John F. Pozerski * Bany D. Lamkin * Tracy Santos Toupin Anthony Gutierrez
Shawn Ryan Jeanne Douglas Mahanna John R. Washington John Healey ;....Meredith P. Schuft Maureen Collins Minasian Bethanne Welch Patricia Silk Hoban
Martha Hoeh Sigel Ralph J. Martignetti Lisa Elliott Wojes Andrea T. Jackson-Miller 0
Brian J. Spears Diane Duarte Massari Michael Jerrier ~Sean-Patrick Sullivan * Susan Bailey Oliveria Sandra Lacivita
Diana Carter Symanowicz Rita Kelly Pastore 1990 Jeffrey Lane * 0Dorothy F. Thayer Joan Garrity Pozerski Sheila Wilcox Lane *
Nancy B. Williams Nancy Parkinson Robbins Chel)'l Gorgone Adams Jane Le ;:cDavid C. Robinson Kelly Ann Bettencourt Ann MacDonald *
Karen Callahan Stacey Mark P. Bossi Anthony Mavilia
1987 Elizabeth Longo Sweeney Dale S. Boyle Elisa Simonian Ouellette ;....Mal)'ann Ryan Zayka Debra Willis BI)' Jill Garro Pariseau 0Ann Jeannette Adelsberger Jane Taris Cafferty Phyllis ParkerWayne D. Anderson Kathleen Candeias Michael Perl)' * ~Michael J. Anglin 1989 Emma Christiansen Catanzaro John V. Quinlan * 0Shirley S. Baer Daniel H. Correia Stephen Raymond *Kathleen Crowley Benson Tracey L. Armstrong Donna M. Driscoll Rita Paolini Rothberg 0Lauren E. Bina Darl)'l Aviza Susan L. Dumont David Rumrill +Linda MacGillvray Bosworth Lynn Perron Aviza Karen Modano Fahey Peter RussellRobert M. Carroll Nancy Leger Bernier Susan Peny Faria Laura Meuse Sebastyn ,....Janet Norris Chamberlain Lisa Burns Beny Polly A. Field Mal)' Tessier ,....
Joy Fessler Cox * Louise Brouillard Sheila Valicenti Finnegan Maurice Veiga 0Theresa Moore Cronin Thomas J. Butler Nanci Burgio Flaherty Robin Young Volpone ~Gina G. Ells-Gallerani Robert T. Citrano * Charles Goddard Janet YaitanesRick L. Giuliotti * Elizabeth A. Cole Steven R. Goodyear
Dianne T. Gomes Matthew J. Collins * Earlene M. Gordon * ;....
Christine Hayes laconis Rachel Shannon Collins * James P. Harrington 1992 0Laura Gedutis LeBarron Paula Hubert Como Joyce C. Hayes
Charles A. Lemieux Patricia M. Cordeiro Lori Morales Jerrier Raymond W. Agius ~Tracy Smith Moroni Elaine Naegelin Crowley Thomas F. Kelley * Lawrence Albaugh *
Kathleen M. Mulligan Maria F. B. T. DaSilva Maurine A. Lindquist Leanne Avakian 0
Michelle Lombardo Poor Lisa Leonardo Davol Dawn-Marie Guevremont David Bamford ;:cLydia L. Riker Louise Kent Devine Mackenzie Wendy Bellew
Janet Miriam Rogerson Joann Mattos Dilley Kevin E. Manning Todd E. Bello
Brenda Pereira Rugg Paul Francis Donovan Jean F. Mattila Tina Faria Bourgeois :.-Joan Dansereau Seamans Stacey Smith Dupuis Kathleen Doyle McCormack Deborah Brightman 0Lisa Pakus Tynan Marci Skiddell Elman Jorge L. Neves * Michael Connel)' *
Lesley Karlson Zavracky * Shel)'l A. Erikson Kathleen A. O'Connor Sean Connor ~Michael Feltman Jean Latanzi Proctor Stephen Culp
Regina Miniacci Frazier Laurie Dunham Protano Michel Daigle 01988 William M. Gagliard Janet Kelley Quinn Michelle Gooding Dias 0Patrick O. Hurley Lynne A. Reinhalter Jeffrey DriscollAmy B. Barton * Denise Discepolo Kiley Elizabeth Daley Riley Lisa M. FedericiAmy Kolbeck Blanchard Gerald Labelle Sandra L. Rivet Anne-MarieKeith B. Bourdon Paul T. Leuchte Cynthia Manning Roberts Hirschberg Fitzgerald *David M. Bresse F. Scott Longo * Michael S. Rothberg Esther GlynnKaren A. Bl)'er Alan M. Lydiard Shon R. Servis Janie GriffinKathleen A. Buschenfeldt James M. Massari Melissa Ainslie Shea * Michael P. Henl)'
Alfred M. Calk * Gyneth McGarvey James F. Smith Kelly O'Neill HollisMal)' M. Casey Suzanne Lavoie Melikian * Joseph P. Spencer Rosann Kozlowski *Christopher Clark Stephen C. Mills Jacqueline A. Ware-Tucker * Gal)' KruskallCarolyn Dutra Cleal)' Gail M. Milton * Catherine Zylinski Linda Zentz KuehnKathleen Lowther Corey James G. Murphy Michael LagaceLinda A. Coulter Claudette E. O'Connor Lisa LanganCynthia S. Crandlemere John R. Phelps 1991 Thomas LuceyDaniel J. Darcy * Timothy J. Philpott * Deborah MarshallAngela R. Disharoom Richard Rao * Robert BI)' Judithe MasonSuzanne McLean Dwyer Jeanne Bernier Sarno Richard Conroy Stephen Mason
Barbara Kowalczyk Emerson * Kevin E. Sawyer Audrey Cooke Carolyn Fitzgerald MaybruckLynn Fraga Garcia Matthew R. Scott Kelly Chase Cox Tara Dolan MoranoLouis A. Ghelf1 James S. Smith * Michael Cox Jorge Orta *Anne S. Gibbons Janet Lonergan Spinney * Susan Dacdario Daddario Linette Villegas Rao *Gertrude Beauchemin Haddad Barbara J. Swartz Barbara Darling Karen Courtney Rumrill +Leslie Anderson Hickey Frederic S. Dorr
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0 Asif Shahabuddin Michael Varao Andrew W. Cooney 1999Kristina Sletner Richard Webb * Brant M. Cruz~ Anne Tavares-Buker Donna Whitney Suzanne M. DiFalco Patricia Casey CruzJanice Tripolone Diane Woodside Jennifer L. Dort Virginia Hansbeny Porter *
~ Georgina Valante Alice Rahl Gobeill Jo-Ann SimmonsRichard Weinhold Keny L. Gonsalves0 Samuel Williams * 1994 James J. Holland
~ Doreen Duarte Zebdi Julie Caprarella Deborah L. Hussey 2000Penny Trice Jones
0 Patricia Cole Sharon Clemons LePorte John Florence1993 Deirdre Confar Beverley J. Maling Daniel W. LeFavor;::c Paula Daigle Karl M. Marsiglio Jason R. WilsonRobin Adams Barton Kathleen Blume Davison Elizabeth Barron Otenti
Gail Belcher James Demopoulos * Robert A. Pessin~ John Boorack Nicholas DiMartino Chad R. Rapoza 20010 John Bringardner Albert R. Ferreira Tracey Russell RussellJill Brown Kristen George Jennifer M. Ryan Carty J. Allen~ Marie Burtt Melissa Fleming Goldberg Karen Waldron Saltzman Brian T. Angell
0 Lorraine Carrozza Thomas M. Hicks Armando G. Santo Shalan P. BaileyBarbara Chamberlain Rebecca Brown Johnsky Richard K. Schneider * Nancy Cole Barges
0 Kathrine Constant-Knowles Francene Price-Hood Kemp Deanna Sward Jacqueline A. BoudreauSusan M. Costello * Eric Leete Deanna M. Semple Jennifer J. BrennanRegina Colter Janet M. Maguire Brian 1<. Shultz Catherine Leonard Brimer,..... Christine Crossman Thomas Marshall Doreen Sullivan Debra J. Caggiano,..... Michael Crum Stephen J. McCarthy Pamie Roy Tan Raymond Cloutier0 Rose-Marie Latlippe Culp Pamela Morley Patricia E. Corey
~ Julie Deane Lyn Fitzgibbons O'Neil Vincent R. Costa, Jr.Lourdes DeSerpa David A. Qualey 1997 Christina CrowleyMargaret Doherty Robin Roberts Christopher E. England
~ Laura Eagle Kathryn Macrina Schneider * Matthew Curran Timothy R. Ferrari
0 JoAnn Bodine Evans Kristin Cronin Thomas John D'Espinosa David L. Fish lJJJeffrey Forbes Mary O'Keefe Foley Lisa Chicoine Frye
~ Lauren Sanguedolce Garozzo Matthew J. Griffin Frances M. GarretsonMargaret Hoffman 1995 Norman Albert Hayes Alicia P. Gauvin0 Scott Knief Christopher D. Adams Dorothy L. Herk Erica L. Harris;::c James H. LaFlame * Michelle Jodoin Marissa C. HoltErin Lane Mary P. Adams Roger J. Limoges * Susan Jacobucci
Jodi Collins Langella Richard J. Bellew Daniel F. McHugh Craig V. Johnson
~ Jennie Holmes Loricco Jeffrey D. Bilodeau Michael McMahon Erin M. KameeseMary E. Madden Julie laMarca Bilodeau Lynn McDonald Mills * Michelle M. Keady0 David Mallen Joanne Shay Medici Buttner Karen Panunzio Brandon Keating
~ Jennifer Hoffman Manning Lorraine D. Carrozza Keri Jean Reardon * Constantine KotsianasJudith Mantos Wendy Provance Corkren Danielle Riopelle Nicole M. Larder
0 Mary T. Marshall Francis A. Domec Jennifer Rooney Elizabeth A. LeeCatherine Hicks
0 Jennifer Bolduc Mastera Michelle Blanchette Houle Linda Fogg Smith Eunice Lea McCarronPaul McAndrews Kerri Topham Robert C. MealsStephen Messina Susan Gula Howard Cheryl Vickers James A. Mulhern
Mark Mohan Elizabeth T. King Karen Johnson Pearson
Timothy Monaghan * Brian J. Lacasse April A. Phelps
Darin Morano Lisa Gustin McGourty 1998 Jason W. PritchardJames Munise * Martin Miserandino * Bonnie L. Richardson
Andrew Pike Edward Peter Faye Blanchard Raegan Shaughnessy
Robin Reed Deborah Politano Nancy Chisholm Boudreau Eleni C. Stratigos *
Grace Rudolph * Deborah M. Rogerson Karen Siciliano Brackman Hillary Thomas
Marie Small Karen Counihan Stack Matthew Connelly Melissa A. Thompson
David Smith Lynne M. Theroux Chad J. Dagraca Michael Tokarz
Joanne Smith-Tummino Judith A. Thomas MaryLou Earle Wilfredo R. Vazquez, Jr.
Ann L. Souza Beth A. Viscardi Mary Galvin Andrea L. Warner
Erica Beth St. Germain Donna Woodard Hanson AmyL. White
Brendan Stack Amy Carpenter Lesniak Therese Winger
Beverly L. Steele 1996
Robert P. Sebastyn
Debra Stone Steven Stares
Linda M. Veracka *Jeanne Sullivan Laura M. Becker Cheryl A. WashwellJeanne Medas Jarrett Thayer * Kathy Salisbury Blunck Geoffrey Wild *Mark W. Bonneau Linda J. WinshipSara Colaneri Bonneau Alfred YebbaJanie M. Cohen
58
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,.....
,.....
Graduate Alumni 1949 1960 1966 0by Class Year Maurice E. Rucker Ethel E. Berman Ramona M. Adler ~
Donald O. Burling Gerald H. Beals
Robert C. Jones * Beatrice Chase ~1951 Marion R. Kent Walter F. Precourt 0James R. Lincoln Dorothy E. ReynoldsElizabeth Dunford Patricia A. Lincoln Rena M. Shea ~John T. Newell
Myrtle V. Simas 01952 1967 ;I:Robert S. Danstedt 1961 Gail K. Brookings *Basil F. Cronin * ~1953 Henry J. Fanning * Frances D. LeachRobert H. Leavens * Richard U. Lizotte 0
Wilfred C. Driscoll John L. Liberman Laura E. McLeod * ~Donald G. Tripp William F. Nixon Roberta Babbitt Reynolds *
Margaret A. Phinney 0Eugene F. Thayer
1954 Priscilla F. Wilkins 1968 0
Mary T. Carvalho Gerald M. Allman *
Lloyd S. Clark 1962 Louis E. Ashley ,.....Arthur D. Ferreira ,.....
Leonard G. Alves Wayne H. Karlson 01955 Raymond A. Gadaire Walter F. MacDonald ~Richard H. Gamble * Alice J. O'MalleyManuel M. Cabral * John Garrigan
Lawrence A. Castle * Michael Sansone ~
George A. Shediack * 1969 01956 Richard G. SmithRoberta A. Smith-Sullivan * Carolyn A. Johansson ~Carolyn L. Johnson Krikorian
Guy R. D'Amelio Roger K. Smith 0John A. Holt 1963Maryan L. Nowak ;I:Frances N. Guay 1970
1957 Katherine F. Haran Herbert A. Aalpoel * ~Mary C. Hathaway John F. Aylmer * 0Charles J. Kent James E. O'Donnell Joseph J. BonoRosemary A. Tierney *Alphee N. LaFlamme
Robert N. Witham * Anthony J. Dire ~John F. Maloney * Clara M. Galvin
Robert S. Murray * 0Susan F. Whalon 1964 1971 0
1958 Robert L. Brousseau Paul N. AnthonyRussell E. Burns
Louis T. Falcone Dorris M. BergerMario D. DiMarzo Mary E. Fuller Mary E. BrownNeil C. Fitzgerald Kathleen M. Craig *
Anthony J. Minnichelli Thomas C. Hoye
Ellen B. Rucker 1965 Paul E. SeeleyMarcia Stevens
1959 Hope Atkinson Madeline K. TischLouis Bitar Susan C. Trafton
Eugene A. Franciosi * David W. Gavigan
Joseph M. McDonald Anthony M. Gulinello
Virginia M. Wessing Anthony H. Gulla *James J. Harrington





Giving Clubs President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999 •
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
CentUlY Club $100 - $499 *
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000) •




0 1972 1976 1981 1993~ Robert P. Chisholm Robert G. Doyle * Jane L. Gadaire Megan A. McCarthy
~
Dwight E. Cook Clara H. Ferguson Henry J. Lamb * Carolyn A. McSweeney
Winifred Frongillo Patricia A. Hager Lois P. Scammon
0 Betty T. Gilson Elizabeth C. IrwinDavid N. Jakub Elizabeth A. Lamphier 1994$:: Celeste R. Jones John J. Magner 1982Joan G. McDermott Gaetano M. Murgo Wenyao Chen0 Leslye Ribeiro Humphrey Seay George K. Gurley * Walter I. DeadyLeona Ilowitz Jean Gefteas *;::c Cynthia Thayer Charleine Y. Jardin Geoffrey Hennessy *1977 Elise Marvelle Ruth K. Perrone~ 1973 Candyce E. Moore-Walters Maura E. PowerLouise Poirier Anthony Mary A. Worden * Eleanor J. Swift Finlayson0 Pauline Donoghue Kenneth R. Brown * Stephen R. Waisgerber
$:: Richard A. Giordano * Carol A. Burton Lusheng WangJohn P. Ladouceur MaryM. Dire 19830 Jean M. Larkin Edward J. Fopiano Diane L. FinnDolores L. McLaughlin * Robert E. Francis * 19950 Priscilla S. Miles. Elaine L. Goldstein Daniel B. RosePeter F. Moran * Joanne M. Russell * Richard Coombs *
Joseph W. O'Brien Harvey D. Varnet Kathleen Maclvor,.... 1986 Kathleen O'Brien,.... Mary L. Payton Wendy Stoddard
0 1978 Diane M. Hart *Lois M. McKeown *~ 1974 WilmaJ. Boyd 1996Betty A. Chelmow Thomas D. Burnell 1987 Karen E. Bresnahan:.- Robert G. Clark Patricia W. Carlson
0 Cornelius Coakley Claude 1. Desilva Carol A. Donovan Virginia M. CutlerJudith B. Corayer Pamela A. Elliott Carol S. Lucas Elizabeth Daigle
~ Matthew M. Delaney Kathleen E. Hart Margaret M. O'Neill Mary GuytherThomas F. Frizzell Lillian B. Juzukonis Thomas M. Pileski Kimberly Leblanc0 Roberta L. Gesner Jeri K. Katz Kathleen C. Rudnicki Linda Sands
;::c Dorothy R. Hoult Barbara A. Kelly Mary C. SvenningPatricia V. Munro Patricia Zifcak Dongxue Zheng
Pauline C. Nadeau 1988~ Judith A. Souza
0 Sandra J. Souza 1979 Patricia A. Costa 1997Kathleen E. Traficanti Christine J. Gibney Sandra Clark-Lorenzen Bohlin *
$:: Jane K. Tully Doris M. Ballantine Cynthia M. Harlow Ann Harper *Glenn C. Ward Wanda T. Brown Victoria Megias-Batista Nancy T. Kranes0 Paul R. D'Andries * Michael O. SchwartzMary A. Long
0 1975 Kathleen M. MacDonald 1998Roger C. Mitchell 1990Judith B. Alpert John P. Sullivan Lynne Payson *
Grace J. Bednarz Kristine J. Tempinski Rosemary Moreau Patricia Svendsen
Cinderella Berry Phyllis L. Whitehead Rosina Robinson
Daniel E. Doyle + Roseann M. Whittaker
John R. Ghublikian * 1991 2000Robert F. PutnamEllen T. Quinn 1980 Diana McGee Patrick F. CroninJeffrey P. Shindell Glen A. Anderson Mary Ann McKinnon * James Looney.Richard R. Staiti Sally A. Colarusso Karen MclaughlinDeborah M. Tuck
Ethel B. Winokoor Bernard J. Dupuis David Pepin 2001Linda C. Joy Kathleen L. Sears
Joseph F. Leary Dawn Sullivan Eva T. Gaffney +
Edwin J. Payton *
Helen J. Pratt 1992Susan H. Rooney





Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
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Parents 2001
Giving Clubs
Lawrence & Denise Adamczyk
Frederick R. Adams '80
David & Kathleen Adjemian




Donald & Carol Albertine





William & Cynthia Anderson
Steven & Marcia Anderson
Eric & Robin Anderson
Marcia L. Anderson
Antonino & Maria Andrade
Mary-Anne Grosso Andrews '76
Robert & Linda
Berghaus '69 Andrews
David & Susan Andrews
Lawrence & Denise Angell
Allen & Nora Annis
Peter '69 & Barbara Beall '69 Anti
Joseph & Frances Antonetti
William & Anne Antunes
Domingos & Celeste Aresta




Peter & Pamela Asacker
David & Luizette Aubut
Ronald & Elizabeth Austin
Maureen Chase Baird '63 *
Jose A. Ballester
John & Deborah Banks
Mary F. Barbone
Edward Barnard
Robert & Karen Barnes
William & Sandra Barrett
Richard & Patricia Barry
Kevin & Donna Barry
Paul & Mary Bassick
Stephen & Judith Bassignani
Ralph A. Bastable
Cheryl A. Bastien
Michael & Kathryn Bastille
Todd & Patricia Bateson
Antonio M. Batista
Barry & Beverly Battista
John & Suzanne Beattie
Leo & Brenda J. Beaudoin
Edward & Patricia
Hannon '72 Begin
Charles & Shirley Behnke
Robert & Shirley Belisle
Tara S. Bell
President's Circle $10,000 and above •
Horace Mann Sotiety $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Sotiety $2,500 - $4.999 •
Russell & Jane Bellico
Charles B. Belonwu
Nicholas & Nancy Belsky





Deborah A. Ross Beresford '72
Mary Ann Berger
Richard & Michele Bernard
Michael & Diane 1. Bertolino
Paul & Paula Bethoney
Joseph & Lonna Bieniek
Stephen '70 & Jo-Ann Donovan
'72 Birdsall
Philip H. Blanchard
Stephen & Denise Blanchette
Arthur & Mary Blanchette
Arthur & Cynthia Bloomquist
Audrey C. Nickerson
Bohannon'74
Todd & Linda Boiros
Martin & Cynthia Bolcome
Arthur & Caryl Booth *
William & Karen Bouchard
Paul & Donna Boucher
Gary '76 & Marie
Barker '72 Bouley
Michael & Cecilia Bova
Earle & Betth Ann Boynton
William & Patricia Bradford
Arhtur & Sheila Braley
Raymond '69 & Judith Braz •
Michael & Janet Brems *




Thomas & Vivian Brock
John E. Bronhard
Bruce & Lucy Brown
Thomas & Linda Brown
Robert & Karen Brown
Thomas & Carol Bruno
Joseph '54 & Joan
Shaughnessy '52 Bruno
Sandra J. Bucher
Peter & Jane Bugg
William & Nancy Bulger
James & Jean Bunton
David & Mary Pat
Burtt-Henderson
Peter & Carolyn Bythewood





Francis & Natalie Campos
Matthew & Linda Cannata
William & Regina Cannon
Arthur & Marjorie Caouette
Elizabeth Caradimos
Michael & Joanne Caron
5. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Sotiety $500 - $999 •
CentUlY Club $100 - $499 *
James P. Carr
William & Ruth Carroll
Leslie T. Carson
John & Odilia Carvalho
Jorge & Maria Carvalho
Victor & Estrella Carvalho
John & Patti Casserly
Clara A. Cenci
William & Cynthia Champagne
Marcia A. Champagne
Dolores Dumas Charron '73
John & Noreen Chartrand
Patricia A. Chase
Antonio & Aida Chaves
Lawrence & Frances Chirillo *
Robert P. Chisholm '72
Susan Christopher
Nhor & Ry Chuk
Carleton D. Churbuck
Angelo & Lorraine Cimildoro
Robert & Pamela Cinelli
Robert & Nancy Clancy
Joseph '76 & Ann
Couture '76 Clark
Robert & Elaine M. Clarke
Frank & Rita Clasby





Brian & Kym Clifford
Richard & Mary Close *
Janice Clutterbuck
William & Sharron Cochran
Bradford & Nancy Cohenno
William A. Colby
John & Debra Coleman
Philip & Donna Collins
Paula A. Comeau
Edward P. Condon
Stephen & Susan Conley
John Connolly
Mark & Karen Conover
Linda Cook
Sue Ann Cook
William & Susan Corey
Bruce & Donna Cormier
Lisa P. Cornish
Seraftm J. Correia
John & Joyce Silvia '75 Costa
Stephen & Kathleen Couet
Michael & Ruth Coughlin
Michael & Diane Coulombe
Paul & Pauline Coulon
Patricia J. Coutoumas
Cathleen V. Crawford '74 Cripps
Jean K. Crocker
Joel & Teresa Crouse
Kitty Crowe
Kenneth & Joan Crowell
Young LeadClS Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000).




























































Arthur & Linda Cuellar
Timothy & Bonnie-Lee Curtis
Paul & Irene Cyr
John & Mary Dalessio
Douglas Dalton
Daniel & Carol Daly
Donald Daniels




Aristides & Maria DaSilva
Marc D. de Pontbriand
Dale De Wispelaere *
Orlando F. DeAbreu
James & Jane DeChambeau
Normand Degagne
Beat R. Degen
Kevin & Ann Delaney




Gerald & Audrey Dennis
Virginia R. D'Ercole
Joseph & Cynthia Derrane
Gerard & Lea Deschenes
Lourdes DeSerpa '93
Deborah A. DesFosses






Joseph & Doreen DiMartino
Philip & Sandra Dineen
Eileen F. Dinneen
Ms. Blanche C. DiNocco
Roland A. Dion
Robert & Theresa DiPilato
Edith Doenges
William & Joan Doherty
Richard R. Dolan
William & Denise Donahue
Sandra J. Donnelly '84
Andrea A. Donovan




Edward J. & Maryanne Doyle
Antoinette Dragonetti
Arthur & Theresa Duarte
Roland & Monika Dube
Thadius & Dianne Dubsky
Jeanne Ducharme
Clyde & Sarah Dugas
George & Janet Dupont
Bruce & Maryellen Duquette
Katherine M. Durant
Bernard & Diane Durante *
Carl & Cathy Dwinnells
John & Susan Dyer
Joseph & Joann Eastman
Lawrence & Martha Eaton
Joanne Ebert-McCreary
Scott & Joanne Eklund
Richard & Anne Emerson
Gary & Gwendolyn Engdahl
Robert & Maureen Ennis
George T. Erwin '78
Raimundo & Maria Espinosa
Cesar & Lorenza Espitia
Francis & Mary Fama
James & Maurenn Famolare
Henry J. Fanning G'61 *
Joseph & Susan Faria
Deborah Faria
Mary E. Farnham
Ronald & Katherine Favreau
Cynthia M. Federico
Luis & Adriana Fernandes





Antonio & Maria L. Ferreira
Michael & Honour Ferris
Richard & Robin Fine *




Jeanne M. Franco Folloni '70
Stacey & Jeanne Fontana
David & Judith Forant
Charles & Anne Fortier
Ernest & Kathleen Fragopulos
Randall & Mary Frazier
Carmine & Donna Fuccillo
Ronald J. Fuller
Luther G. Fulton
Charles & Dorothy Furgason
Maria D. Furtado
Teresa M. Oliveira '63 Gaffney
Mark & Donna Gailey
Thomas & Joan Gainey
John & Jeanne Gallagher
Michelle Gardner
J. P. Gauvin
Gordon & Marie Gay
Robert & Colleen Genovesi
Theresa Stolarz '65 Geribo *
Peter & Karen Gill
John & Maureen Gill
James P. Gill
David & Helen Gilmore
Cheryl Gilmour
Paul Ginnetty
John & Jean Goggin
Morton & Dorothy Goldberg
Christopher J. Golden *
David Goldman '70
Scott & Karen Goldstein
Alan & Susan Gottlieb
Horacio & Thomasia Gouveia
Harold & Roberta Grabert
James J. Grady
Henry & Lois J. Graham
Mr. and Mrs. Christie Grande, Jr.
Lucy A. Grant-Ruane
Leonard M. Gregory
Ronald & Katherine Grein
Thomas & Donna Griffin
Andrew & Jo Ann Griffiths
Joseph & Elaina Grota
Deborah L. Gudmand
Ronald J. Guilmette
Stephen & Joan Hackett *
Joanne Hahn
John K. Haines
Philip & Zako Hajjar
Alice Tatro '66 Hall
Thomas & Maureen Hamilton
Herbert C. Hamilton, Jr. '74
Raymond & Ann Handorff
Masud & Helen Haneef
James E. Hanley '65
Lynn A. Hansen
James & Dorothy E. Hanson
David & Jeanne Harrington
Dennis J. & Darlene J. Hart
David & Deborah Hartling
Robert & Karen Haskins
Herbert W. Hatch
Glenn & Chantal Hathaway
Gary & Debra Hauswirth
Cindy Hayes
Curt Hazeldine
Brian & Maljorie Hebda
Thomas & Adelaide Heelan
Ronald & Ingrid Heim
Bruce & Linda Hemenway
John & Janice Henderson
Kathleen D. Henehan
Robert & Pamela Herbig
John & Kathleen Hewitt
Joseph Hickey
Chad & Sylvia Higginbotham
Kathleen Hall '75 Higginbottom
Kevin & Kathleen Higham
Paul & Sharon Hilario
Theresa M. Hill
Joaz & Nancy Hill
Thomas & Jacqueline Hill *
Matthew & Sheila Hobin
Anthony & Janine Hockenberry
Linda Hodgkinson
Stephen & Suzanne Hoey
Susan Honan
Richard & Jacqueline Hopp
Steven & Barbara Horan
Alan & Kathy Horton
Linda M. Hough
Clinton & Cynthia Howard
Bruce & Susan Howard
Charles Howard
Leo & Jeanne Howe
Ralph & Maljorie Howe
Robert A. Huether
Michael '65 & Donna
Chateauneuf '65 Hughes *
Ann D. Hunter
Tom & Sue Hurlebaus
William & Christina Hurley
Barbara A. Byrne '67 Hurney
Robert & Susan Hynes
Stephen & Janice lannessa
Alphonse Imbriglio
Toni A. Ivers
Nicholas & Gloria lwanczuk
Dennis & Karen lworsky
Ellen D. Jackson
Donna L. James
Richard S. Januse '60
Roger & Eleanor Jipson
Harold & Deborah Johnson
Paul & Debra Ann Johnson
Robert & Pamela Jones
Charles G. Joy '00
Michael C. Kaeppel
Michael & Linda Kanabay
Daniel & Leslie Kane
Robert & Linda Karcz
Charles & Janine Karns
Paul & Mary Kasper
Robert '69 & Gail Geriapy '69
Kass
Richard & Debra Katz
Barry & Debra Katz *
Leonard & Joan Kavanagh
Marie Schortman '68 Keefe
Sandra Keefe
James Keegan
Thomas & Carroll Keen
Faith S. Kehoe
Dennis & Dorothy Kelley
John & Rosemary Kelley
Daniel & Patricia Kelliher
Dianne T. Kelly
Daniel & Margaret Kelly
James M. Kelly
Carl & Patricia Kenney
Alan '66 & Joan
Cleary '62 Kenney
Oh T. Keong
Robert & Joann Kershner
Maureen Kiely
Lawrence & Judith Kingston




Brian & Lorraine Kreizinger
Carolyn L. Johnson '69 Krikorian
62
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
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Kenneth Krushas
Robert & Maureen Kwash
Peter & Janice Ladow
Gerard R. laFleur
Kenneth P. Lagace '74
Thomas E. Lagg
Michael & Linda Lalli
Carol Lamb
Rene & Joyce Lamontagne
Paul Landry *
Susan & Joseph Langway
Jose & Donna Larguinha
Wayne & Mary laRoche
Edna Laurent-Tell us
Robert & Gilda Lavita
Stephen & Phyllis Law
William J. Lawless
Barbara M. Le Favor
Lynne B. Leary
Jeffrey & Patricia Leary
Chester & Kristina Lebrocquy
Ronald & Bernice Ledoux
Hok-Lai & Chiu-Kwan Lee
Kevin & Catherine Leet
Robert S. Lenoci
Giuliano & Donata Leone
Mark & Jeanette Lerner
Jeanne Walter '65 Lesperance
Arthur & Judith Lettiere






William & Kathy Lima
Robert Lizine *
Robert & Shirley Locke
Judith M. Logan
John K. Long




Daniel & Melanie Lussier




Luis & Colleen Macedo
Louis & Paula Macinanti
Harold & Paula Maddock
Mary M. Maggio
Mary Anne Maguire
Francis & Theresa Maguire
Joyce A. Maloney
John & Barbara Manchester
Marie T. Manchon









David & Jeannine Marr
James A. & Mary A. Marsh
Merrill & Patricia Marshall
Bette Clark Marshall '62
Ann E. Martell
William & Marijo Martin
Nadene L. Martin
Richard & Mary Martin
John & Susan Martin
Carlos Martinez
Thomas Martini
Vincent & Nancy Marturano
Suzanne M. Mascia
Alfred Masi
Robert & Patricia Mastrogiacomo
Patricia A. Estes Mathewson '75





Robert & Evelyn Mayhew
Elizabeth McAdams
Stephen & Joanne McCarthy
Nancy M. McCarthy
William & Sheila McCorkle
Richard & Susan McCormack
Richard & Mary McCue




David & Mary McHugh
Ernest & Sheila McKay
Joanne McKenna
Gerard & Margaret McLuskey
Thomas J. McNaught
Stephen & Johanna Meade
Michael & Carrie Means




Vincent & Mari Jo Medeiros
Victoria Megias-Batista '88
Ann H. Mell
Antonio & Irene Mendes
Natalia Mendes
Robert & Theresa Merriam
Paul & Elizabeth Merriam
Michael J. Metcalf '75
John & Susan Miceli
Nicola '71 & Susan
Johnson '71 Micozzi
Joseph & Joseph Miller
Ronald D. Miller
Robert & Joanne Miller
Kenneth Miller
Marie-Angela Mindle
Kathleen A. Mirrione *
Robert & Kathleen Mitchell
Roger C. Mitchell '79
President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999 •
Thomas J. Mitchell
Robin & Kathleen Mitchell
Jon & Ester Mitchell
Robert L. Modini
Joan & David Montiero-DeGrace
Cynthia M. Moore
Thomas L. Moore
Peter F. Moran, Jr. G'73 *
Stephen & Karen Mordas
Antonio & Barbara Moreira
Robert & Ann Moriarty
Bert & Nora Morris
Courtland & Jean Morse
Jeffrey & Cheryl Morse
Jeffrey & Lynne Mower
Martha S. Pye Mulholland '71
Andrew & Mary Mulholland
Russell & Freda Mullen




Michael & Karen Murphy





Karl & Karen Nauss
Edward G. Nee
Deborah A. Neil
Walter & Linda Newell
Cristiano & Clara Nunes
Antonio B. Nunes
Joseph W. O'Brien '73
Majorie A. O'Brien
Mary E. O'Connell
Arthur & Linda O'Connell
Kevin O'Connor
Michael & Jean O'Donnell
Daniel & Nora O'Donnell
Joseph & Carole O'Donnell
Peter & Sandra O'Flaherty
Michael & Donna O'Hara
Michael & Jo-Ann O'Keefe
James O'Keefe
Jean M. O'Leary
Edward & Debra O'Neil
Barbarann Ormonde
James & Kathryn Owens
Richard & Anna Paige
Domenic Palmieri
David & Deborah Paquette
Steven & Susan Paquette
Rebecca A. Paradis
Joseph & Marilyn Pardo
Sandra M. Park
Mary Ellen Parker
Gerald & Carolyn Parmenter
Robert & Mary Ann Parrella
John S. Parsons *
Russell & Kathleen Partridge
Robyn Patrick-Mayer
Katrina M. Patton
S. Elizabeth Popc Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
CentUlY Club $100 - $499 *
Luana R. Paul
Fernando & Maria Pedro
Stephen M. Peirce
Fred & Elizabeth Pell
Mark & Sharon Pelletier
Donald & Margaret Percy
Mr. & Mrs. Perry
Carol E. Petersen
David & Mary Ellen Peterson
Michael & Anne Pettine
Byron & Bonnie Pickering
Ernest & Rita Pigeon
Saturnino & Alicia Pinto
Thomas & Deborah Pires
Stephen & Linda Pirie
Jean & Virginia Plasse
William & Sandra Poitras
Kenneth & Nancy Pondelli
Gregory & Elaine Portanova
Francis Powers
Joel Prives *
Stephen & Catherine Pugsley
Vickie S. Quatromini
Donald & Margaret Quinn
Deborah A. Quinn '84
Kathryn Quinn
Ovide O. Rajotte
Robert & Patricia Ramstrom
Frank J. Rapisardi '69
Elio D. Raposo
Roger & Karen Raymond
George & Carol Raymond
John & Janice Raynor
Stephen A. Reale
Jack & Eileen Regan
Jose Ribeiro
Manuel & Joan Ribeiro
Thomas M. Richard '75
Mary Richards
Wayne & Deborah Ridley
Paul & Donna Riendeau





Gerard & Sharon Rivard
Sandra M. Pasalacqua Rizzo '71
Ruth F. Roach
Gilbert L. Robbins '68
Susan M. Robitaille
Wayne & Penny Rogers
Frank Rondinelli
Bonnie L. Root
Thomas & Kathleen Rosado
Mario & Genoveffa Rosano
David & Colleen Rose
Daniel B. Rose '83
James & Evelyn Ross
Elliott Rounds
Timothy A. Rowe
David & Kamala Rowell
Karen M. Dembro Roy '74
Susan F. Rubin G'92
Richard & Melinda Rudnow
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000) •












































William & Catherine Rudolph
Richard & Ann Ruggiero
Philip M. Russo
Rebecca Ryan
Nancy J. Rapoza Salamon '68
Alexander & Kathleen Salipante
Margaret M. Sanborn
Dwight & Jeannine Sanborn
Caryn Higgins '76
Virginia Santangelo
Antonio & Gail Santos
Anthony & Mary Scarlata
Mr. Doric C. Scarpelli
Noel & Catherine Schaub
Vaughn & Ruth Schlieff
Robert C. Schober
John & Nancy Scialoia
Thomas & Lillian Scott
Scott & Karen Seaboyer
Jeremy & Karen Sellers




John & Susan Sheldon *
Christina M. Zeuli Shewry '75
Gary & Anita Shulman
Jerrold & Suzanne Shulman
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald H. Sicotte
Barbara J. Sicovs '77
Edward & lrene Siegal
Antone & Arlene Silvia
Gary & Linda Simard






Christopher & Patricia Sloane
Cynthia Smith
Suzanne C. Smith
Bernard F. & Vivian Smith
Janet E. Smith
Richard L. Smith
George & Deborah Smith
William & Laurie Smith
Jeffrey & Carolyn Smith
Jo-Ann Socci
John & Janet Sodergren
Donald & Paula Sombronsky
Frank & Joann Somma




Edward & lrene Spellman
Paul & Donna Spera




Charlene A. Barnett Steele '73
David E. Steen




James & Louise Stoddard
James & Patricia Stone
Thomas Stoughton
Thomas & Mary Stranova
Angela Malfa Stull '67
Yaroslaw Suchy
Lois Sullivan
Donald & Linda Sullivan
Michael J. Sullivan
Edward & Kathleen Sussek
Joseph & Jane Swan
Nadine Sweeney
Raymond & Cheryl Sweet
Charles 1. Sylvester
Kwong & Kathy Szeto
Thomas Talbot *
John & Joan Tanguy
James & Anne Marie Taormina
David & Mary Tardie
Kathleen A. Tarentino '69
Frank & Donna Tavano
Christine & Stephen Taylor
Michael & Margaret Teixeira
William & Nancy Testa
A. Joseph & Debra Thebearge
Linda Therrian
Fred & Patricia Therrien
Richard & Darlene Thornton
Thomas & Catherine Thurbide
Elizabeth A. Timilty
John & Maria Tomaz
Robert P. Tonucci
Richard & Doreen Torres
Raymond G. Tourangeau
Mary P. McPherson Tousignant '74
Robert & Debra Tracy
Jilda Traynham
Richard & Monice Trottier
Lynden & Mary Jane True
Deborah S. White Trust '71
Gerard & Evelyn Turcotte
Germain & Douglas Uhlman
Ian & Ann Ullathorne
James R. Valdes
Carol A. Bonham Vance '72
Ondina & Helder Varela





Liberal & Maria Viveiros




Daniel & Patricia Walsh
Jean L. Ward
Michael & Denise Warren
Charles & Anita Warren
Phyllis E. Warren '83 *
A. D. Wauchope
David C. Wayman
Jeffrey & Liinda Weafer
Stephen & Michele Webber
Gayle Webber
Nancy Weljkovic
Michael & Maria Welsh
Jim & Merrilynn Wenzel
Chipman & Patricia Westhaver
Stephen & Mary Wetherbee
Robert & Patricia White
John & Faith White
Kathleen M. White
Vernon S. White
Richard & Jean White
Sheila & David White
Suzanne M. zajac Whitehead '68
John & Karen Whitney
Kenneth & Martha Whittington




David & Susan Wilson
Robert & Constance Winter
John D. Winters
Mark & Betty Jane Wolff
Kendall & Mary Woodman
Peter & Elizabeth Worden
Robert & Joan Wotton
Ronald S. Wrightington
Thomas & Barbara Wukawitz
Lorraine Xavier '76
Pamela J. Yannone
Carolyn J. Young '63
Nancy 1. Corcoran Yucius '65






Although we have taken greot care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us knaw sa that we can make the necessary carrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
DESCRIPTION
BridgewaterArm Chair Laser Engraved with BSC seal; Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms
Bridgewater Rocker Laser Engraved with BSC seal; Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms
BridgewaterArm Chair Black with CherryArms & Gold Silk SCreen of BSC seal
Bridgewater Boston-Style Rocker Black with Gold Silk SCreen of BSC seal
Bridgewater Uberty Side Chair Black or Cherry Rnish with Gold Silk Screen of BSC seal
College Mirror Hand-painted SCene of Boyden Hall on a 15" x26" Mirror in SilverToned Frame
Bridgewater Desk Clock Pen & Ink SCene of Boyden Hall; Hand-RnishedWood Frame in Mahogany or
Dark GreenTone - 7" x8" x2" Quartz movement, batteries included.
Pen II Ink Mirror II Desk Box Hand-Rnished PoplarWood Box features a Reproduction Pen & Ink Print of BSC
Bridgewater State College Woven Coverlet
Red & Natural White 100% Cotton Custom-Woven Coverlet; Features 10 College Buildings
Bridgewater Portable Umbrella Red &White Nylon Panels with BAA Logo
Bridgewater Mug -White Porcelain with Red BSC seal
BridgewaterAlumni License Plate Holder - Chrome with Red Lettering
BridgewaterAlumni Association Computer Bag - Quality bag with compartments to hold lap-top and morel
- Maroon with White imprint of BAA logo
Laser Engraved Lamp
100% Sport Fleece Quarter Zip Pullover Jacket -Two side seam pockets; Colors Black or Navy
with Bridgewater State CollegeAlumni embroidered in red - Sizes M, L& XL
SUper Heavy Drawstring Hooded Sweatshirt -Ash Grey with BridgewaterState CollegeAlumni
embroidered in red -Sizes M, L. XL & XXL
Low Profile lWo-Tone washed Pigment Dyed cap with leather strap back. Colors: Khaki crown
with black or burgundy visor
Solid Hardwood Diploma Frame
Double matted with Bridgewater's offidal seal is in the matting. Shipping + handling included.
Penonalization of Chairs. Clock and Desk Box
FOR ORDERING INFORMAnON PLEASE SEE ENCLOSED ORDER CARD
PRICE
$260.00
$280.00
$250.00
$275.00
$225.00
$165.00
$130.00
$120.00
$49.95
$15.00
$4.50
$10.00
$32.00
$139.00
$50.00
$50.00
$15.00
$130.00
$30.00 each
Bridgewater
Bridgewater State College
P.O. Box 42
Davis Alumni Center
Bridgewater, MA 02324
Address Service Requested
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